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Economic Update
Employment data released this week by the U.S. Labor Department
reflected an unexpected decrease in the unemployment rate, which fell
from 9.8% to 9.4% in December, its lowest measure in 19 months. The
drop is not a purely positive sign, however, as a large portion of the
decrease can be attributed to a third consecutive contraction in the labor
force as job-seekers continue to exit the market in the face of stagnating
job prospects. Languid wage inflation and a payroll increase that failed
to meet consensus estimates contributed to the disappointing report.
Jobless claims data provided some positive news on the labor front,
coming in under analyst estimates. The Challenger Job-Cut Report was
another bright spot, exhibiting the lowest amount of announced layoffs in
over 10 years.
Federal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke testified before the Senate
Budget Committee on Friday, communicating an optimistic economic
outlook in his first address since revealing the details of the government’s
second round of quantitative easing. Bernanke noted that there exists
“increased evidence that a self-sustaining recovery in consumer and
business spending may be taking hold,” adding that it is likely the
recovery will strengthen in 2011. In regard to concerns that were raised
about the inflationary ramifications of the previously implemented bondbuying program, Bernanke ensured that the Fed is committed to keeping
inflation near 2% and is capable of doing so. The chairman also urged
lawmakers to devise a plan for reducing the budget deficit, suggesting
that the negative economic and financial impact of staying the current
course could be severe.
Factory orders in November rose 0.7%, surpassing analyst predictions of
no change. The largest contribution came from the durable goods
component, which was upwardly revised 1% to -0.3% on strength in
metals and electronics. Shipments also showed strength, doubling to a
0.8% increase. Domestic motor vehicle sales rose 3.3% to an annual
rate of 9.4M units in December, reflecting a high concentration of
consumer spending on vehicles. The ISC-Goldman index measuring
same-store sales rose 0.4% in the first week of January on continued
strength from the holiday season. The index rose 3.6% in 2010.
Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. Department of
Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, the Institute for Supply Management-Chicago, The Conference Board, the
National Association of Realtors.
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U.S. Treasuries finished the week mixed, with gains on the short-end and
losses on longer-dated maturities. Treasuries rose on Friday after a
weaker than expected U.S. jobs report, along with comments from
Federal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke that suggested the labor
market may take four to five years to “normalize fully.” Many investors
also focused on safe-have Treasuries as stocks of major banks dropped
on a report that U.S. Bancorp and Wells Fargo lost a home foreclosure
case in Massachusetts. Separately, longer-dated maturities
underperformed amid $66 billion in new debt supply next week. Market
makers tend to push up long-term bond yields as a way to underwrite
bond auctions at more attractive levels.
Meanwhile, widely followed PIMCO manager Bill Gross said that while he
still feels the bull market in bonds has ended, the beginning of a farreaching bear market is not on the near-term horizon given the overall
weakness in broad employment gains. Treasury yields will drift up
“gradually, but not significantly,” Gross said. The combination of the
Fed’s quantitative easing program and near-zero benchmark interest
rates will likely keep pressure for higher yields tempered. Given this
outlook and a still steep yield curve, it is likely that securities with
intermediate-term maturities would benefit.
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Stocks rose in the first week of trading in 2011, with the Dow Jones
Industrial Average (DJIA) gaining 97.25 points or 0.84% to end the week
at 11,674.76. The broader S&P 500 closed at 1,271.50, 13.86 points
higher, or 1.10%. The technology-heavy NASDAQ Composite gained
1.9% to close at 2,703.17.

Weekly Change
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Information technology stocks had the strongest sector returns this week,
posting a gain of 2.05%. Tech stocks were led by graphic-chip maker
Nvidia Corp (NVDA) with a 29.03% gain. The company announced plans
Thursday to develop its first computer processor for mainstream
computing, a plan that would compete directly with Intel (INTC) and
Advanced Micro Devices (AMD).

0.8%

Consumer stocks generally traded lower this week as some retailers
announced disappointing holiday shopping results. Among the
companies announcing weak results were Target (TGT), which reported
an 8% drop in same-store sales, and Gap Inc. (GPS), which reported a
lower-than-expected 0.9% rise in same-store sales. Target lost 8.44%
this week while Gap shed 7.36%.

0.0%

Financial stocks were set to be among the sector leader this week until a
Massachusetts court ruled that Wells Fargo (WFC) and U.S. Bancorp
(USB) failed to prove they were the holders of certain mortgages during
foreclosure, according to the Wall Street Journal. The news sparked
concern that banks would face trouble foreclosing on some of its
mortgages. Banks sold off on the news, with the KBW Bank Index
shedding 0.94% on Friday.
Ford Motor Co. (F) introduced its first electric car on Friday, which is
slated to go on sale later this year. The company will begin selling an allelectric version of its Focus compact car that is claimed to offer a better
mile-per-gallon equivalent than the Chevrolet Volt, according to a press
release. Additionally, Ford announced its plans to deliver five electrified
vehicles to North America and Europe by 2013.
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Broad commodities fell for the week as the U.S. dollar experienced its
largest weekly gain against a basket of currencies since August.
Improving jobless claims data reduced the need for safety buying
sending nearby gold contracts 3.68% lower for the week, the largest
weekly decline in nearly six months. Crude oil futures fell to a 3-week
low, losing 3.32% largely due to a rising U.S. dollar. Profit-taking
occurred early in the week after oil prices reached a two-year high.
Soybeans pulled back on speculation that rainfall will aid the South
American crop, alleviating some pressure for the U.S. to meet the world’s
demands.
The largest investor in Goldman Sachs’ fraudulent collateralized debt
obligation (CDO), better known as ABACUS, has sued the firm.
Goldman was accused of misleading investors about the role of star
hedge fund manager John Paulson, who helped construct the CDO but
intended to short the security. The Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC) sued Goldman in late 2009 and settled for $550
million. According to FINalternatives, ACA Financial Guaranty is seeking
$120 million in damages after claiming the security was “worthless” from
the start. ACA bought millions worth of ABACUS notes and also insured
part of the portfolio.
The SEC launched an investigation into whether California failed to
provide adequate disclosures about its public pension fund, CalPERS.
Nearly 25% of its portfolio was wiped away during the financial crisis and
the investigation is looking into whether or not risk levels were
adequately disclosed. The investigation carries much interest as the
government is pushing for further transparency among public pension
funds.
Partners Group, a Swiss private equity firm, released a study
communicating favorable conditions for mezzanine financing in 2011.
The report notes default risk for mezzanine debt would fall to as low as 12% in 2011 as the use of leverage has decreased significantly.
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1 Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Dow Jones, National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts, Hedge Fund Research,
Bloomberg, The Wall Street Journal, The International Monetary Fund.
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Economic Update
Consumer morale edged lower in early January, as shown by the
Thomson Reuters/University of Michigan Surveys of Consumers.
According to Reuters, the deterioration in sentiment resulted from
climbing gasoline prices. Despite being discouraged about prices at the
gas pump, the survey indicated that consumers’ one-year economic
outlook reached the strongest level since September 2009 as the outlook
for the employment market improves.
The Federal Reserve released its Beige Book on Wednesday, indicating
that the economy expanded further in November and December.
Overall, the manufacturing, retail, and non-financial sectors remained
stronger than the real estate and financial service sectors. Most of the
12 Federal Reserve Districts indicated rising input prices for
manufacturers and retailers. According to data released by the Fed this
week, industrial production increased 0.8% in December. Since
December 2009, industrial production increased 5.9%; capacity
utilization, however, declined 0.2% to 76.0% during the same period.
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The Labor Department announced that the Consumer Price Index (CPI)
advanced 0.5% in December, following a 0.1% increase in November.
Food prices rose 0.1% from the previous month while energy prices
climbed 4.8%. Prices excluding food and energy, known as Core CPI,
increased 0.1% for the month and are now 0.8% higher than December
2009. The annual rate of CPI decelerated from a 2.7% increase in
November to a 1.5% increase last month. Meanwhile, the Producer
Price Index (PPI) increased 1.1% in December on a seasonally adjusted
basis. This marks the sixth consecutive month of higher prices for
finished goods. In the last year, PPI increased 4.0%. Excluding food
and energy, prices advanced a modest 0.2%. The Department of Labor
also announced that import prices increased 1.1% last month, causing
the largest quarterly increase in more than three years. The price index
for U.S. exports advanced 0.7% for the month, resulting in a 6.5%
increase during 2010—the most significant calendar year increase since
the index began 27 years ago.

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. Department of
Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, Thomson Reuters.
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U.S. Treasuries finished the week modestly higher after a bout of
disappointing economic releases related to U.S. consumer activity and
speculation of higher interest rates in Europe led investors to a flight-tosafety trade. A tame inflation report on Friday lends support to the Fed’s
argument to continue its $600 billion quantitative stimulus program to
help foster economic growth. This data prompted traders to close out
bets that the Federal Reserve might raise short-term interest rates by
year-end, according to Reuters. Federal funds futures contracts for
delivery in March 2012 now yield 0.52%, an indication that market
participants expect the central bank to increase its short-term interest
target to this level.
In contrast, policy makers in many of the world’s other major economies
are either talking about or taking steps to increase interest rates. China
recently raised the ratio of banks’ required reserves by 0.50%, forcing its
banks to lock up more of their cash with the central bank in an effort to
thwart inflation. European Central Bank President Jean-Claude Trichet
also warned that risks to price stability in the medium term “could move
to the upside.” While concerns continue over tightening monetary policy
in Europe, investors grew less apprehensive of the sovereign debt crisis
after successful bond sales by Spain and Portugal.
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Domestic stocks shrugged off a slow start to the week to end in positive
territory, with the Dow Jones Industrial Average and the S&P 500 indices
experiencing gains for the seventh consecutive week, the longest stretch
of weekly increases since May 2007. Monday saw investors taking a
cautious approach to the markets ahead of the kickoff to earnings
season, sending stocks mostly lower. However, after market close
aluminum producer Alcoa Inc. (AA) reported earnings for the fourth
quarter that beat analyst forecasts, boosting optimism and injecting
confidence into the markets. Additional positive earnings reports as well
as promising news concerning the continued de-escalation of European
debt woes provided enough momentum to overshadow some
disappointing economic data and keep shares rising throughout the rest
of the week. The S&P 500, Dow Jones Industrial Average, and NASDAQ
Composite indices finished the week up 1.71%, 0.96%, and 1.93%,
respectively.
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Shares of Marathon Oil Corporation (MRO) surged 10.25% this week
after the company announced plans to split off its refining and sales
operations. The move will create the subsidiary Marathon Petroleum
Corp., set to be the world’s fifth largest refiner. J.P. Morgan Chase & Co.
(JPM) climbed 1.03% on Friday after revealing a 47% profit increase in
the fourth-quarter, partially attributing the impressive performance to a
sharp reduction in loan losses. Intel Corp. (INTC) reported earnings that
bested analyst estimates as well, with earnings in the fourth quarter rising
48%. Despite the solid report, shares of the chipmaking giant dropped
0.99% on Friday, with investors citing pessimism regarding the future of
the company in a weakening market for PCs.
The outlook regarding the direction of global stock market activity in 2011
is mixed. David Winters, chief executive officer of Wintergreen Advisers
LLC and manager of two mutual funds with excellent performance,
recently predicted in a Bloomberg article that global stocks could reach
record highs this year with help from government stimulus policies.
However, strategists at JPMorgan and Royal Bank of Canada have a
gloomier outlook, forecasting that effects from a slowdown in the global
economic recovery could send stocks into a decline as early as the end
of the first quarter.
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Gold fell for the second consecutive week despite rising early on as
investors looked for safe haven assets amid continued worries over
European debt, mainly Spain and Portugal. Safe haven allure faded
Friday, with nearby gold contracts slipping almost 2% as a stabilizing
global economy once again came into the forefront. Nearby crude oil
contracts rallied $3.23, or 3.65% to settle at $91.67. Supply concerns
sent prices higher following the closure of the Trans-Alaska Pipeline after
operators found a leak, according to the Wall Street Journal. Two-year
highs were set near week end as the Department of Energy calculated
that crude stocks fell 2.2 million barrels last week and strong economic
data outweighed additional monetary tightening in China. According to
Bloomberg, the U.S. Department of Agriculture raised forecasts for global
wheat inventory, easing supply worries and prompting a late sell-off on
Friday after two days of substantial gains. Wheat remained little
changed for the week.
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According to the Wall Street Journal, the Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC) launched a broad investigation into private equity
firms’ involvement with sovereign-wealth funds. Sovereign wealth funds
are generally operated by overseas governments. The investigation is in
relation to the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act and appears to be focusing
on bribes paid to state-owned companies. In recent years, similar probes
into the oil and drug making industry have netted millions in fines. Firms
involved include Blackstone Group and Citigroup, among others.
Private Equity News published survey results from BDO USA, an
accounting and consulting firm, who surveyed over 100 private equity
professionals and found optimism is building within the industry. Nearly
70% experienced growth in their portfolios by directing capital to new
deal opportunities rather than shoring up existing businesses.
Additionally, 50% of the respondents indicated they have multiple deals
on the horizon. The value of global deal activity was resurgent in 2010
and appears to be on a similar track in 2011 as the economy improves
and the financial characteristics of potential portfolio companies improve.
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Economic Update
The Wells Fargo/National Association of Home Builders (NAHB) Housing
Market Index, a gauge of builder confidence, remained soft for the third
straight month in January. According to NAHB, home construction
continues to be held back by an extreme lack of construction financing
and difficulties with appraisals. The report indicated that consumers and
home builders continue to wait for stronger signals of recovery in the jobs
market. NAHB believes that financing and problems maintaining credit
lines “threaten to significantly slow the onset of a housing recovery.” On
Thursday, the National Association of Realtors (NAR) announced that
December sales of existing homes increased 12.3% to a seasonally
adjusted annual rate of 5.28 million. At this sales rate, current inventory
represents an 8.1-month supply.
The Conference Board U.S. Leading Economic Index (LEI) increased
1.0% in December. The fourth straight monthly gain serves as an
encouraging sign for the strength of the economy. According to Ken
Goldstein, an economist at The Conference Board, “economic activity is
likely to continue to gain momentum in 2011.”

Economic Indicators, Quarterly Change
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The U.S. Department of Labor announced that claims for initial
unemployment benefits declined by 37,000 to a seasonally adjusted
404,000. This marks the third consecutive week of lower claims. The
four-week moving average decreased as well, falling 4,000 to 411,750.
Within world economic news, the European Central Bank (ECB) warned
of rising inflationary pressures in its January Monthly Bulletin, released
Thursday. Despite improving business confidence, the ECB believes
risks to the economic outlook are “still slightly tilted to the downside, with
uncertainty remaining elevated.” Headline inflation was 2.2% in
December, following a 1.9% level the previous month, which the ECB will
closely monitor. Despite inflation concerns, the ECB stated that its key
interest rates remain appropriate.

*Core CPI excludes energy and food prices from the calculation of the Consumer Price Index
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Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. Department of
Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of Realtors, the National
Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.
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U.S. Treasuries finished the week modestly lower after healthy economic
releases, bolstering speculation the economic recovery is strengthening.
Prices rose on Friday as Asian central banks bought heavily in overseas
trading, according to Reuters. Although the U.S. economy has been on a
rising trajectory in the near-term, many strategists feel yields will not
increase dramatically amid continued Treasury note purchases by the
Federal Reserve along with benign inflation expectations. Traders
reduced bets on inflation as the spread between 10-year Treasuries and
similar maturity Treasury Inflation-Protected (TIPS) fell for the second
straight week.
Meanwhile, the yield curve, as measured by the spread between twoand thirty-year bonds, a record high of 4.00%. An upward sloping yield
curve is typical as the economy expands and is steepest during the
earliest stages of the recovery. Eventually, investors anticipate the Fed
will begin raising interest rates to stave off inflation, which tends to lift
short-term rates and flattens the curve. However, the slope of the curve
has not started to flatten, as might be expected at this point in the
recovery, which officially began in July of 2009, according the National
Bureau of Economic Research. This suggests, perhaps, that investors
may not expect the Fed to be as aggressive as in the past in raising
rates, even if they see inflation expectations begin to rise.
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Stocks were mixed this week, with the S&P 500 slipping for the first time
in eight weeks and the Dow Jones Industrial Average extending its
impressive rally over the same time period. Markets started the holidayshortened week with slight gains on Tuesday resulting from positive
manufacturing data overshadowing disappointing earnings reports from
some big-name companies. Lackluster corporate announcements
continued on Wednesday, weighing down the S&P 500 and NASDAQ
Composite indices 1.01% and 1.46%, respectively, while the Dow was
held afloat by positive earnings from International Business Machines
Corp. (IBM), dipping merely 0.11% by the end of the day. Optimistic
reports on Friday lead by impressive earnings at General Electric
Company (GE) helped investors regain confidence, sending markets
back on an upward path. The gains on Friday were not enough to erase
the week of declines for the S&P 500, which finished down 0.76%,
however the Dow Jones Industrial Average was able to post a 0.72%
increase. The NASDAQ Composite index, which slid from Wednesday
on, ended the week down 2.39%.
General Electric Company (GE) dominated headlines on Friday after the
company released fourth quarter financials that far exceeded analyst
forecasts, pushing shares up 7.11% by the end of trading. The report
reflected a profit of $4.54 billion, a 51% jump from a year ago, and the
highest level of orders since 2007. A broad restructuring of the
company’s industrial and financial portfolio drove the strong results.
Apple Inc. (AAPL) dropped 6.24% this week after word circulated that
Steve Jobs would take another medical leave from the company. The
news overshadowed an impressive report on Tuesday that showed sales
at Apple rose 71% to a record $26.74 billion in the first-quarter on strong
iPhone and iPad sales. Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. (GS) reported a
53% drop in earnings for the fourth quarter, attributing the decreases to
declines in its investment banking and trading segments. Shares of
Goldman Sachs fell 5.03% on the week. Internet search giant Google
Inc. (GOOG) released earnings this week that beat estimates, with profits
jumping 29%. The company also announced that co-founder Larry Page
would take over the role of chief executive. Shares ended the week
down 1.98%.
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Broad commodities ended the week relatively flat as the Dow Jones UBS
Commodity Index finished 0.15% higher. Positive contributors were
those with supply concerns, such as sugar and cotton. According to
Bloomberg, cotton for March delivery rose the maximum allowable
amount in three of four trading days this week. Chinese imports jumped
86% in 2010, according to a report released by China’s General
Administration of Customs, even as global inventories are at the tightest
level since the mid-90’s.
Nearby gold contracts slipped 1.44%, the third consecutive weekly loss,
and is headed for the first monthly loss since July. Speculation that
interest rates will rise given continued strength in the economy reduced
the appeal of the precious metal, eroding the argument based on low
opportunity costs. Crude oil (-2.72%) traded lower each day this week on
continued concerns that China may take further steps to cool their
economy, as well as a surprise increase in U.S. inventories.
The International Energy Agency (IEA) released a report mid-week
calling for increased crude oil production from OPEC. Demand estimates
for 2011 were boosted by 320,000 barrels a day. In the report, the IEA
notes that faster-than-expected demand growth may cause oil prices to
surge, threatening the health of the global economic recovery unless
production elevates. OPEC fired back by saying that “any assumption
that there is tightness in the market…is incorrect,” according to the Wall
Street Journal. Global stockpiles remain elevated relative to historical
standards, despite OPEC keeping their production ceiling unchanged
and global stockpiles falling considerably in recent months.
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Economic Update
The Conference Board announced that its Consumer Confidence Index
climbed 6.3 points in January after decreasing in December. The report
of 5,000 U.S. households indicated that consumers’ appraisal of
business conditions and the jobs market improved. In addition,
consumers reported strengthened confidence that the economy will
continue to expand. Similarly, the Reuter’s/University of Michigan
Consumer Sentiment Index climbed 1.5 points to 74.2, the strongest
reading since last June. The expectations component showed strength;
however, the assessment of current conditions lagged in comparison to
the prior month.
Fourth quarter 2010 real gross domestic product (GDP) came in below
consensus estimates (3.5%) at an annualized gain of 3.2%. While the
headline number might seem disappointing, significant improvement was
made. The Bureau of Economic Analysis cites significant contributions
from exports (8.5%) with a simultaneous drop in imports (-13.6%), higher
business spending on equipment, and stronger personal consumption
expenditures (PCE). Weaker inventory investment detracted from GDP
growth.
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New home sales for December beat consensus estimates. The 329,000
seasonally adjusted annual rate followed a rate of 290,000 in November.
Inventory supply declined to 6.4 months compared with an 8.4-month
supply the previous month. The S&P Case-Schiller Home Price Index
continues to show contraction in both the 10- and 20- City Composites.
The 10- City Composite dipped 0.8% while the 20-City Composite fell
1%. According to Standard and Poor’s, nine markets hit their lowest
level since prices peaked in 2006-2007.
The Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) announced that it will
continue to hold the target federal funds rate at 0 to 0.25% to support the
economic recovery. The FOMC noted that despite increasing consumer
and business spending, high unemployment continues to pressure
growth. The Fed also acknowledged that longer-term inflation
expectations have remained unchanged, even as commodity prices have
risen.
Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. Department of
Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of Realtors, the National
Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.
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U.S. Treasuries finished the week modestly higher across the entire yield
curve, supported by a flight-to-safety trade amid political instability in
Egypt and other parts of the Middle East. Market participants fear that
tensions could spread, potentially disrupting oil supplies and undermining
the global economy. Other factors that moved the market included $8.36
billion in Treasury purchases by the Federal Reserve along with monthend buying by fund managers who need longer-dated Treasuries to
match their duration benchmarks, according to Reuters. Separately,
Moody’s Investor Services reported concerns over the willingness and
ability of the U.S. to reduce debt have increased. “Although no rating
action is contemplated at this time, the time frame for possible future
actions appears to be shortening, and the probability of assigning a
negative outlook in the coming two years is rising,” Moody’s said in its
report on Thursday.
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Meanwhile, Standard & Poor’s cut its credit rating on Japanese
government debt from AAA to AA- as persistent deflation and political
gridlock have undermined efforts to reduce a 943 trillion yen ($11 trillion)
debt burden. The world’s most indebted nation lacks a “coherent
strategy” to address the country’s growing obligations, the rating
company said in its statement. This downgrade will likely lead to a jump
in borrowing costs.
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Domestic equities gained ground steadily this week until Friday, when
concerns over unrest in Egypt and the effect it will have on oil prices sent
markets tumbling for the largest one-day loss in nearly two months. The
S&P 500, Dow Jones Industrial Average, and NASDAQ Composite
indices shed 1.79%, 1.39%, and 2.48% on Friday, respectively. The
primary focus is on the possible closure of the Suez Canal, a key oil and
fuel shipment transit point between the Persian Gulf and the Western
Hemisphere. If shut down, shipments would have to detour around the
southern tip of Africa, which would add thousands of miles to the route
and likely result in reduced shipments. Stocks benefited earlier in the
week from favorable economic data and an upbeat presidential address,
but the modest gains were overpowered by Friday’s negative impact,
sending the S&P 500, Dow Jones Industrial Average, and NASDAQ
Composite indices down 0.55%, 0.41%, and 0.10% for the week,
respectively. The weekly loss caused the Dow Jones to snap an eightweek streak of gains.
Shares of internet retail giant Amazon.com, Inc. (AMZN) fell 3.54% this
week after announcing fourth quarter operating margins that were below
analyst expectations, despite an increase in sales of 36%. The decline in
margins was attributed to costs associated with Amazon building out its
network of distribution centers. The company also lowered its first quarter
guidance, cautioning that margins could continue to be affected until the
time that the 13 new centers are optimized.
Ford Motor Company plunged 13.41% on Friday after revealing that net
income dropped nearly 80% in the fourth-quarter, marking the first time
the company fell short of earnings expectations in two years. The
company experienced its largest one-day loss since May 2009, reporting
that additional costs of over $1 billion from new vehicle launches were to
blame for the disappointing results. The subscription movie service
company Netflix, Inc. (NFLX) rose an impressive 19.72% this week,
hitting a record high after announcing first quarter projections that
exceeded analyst expectations. The company also released fourthquarter earnings that reflected an increase in revenue and subscribers.
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Gold contracts finished down slightly in what was a volatile week.
Nearby gold contracts fell to a 3-month low early in the week as the
economy continued to gain momentum and investors took profits.
Violent protests in Egypt spurred gold to large gains to finish the week.
Gold for February delivery climbed 1.7% on Friday—the largest single
day move in 3 months according to Bloomberg—as safe haven assets
were in high demand due to uncertainty in the Middle East. Crude oil
finished modestly higher in thanks to a 4.3% surge on Friday. While
Egypt is not a major oil supplier, fears arose that the unrest could spread
prompting supply concerns. Friday’s price surge was the most since
September 2009, according to Bloomberg.
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The U.S. Department of Agriculture’s (USDA) semiannual report noted
the U.S. cattle herd dropped 1.4% to 92.582 million head and is at the
lowest level in 53 years. The USDA cited rising feed costs (corn prices)
and surging cattle futures as the (producers slaughtered more cattle as
the price per pound climbed near record levels) primary reasons behind
the drop.
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Early in the week the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)
proposed tough regulatory guidelines for large hedge funds and private
equity firms. The rule will require those firms to generate quarterly
reports on their assets, trading frequency, and various risk metrics.
According to the report on FINalternatives, the rule is a by-product of the
Dodd-Frank bill and will most heavily affect firms managing $1 billion or
more—approximately 200 firms but more than 80% of private fund assets
under management.
Private equity giant Carlyle Group acquired Dutch fund-of-funds Alpinvest
for approximately $44 billion, overtaking Blackstone and KKR as the
world’s largest private equity firm. The move is widely considered to help
Carlyle diversify its businesses (adding secondary offerings and fund of
funds), making it easier to eventually sell shares to the public.
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Economic Update
The employment report released by the Labor Department on Friday
offered yet another set of conflicting data, adding further uncertainty to
the condition of the job market. The payroll employment increase of
36,000 for January was a fraction of the consensus estimate, which
predicted a 140,000 gain for the period. Some experts concluded that
delayed hiring resulting from fierce winter weather, most notably
blizzards throughout the Northeast, was one source of the depressed job
growth. The unemployment rate, on the other hand, unexpectedly fell
0.4% to 9.0% in a period where estimates suggested a 0.5% increase
was likely. The drop was largely caused by a sizeable decrease in the
labor force, which shed 504,000 members in January. Despite the mixed
data, many economists see signs of job market strength in recent reports
that suggest an ongoing and possibly accelerating recovery.
Federal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke spoke at the National Press
Club on Thursday, reaffirming his cautiously optimistic view of the
economy. While recognizing that GDP growth is stronger, Bernanke
suggested that it is not yet fast enough to support compelling
improvements in the job market. He predicted that gains in consumer
spending, improved consumer confidence, and increased bank lending
could lead to stronger growth in 2011 than experienced in 2010, but
issued a clear statement that the recovery still requires Fed support to be
sustainable.
On Monday, the Department of Commerce announced that personal
income increased 0.4% in December. Personal consumption
expenditures (PCE), a measure of personal spending, posted a 0.7%
increase, a 0.4% rise when adjusted for inflation. Personal savings, as a
percentage of disposable personal income edged down slightly to a 5.3%
rate.
The Institute for Supply Management’s Purchasing Managers Index
(PMI) climbed to 60.8% in January, reflecting accelerating expansion
within the manufacturing sector. This marked the 18th consecutive
month of growth in the sector as 14 of the 18 participating industries
reported expansion.
Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. Department of
Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of Realtors, the National
Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.
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Despite oversold conditions, U.S. Treasuries finished the week sharply
lower across the entire yield curve amid worries that growing inflationary
pressure may cause the Federal Reserve to raise short-term rates
sooner than expected. Friday’s U.S. employment report showed the
unemployment rate unexpectedly fell to the lowest level since April 2009.
The drop led to a flight-from-safety trade with the two-year yield, the
Treasury security most vulnerable to trader anxiety over tighter Fed
policy, rising 21 basis points to 0.76%, the highest level in more than a
year, according to Reuters. This was the largest one-week rise in the
two-year yield since June 2009. Largely attributable to the lower than
expected unemployment rate, futures traders priced in a 76% chance
that the U.S. central bank would increase its policy rate at the end of the
year, up from 28% one week ago. The difference in yield between 10year TIPS and similar maturity Treasuries, another gauge of market
participant expectations for inflation, also rose for the week. In contrast,
Bill Gross of PIMCO said the Fed is unlikely to raise interest rates for at
least 12 months because the U.S. economy has yet to generate enough
growth to lower unemployment in a meaningful manner. The U.S. central
bank, would in all probability, like to see the economy adding at least
200,000 jobs a month (it rose 36,000 this month) before considering rate
increases, according to Gross.
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Stocks rose in the U.S on Friday as concerns over Egypt subsided and
strong corporate earnings drove markets higher. The Dow Jones
Industrial Average closed above the 12,000 for the first time since 2008,
ending the week with a gain of 268.45 points, or 2.27%. The broader
S&P 500 ended the week at 1,310.87, 2.71% higher while the Nasdaq
Composite Index added 3.07%.

Weekly Change
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Strong gains on Monday and Tuesday more than made up for last
Friday’s Egypt-sparked sell off. The five-day rally was led by strong
gains in materials stocks (+4.58%) and energy stocks (+4.36%) on rising
commodity prices. The utilities sector and the consumer staples sector
trailed this week, gaining 1.10% and 0.47%, respectively.
Optical-networking gear maker JDS Uniphase (JDSU) jumped 34.50%
this week after reporting quarterly earnings that exceeded analyst
expectations. The stock was the strongest performer of the S&P 500
components.
An analysis by the Wall Street Journal found that, while big banks are not
back to their free-wheeling days, pay and hiring at the 25 largest publiclytraded traded finance firms increased in 2010. In fact, the 25 companies
added 22,000 jobs, a workforce increase of 2.3%.
Stocks in Japan ended the week higher, boosted by a proposed merger
between steelmakers Nippon Steel Corp. and Sumitomo Metal
Industries. The NIKKEI 225 Index gained 1.77% this week.
The Wall Street Journal reported that investors pulled $7.02 billion out of
emerging markets funds in the past week, the largest such outflow in
three years. Fears of the political unrest in Egypt increased the trend
that was started last year as Chinese monetary authorities adopted
increasingly restrictive policies.
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Nearby gold contracts climbed a modest $12.40, or 0.93%, in what was a
volatile week for the precious metal. Gold traded up one day and down
the next as stronger U.S. economic data clashed with increasing civil
unrest in Egypt. An increase in private sector jobs sparked appreciation
in the U.S. dollar causing gold to ease. However, reassurances from the
Federal Reserve that the easy money policy will proceed as planned
prompted gold to surge to two-week highs on Thursday, primarily due to
inflationary worries. Light, sweet crude oil finished the week down 0.66%
despite heavy volumes early in the week in relation to supply worries
caused by tensions in Egypt. On Monday, the Brent contract breached
$100 for the first time since September of 2008, again causing worries
about the sustainability of the recovery given higher energy prices. Late
in the week, a rising U.S. dollar and thoughts that Egyptian President
Hosni Mubarak may resign over the weekend were enough to push
nearby crude contracts to a weekly decline.
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According to Bloomberg, copper climbed to record highs this week
(5.14%) because of the wide industrial use of the metal. Additionally,
Freeport McMoRan Copper & Gold (FCX), the largest public producer
released a report indicating that copper supplies will remain tight “for the
foreseeable future.” Data from Barclays Capital indicates that the global
supply deficit will reach 822,000 tons in 2011.
A report from AbsoluteReturn magazine, published on
FINalternatives.com, shows end hedge funds raised $17.4 billion in
2010, up 17% from the prior year. While the number is a marked
improvement from the prior year, it still remains well below the record $40
billion in 2004. The report also shows that 53 new funds were launched
in 2010, an all-time low.
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Economic Update
Federal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke spoke to the House Budget
Committee on Wednesday, reiterating the necessity of the Fed’s second
round of quantitative easing and urging attendees to focus on achieving a
long-term decline in the federal budget deficit. He commented that the
recovery has gained strength most notably in consumer spending, where
strong motor vehicle sales fueled a broad based increase of over 4% in
the fourth quarter. Business spending has also experienced healthy
growth as companies update their hardware and software in an effort to
leverage fresh technology to better meet growing demand for their
products and services. Core inflation remains low, and Bernanke
assured the committee that the Fed is fully committed to keeping inflation
at a low and steady rate.
Initial jobless claims data released by the Labor Department on Thursday
reflected a steep decline, with claims falling 36,000 for the week of
February 5. The drop took initial claims to 383,000, the lowest level in
2.5 years, and indicated that the job market could be gaining momentum.
The Labor Department suggested that delays in filing and processing
claims resulting from inclement weather have largely unwound, and did
not likely have an effect on the figures in the report.
Consumer sentiment showed continued improvement in data released on
Friday, rising 0.9 points to 75.1 for the mid-February reading. The index
is nearly one point away from the recovery high that it hit in the middle of
2010. The consumer credit report released earlier this week was also
positive, showing gains in revolving and non-revolving credit for the first
time since the recovery began. The increase in non-revolving credit
demonstrates growing strength in vehicle sales while the rise in revolving
credit reflects an increased number of consumers financing purchases
with their credit cards and a strong holiday shopping season.
The U.S. trade deficit grew 5.9% to $40.58 billion in December, marking
the largest percentage increase in 10 years. Exports grew 1.8% and
imports grew 2.6%, the highest levels seen in more than two years.
Rising oil prices were a primary cause of the widening in the deficit.
Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. Department of
Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of Realtors, the National
Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.
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U.S. Treasuries finished lower across the yield curve for the second
consecutive week amid improving economic conditions and rising
consumer morale. The Reuter’s/University of Michigan Consumer
Sentiment Index read 75.1, slightly higher than expectations. Larger
yield increases came at the shorter end of the curve, causing the curve to
flatten. However, more significant yield increases were kept in check by
continued uncertainty surrounding the resignation of Egyptian President
Hosni Mubarak. International investors flocked to the safety of U.S.
paper mid-week, sending yields lower, after Mubarak refused to transfer
power, only to conform to protestor demands by the week’s end.
Although 5-year inflation-indexed notes currently trade with expectations
of 2% inflation, Federal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke reassured
investors that recent yield increases in U.S. Treasuries were due to
increasing economic optimism rather than inflation concerns.
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Treasury Secretary Timothy Geithner made another push for Congress to
raise the nation’s $14.29 trillion debt limit, noting that simply cutting
spending would not do enough to preserve investor confidence. The
U.S. is approaching the limit and if breached could spark a wave of
redemptions, and potentially a default.
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U.S. stocks rose this week, sending the Dow Jones Industrial Average up
181.11 points, or 1.50%, to end the week at 12,273.26. The broader
S&P 500 gained 1.39% to end at 1,329.15, while the technology-heavy
NASDAQ Composite added 1.45%.
The NYSE Euronext (NYX), parent company of the New York Stock
Exchange, rose 17.34% this week after the company announced it was in
advanced merger talks with Deutsche Bourse, the dominant exchange in
Germany. The NYSE Euronext-Deutsche Bourse talks were announced
Wednesday, the same day the London Stock Exchange Group
announced it would merge with TMX group, the operator of the Toronto
Stock Exchange.
Financials rose 1.37% on Friday reacting to a plan presented to congress
by Treasury Secretary Tim Geither to shrink and wind down Fannie Mae
and Freddie Mac, which have together received more than $150 billion in
bailout funds from the Treasury, according to Bloomberg. Geithner
presented three plans, each of which stress a gradual removal of the
mortgage market’s dependence on the government to avoid any market
disruption during the still-fragile housing recovery.
Finnish cell phone maker, Nokia (ADR: NOK) announced it would adopt
Microsoft’s (MSFT) Windows Phone mobile operating system in its
smartphones. The move is seen as a last-ditch effort by the company to
compete against Apple’s (AAPL) iPhone operating system and Google’s
(GOOG) Android operating system. Nokia shares dropped 13.97% on
the news Friday.
On Friday, after 18 days of protest in Egypt, the country’s vice president
announced the current president, Hosni Mubarak, would step down
handing over power to the military. The iShares MSCI Emerging Markets
ETF (EEM) reacted favorably to the news, gaining 1.21% on Friday;
however, EEM remains down 4.24% this year.
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Oil prices fell for much of the week as political tensions surrounding
Egypt showed signs of easing, finally culminating on Friday when
President Hosni Mubarak relinquished power to the Egyptian military.
Fears of the Suez Canal closing, a major crude oil trade route from the
Middle East, also eased. Much of the gains from the initial response to
the Egyptian crisis were erased as the week wore on. A U.S.
Department of Energy inventory report indicated an unexpected increase
in U.S. fuel supplies, including gasoline, heating oil, diesel, and crude
stockpiles. Near-term light, sweet crude contracts finished the week at
$85.40, down 3.90% to a 10-week low, while the Brent contract finished
higher at $101.45, the largest spread on record.
Gold rose $7.50, or 0.56%, as the metal finally found balance between
an improving global economy and investors looking for inflation
protection. Another Chinese interest rate increase sent gold modestly
higher early in the week, underscoring global inflation pressures. Cotton
futures continued to soar, setting new highs in three consecutive days.
According to Bloomberg, prices surged nearly 13% this week.
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A study from the National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts
(NAREIT) concluded that a portfolio with 30% invested in commercial
property consistently beat portfolios with a tilt toward private equity. Brad
Case, NAREIT vice president of research, noted that “the REIT third” can
provide additional diversification benefits and consistent returns. The
study aims to attract more money from pensions that typically direct
assets toward private equity funds.
Energy firm Kinder Morgan (KMR) sold 95.5 million shares at $30 per
shares, making it the largest private equity backed initial public offering
(IPO) in U.S. history. Pricing came in above the expected range of $26$29, according to the Wall Street Journal. The company will begin
trading under the ticker symbol KMI and is expected to yield nearly 4%.
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Economic Update
The Bureau of Labor Statistics released Consumer Price Index (CPI)
data on Thursday that was slightly higher than expected, with the
headline CPI index rising 0.4% and the core index (less food and energy)
rising 0.2% in the month of January. Ongoing strength in energy prices
and hikes in the cost of food have kept the headline index rising faster
than the core counterpart. Rising prices of apparel and airline tickets
were responsible for the jump in the core index. The Producer Price
Index (PPI), released earlier in the week, showed a more convincing
increase, with the headline PPI index rising 0.8% while the core PPI
index rose 0.5%. Overall, the results suggest that upward inflationary
pressures are growing at both the consumer and producer level.
The Labor Department reported import and export prices this week that
were higher than expected. Export prices rose 1.2% in January while
import prices jumped 1.5%. Rising energy costs were a primary cause
for the upward movement.
Federal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke held two speaking
engagements this week, the first of which was before the Senate Banking
Committee on Tuesday regarding the progress of the Dodd-Frank
reforms. In his prepared comments, Bernanke said that the Fed is
moving quickly to put the new regulations into action, adding that “DoddFrank is a major step forward for financial regulation in the United
States.” The Chairman also spoke at the Banque de France Financial
Stability Review in Paris on Thursday, addressing the topics of global
imbalances and financial stability. Bernanke reinforced academic
opinions that he has voiced previously, calling for deficit nations to
reduce fiscal deficits and increase savings and surplus nations to allow
their fundamentals to be accurately reflected in foreign exchange rates.
China’s central bank announced on Friday that it would raise its reserve
requirement by half of a percentage point in an effort to counteract
accelerating inflation. The change comes only ten days after an interest
rate hike as Premier Wen Jiabao attempts to use monetary policy to help
mitigate the risk of asset bubbles among other inflationary byproducts in
the world’s fastest growing economy.
Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. Department of
Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of Realtors, the National
Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.
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U.S. Treasuries finished the week higher across the entire yield curve,
supported by flight-to-safety trade amid political instability in Egypt and
other parts of the Middle East. Reports that Egypt approved passage of
two warships through the Suez Canal increased fears that tensions could
spread, potentially disrupting oil supplies and undermining the global
economy. Other factors that moved the market included traders
preparing for a new round of Treasury purchases by the Federal Reserve
along with buying by fund managers who need longer-dated Treasuries
to match their duration benchmarks. The auctions will be closely
watched for investor demand after foreign buyers held back from a sale
of three-year notes early this month, instead favoring 10-year notes sold
the same week, according to Reuters.
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Civil unrest across the Middle East has placed upward pressure on oil
prices and other commodities, and has renewed worries of global
inflationary pressures. A recent article from Bank of America notes that
TIPS are attractive from both a real yield and a break-even basis. Core
PCE, which excludes food and energy, remains muted but surging food
and oil prices give cause for concern. The Federal Reserve recently
affirmed their intention of sticking to an easy money policy, implying
inflation pressures are likely to continue to build, causing the inflation
premium to increase.
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The Dow Jones Industrial Average rose on Friday to new two-and-a-halfyear highs, entering the long holiday weekend with a third-straight weekly
gain. The Dow ended the week at 12,391.25, up 117.99 points, or
0.96%. Gains in the broader S&P 500 and the technology-heavy
NASDAQ Composite were less convincing as the two indices bounced
from gain to loss on Friday, ending the day slightly higher. However,
both indices ended with a weekly gain with the S&P 500 closing Friday at
1,343.01, up 1.04% for the week, and the NASDAQ Composite ended at
2,833.95, up 0.87%.
Caterpillar, Inc. (CAT) rose 2.42% on Friday, the strongest performer of
the Dow 30 on comments from the company that worldwide demand for
construction equipment remains strong.
Bookseller Borders Group, Inc. (BGP) announced that it filed for Chapter
11 bankruptcy protection. Borders claimed it is unable to compete with
online retailers and keep pace as consumer preferences shift to e-books.
The company plans to close 30% of its 1,329 stores, strengthen its online
presence, and expand into non-book products such as educational toys
and games. Borders received $505 million of Debtor-in-Possession
Financing led by GE Capital to fund its business while restructuring.
As part of President Obama’s visit with technology executives Friday,
Intel (INTC) announced it will spend more than $5 billion to build a
leading-edge chip manufacturing plant in Chandler, Arizona and hire an
additional 4,000 U.S. employees. Construction of the new plant is
expected to support up to 8,000 jobs and the plant is expected to create
1,000 permanent high-skill manufacturing jobs.
In an attempt to fight inflation, China’s central bank announced it would
increase bank reserve requirements by 0.50 percentage points,
prompting the Shanghai Stock Exchange A Shares Index to fall 0.93% on
Friday.
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Crude oil supply concerns remained an eminent theme as civil unrest
spread to Iran. According to the Wall Street Journal, Iran is the world’s
fourth largest crude exporter, and major production disruptions could
cause prices to surge. Analysts remain concerned that protests could
spread to Bahrain, Algeria, and Yemen. A higher than expected
inventory report caused futures to fall mid-week before rebounding and
holding steady for the remainder of the week. Crude futures rose 0.76%
for the week. Gold futures increased steadily throughout the week,
finishing Friday up 2.28%. Investors flocked to safe haven securities
amid the turmoil in the Middle-East. China again raised bank reserve
requirements, providing the only headwind for gold this week.
According to Bloomberg, cotton industry research firm, Cotlook Ltd.,
projects cotton production will exceed demand by 1.2MM metric tons,
making up nearly 1/3 of the shortfall. On Friday, cotton futures fell from
record highs by the market imposed limits. Coffee futures rose to their
highest levels since 1997 as demand rebounded significantly amid the
economic recovery. Thomas Cawley, CEO of Peet’s Coffee & Tea,
suggested that rising prices will boost expense for retailers, which is
likely to be passed on to end consumers.
Preqin, an alternative investment data provider, surveyed 60 hedge funds
with assets under management of $100 billion on the composition of their
funds. Among the findings, institutional investors account for 61% of
hedge fund capital, an all-time high. Additionally, a vast majority of the
managers believe that number will continue to trend higher in the near
term. A surge in institution interest has altered the way some of these
firms operate: 46% have developed addition risk management measures
and 42% have reduced fees.
According to a study from the London Business School, investors in
private equity buyout funds should capture an 11.5% higher return in
comparison to a public portfolio of similar risk. The study was a follow-up
to a study conducted last year arguing that buyout funds produce alpha,
a widely disputed topic among investment professionals.
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Economic Update
Data released from the U.S. Commerce Department on Friday showed
that gross domestic product (GDP) growth in the fourth quarter was less
than initially indicated. The advance growth estimate of 3.2% was
revised down to 2.8% for the quarter, falling below the consensus analyst
forecast of 3.4% while marginally improving upon the 2.6% rate
experienced in the previous quarter. The downward resulted primarily
from an increase in imports and a decrease in state and government
spending, personal consumption expenditures, and overall demand.
U.S. GDP increased the most in five years for all of 2010, rising 2.8% as
compared to a 2.6% decrease in 2009.
Consumer sentiment was also reported by the U.S. Commerce
Department, posting a 3-year high in the month of February. The
sentiment index came in at 77.5, beating analyst expectations by over
two points. Survey results reflected a more positive outlook from
participants, with households reporting for the first time in six years more
optimistic views on the economy. Some analysts caution that the
responses may be outdated, given that they were collected prior to a
jump in fuel costs and rising unrest in Libya and elsewhere in the Middle
East.
Initial jobless claims for the week ending February 19 continued a trend
of improvement, falling 22,000 to 391,000. The four-week average
reflected a nearly 30,000 decrease from the month prior, reinforcing the
notion that the job market is beginning to find some traction.
A slew of housing data released this week signaled that the housing
market continues to lag behind the recovering U.S. economy. Hampered
by a large supply and low prices resulting from competition with
foreclosures, the S&P Case-Shiller 10-city home price index fell 0.9% for
the month of December. Existing home sales rose 2.7% in January,
fueled mostly by a sharp decline in the median existing home price to
$158,000, the lowest level in nine years. New home sales dropped
12.6% in the same period, with the median new home price falling 1.9%
to keep pace with the decreasing prices of existing homes.
Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. Department of
Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of Realtors, the National
Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.
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For the second straight week U.S. Treasuries finished higher across the
entire yield curve, posting their largest weekly gain since May of last
year. Unrest in Libya raised concerns over disruption in the flow of oil out
of the Middle East, driving investors to the safety of U.S. government
debt. Many strategists are concerned that this unrest may trigger a surge
in oil prices and higher inflation expectations. As a result, the spread, or
difference in yields, between the 10-year note and similar maturity
Treasury Inflation Protected Securities, a gauge of trader expectations for
consumer prices over the life of the securities, widened to 2.44%, the
highest level since last April. A weaker than anticipated GDP report also
drove market participants to focus on less risky securities. A diminished
economic growth outlook along with the current geopolitical environment
has pushed 10-year yields well below the technically significant 3.56%
level, increasing the odds of a further rally in the fixed income markets.

Yield Curves
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A recent report from Moody’s indicates the U.S. could be in danger of
losing its AAA rating if the fight in Congress over the country’s debt limit
causes it to miss an interest payment. Although highly unlikely, the
potential for a missed payment is growing amid a mounting budget
deficit. However, Treasury market participants, for now, are ignoring red
flags regarding the fiscal health of the U.S., and instead focusing on
current market events, according to the Wall Street Journal.
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The prospect of civil war in Libya and spreading unrest in the Middle East
sent global equity markets sharply lower this week. While stocks did
recover somewhat on Friday on climbing consumer sentiment, the
damage was done early in the week when the Dow Jones Industrial
Average lost 322.75 points or 2.6%; the Dow closed slightly higher Friday
at 12,130.45, a weekly decline of 2.10%, it’s worst weekly drop since
November, according to MarketWatch. Similarly, the broader S&P 500
ended the week at 1,319.88, a loss of 23.13 points, or 1.72%.
Boeing Co. (BA) rose 1.64% on Friday after the Pentagon announced it
selected Boeing to fulfill a $35 billion Air Force refueling tanker contract.
Boeing defeated European Aeronautical, Defence & Space Co. (EADS)
for the contract, which replaces a fleet of 50’s-era mid-air refueling
tankers. The win for Chicago-based Boeing ends a decade-long
procurement process that saw bids cancelled in 2004 for a scandal that
sent a Boeing executive to jail for four months. A 2008 attempt was
scrapped after Boeing’s claims of unfair treatment when the contract was
awarded to a Northrop Grumman (NOC)/EADS team. The newly
awarded contract is expected to bring thousands of jobs to Washington
state and Kansas, where the tankers are planned to be built.
Hewlett-Packard Co. (HPQ) lost 12.31% this week after the company
reported second quarter 2011 guidance below analyst expectations and
lowered its full-year revenue guidance. The company blamed the
expected shortfall on weaker-than-expected demand for PCs and poor
demand at its IT services division.
Energy stocks led the sector performance this week, boosted by higher
oil and natural gas prices. Natural gas producer Chesapeake Energy
(CHK) posted the strongest results of the S&P 500 energy sector with a
16.23% gain this week.
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In Europe the Euro Stoxx 50 dropped 2.71% while stocks in the Middle
East lost 3.94% as measured by the Bloomberg GCC 200 Index, which
tracks the 200 largest companies in Africa and the Middle East.
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Dow Jones
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Change

12,391.25

12,130.45

-2.10%

S&P 500

1,343.01

1,319.88

-1.72%

NASDAQ
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Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Bloomberg, Russell Investment Company, Standard & Poor’s, Morgan Stanley Capital
International, The Wall Street Journal, MarketWatch.
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In wake of the uprising in Libya, crude oil rose to its highest level in 29
months as supplies were reduced from Africa’s third-biggest oilproducing country. Crude futures increased 14.18% for the week on
estimates that Libya had lost as much as two-thirds of its oil output.
Saudi Arabia, the world's largest oil exporter and de facto leader of
Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC), said it is willing
and able to make up for any shortage of Libyan oil with its estimated 4
million barrels a day of spare production capacity.

Weekly Change
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Gold fluctuated near a seven-week high as investors turned to precious
metals as an inflationary hedge and safe haven in the face of geopolitical risk. Gold futures have risen 7.6% since January 27, when
markets first took notice of the protests in Egypt, and 1.59% in the last
week. Silver prices neared 31-year highs as contracts rose 72.6 cents, or
2.3%, to settle at $32.2980 per ounce. The metal has doubled in the past
12 months and, for March delivery, is among the most-actively traded
contracts.
Due to higher energy prices, the United States Department of Agriculture
increased their food inflation forecast for the year to 3-4%. Prices of
corn, wheat and soybeans are up 88%, 76% and 37% from 12 months
ago, respectively, as higher oil and gas prices lend to the increased cost
of processing, packaging and transportation.
The REIT market continues to demonstrate strength. According to The
National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts, the FTSE
NAREIT All REITs Index of US companies posted a 3.64% total return in
January, better than the S&P 500 at a 2.37% total return and the 1.78%
return of the NASDAQ Composite. Analysts see promising earnings
reports and easing in the credit markets as factors leading to a continued
recovery in the commercial real estate market.
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1 Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Dow Jones, National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts, Hedge Fund Research,
Bloomberg, The Wall Street Journal, The International Monetary Fund.
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Economic Update
Optimism was boosted in the labor market this week after the U.S. Labor
Department released reports that were predominantly positive. Jobless
claims data announced on Thursday showed a sharp drop of 20,000 for
the week ending February 26, coming in at 360,000 for the third
consecutive week under 400,000 claims. The upbeat findings
foreshadowed the strong job market performance reflected the following
day in the Labor Department’s broader employment report, which
included an impressive 192,000 jump in overall payrolls for the month of
February. Job creation in the private sector rose the most since April
2010, adding a substantial 222,000 jobs. The unemployment rate
dropped a marginal 0.1% to a rate of 8.9%, marking the first time that the
measure has fallen below 9% in almost two years. Many economists
interpret this week’s data as a signal that the job market has passed
through an inflection point and is heading toward sustainable growth.

Economic Indicators, Quarterly Change
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The U.S. Commerce Department announced on Friday that new factory
orders rose 3.1% for the month of January, the largest monthly increase
in over four years. The strong gain can largely be attributed to a
substantial 5,137% surge in the non-defense aircraft category, which is
typically a volatile segment. Excluding transportation, factory orders still
managed to rise 0.7% to continue a six-month streak of gains without
transportation products.
Reports released by the Institute of Supply Management this week
reflected acceleration for manufacturing and non-manufacturing activity
in the month of February. The manufacturing index rose 0.6% to 61.4 as
the manufacturing sector continues to emerge as one of the nation’s
strongest sectors during the recovery. The non-manufacturing index
increased 0.3% to 59.7, with the gain centered around strong business
growth
Much needed relief in the housing sector was not provided this week as
the National Association of Realtors announced that the pending home
sales index declined 2.8% in the month of December, resulting in a 1.5%
year-over-year decrease. The market continues to lag behind the overall
economic recovery due to high inventory and falling prices.
Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. Department of
Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of Realtors, the National
Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.
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Treasuries rose Friday for the first time in three days after a government
report showed that wage growth was flat in February and the economy
added fewer jobs than some traders expected, although they finished the
week mostly unchanged. Traders said prices may have some upside
potential in coming days amid more rounds of bond purchases next
week. Bonds may also be supported by demand from companies and
funds seeking to acquire liquid assets for distributions at quarter end,
especially Treasury Bills and other short-dated notes. Finally, buying
related to portfolio rebalancing among bond funds in response to monthend adjustments in benchmark indexes may lend some support.
Meanwhile, Federal Reserve policy makers are signaling that they favor
an abrupt end to $600 billion in Treasury purchases in June, abandoning
their prior strategy of gradually pulling back on intervention in bond
markets, according to market reports. Central bankers, who next meet
March 15, are about halfway through their second round of bond
purchases. To bring the program to a full stop in June, market strategists
suggest they must be confident that the economy is strong enough to
endure higher long-term interest rates and rising expectations of an exit
from the most expansive monetary policy in Fed history.
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Stocks recovered from steep losses late on Friday to end the week with a
slight gain. Rising oil prices sent stocks lower on Friday, but left the
Dow Jones Industrial Average at 12,169.88, a slight weekly gain of
0.33%, or 39.43 points. The broader S&P 500 rose 0.10%, or 1.27
points, to 1,321.15. The technology-heavy NASDAQ Composite Index
gained 0.13%.
Thursday, just one day after Apple Inc. (AAPL) unveiled its latest iPad
tablet, Gartner Inc., a technology research firm, cited the popularity of
tablets as its reason to slash its forecast for PC shipment growth from
15.9% to 10.5% in 2011. PC maker Hewlett-Packard Co. (HPQ) closed
flat Thursday, a significant underperformance relative to the broader
market gain of 1.70%.
The Obama administration granted Houston-based Noble Energy Inc.
(NE) the first deep-water drilling permit since the Deepwater Horizon
explosion and oil spill last year. The Obama administration formally lifted
its deep-water drilling moratorium, but declined to approve any new
drilling permits claiming that drillers had not proven they could drill safely
and contain a large spill, according to the Wall Street Journal.
On Thursday, retail giant Wal-Mart Inc. raised its annual dividend by
21%, citing “ample cash flow” and a strong financial position. The
increase raises the company’s dividend to $1.46 a share, or a 2.81%
dividend yield as of the close of trading Friday. Wal-Mart has increased
its dividend every year since 1974, the year the company first declared a
dividend, according to the Wall Street Journal.
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Oil rose to a 29-month high on the New York Mercantile Exchange
over concern that the unrest in Libya will spread to other regional oil
producers. Crude closed at $104.86 a barrel, a 6.56% increase from
the previous week. In order to keep soaring oil prices from disrupting a
global recovery, U.S. Treasury Secretary Timothy Geithner stated that
the United States, along with other major economies, can tap into their
strategic oil reserves. Geithner downplayed risks that political unrest in
the Middle East was a major threat and said there was plenty of spare
oil production capacity in addition to reserves.
According to Bloomberg, global food prices rose to a record in
February and grain costs may continue to rise in the next several
months – with only rice keeping the world from a repeat of the crisis
three years ago. An index of 55 food commodities rose 2.2% to 236
points from 230.7 in January, the eighth consecutive gain, the United
Nation’s Food and Agriculture Organization stated this week. Wheat
rose as much as 58% on the Chicago Board of Trade in the past 12
months, corn gained 87% and rice added 6.5%.
Private equity firms are still seeking deals in the Middle East although
recent turmoil in the region could halt investment and cause deal terms
to be re-negotiated. According to figures from London-based research
firm Preqin, the Middle East and North Africa regions are important
investment areas for private equity firms, which have raised $22.7
billion to sink into the area in the past five years. Experts say that
uncertainty in the Middle East region clearly isn't a positive, but it isn't
necessarily an overall long term negative–it may end up making
negotiations easier in the future.
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Economic Update
The U.S. Department of Commerce announced on Thursday that the
U.S. trade deficit increased substantially in January, widening 14.9% to a
gap of $46.3 billion, a seven-month high. Imports for the month posted a
larger than expected 5.2% increase after rising 2.6% in December,
coming in at a 29-month high $214.1 billion on strong demand for
industrial supplies and materials and automotive components. The
strength in imports overshadowed a record level of exports, which gained
2.7% to reach an all-time high of $167.7 billion. According to the Wall
Street Journal, many economists are encouraged by the healthy demand
reflected in the surging import statistics, but caution that the deficit could
weigh on U.S. growth during the first quarter and potentially throughout
the remainder of the year.
Initial jobless claims released by the U.S. Department of Labor on
Thursday showed a 26,000 increase in claims for unemployment
compensation to 397,000, reversing the downward trend that had formed
over the previous three consecutive weeks. The rise in claims could
partially be attributed to the timing of holidays in certain areas leading to
some skewed filings. The overall trend remains downward, providing
hope that the declining layoffs will lead to stronger hiring in the near-term.
Retail sales in the U.S. rose 1.0% in February according to a report
issued by the U.S. Department of Commerce on Friday, marking the
eighth consecutive monthly gain and the fastest rate in four months. A
majority of the components posted strong results, led by a 2.3% increase
in vehicle sales and a 1.4% jump in gasoline sales. Some economists
are concerned that rising oil prices, the primary source of the spike in
gasoline sales, could soon weigh down consumer spending.
Japan was hit by the largest earthquake in the country’s history this
week, an 8.9-magnitude tremor that caused devastating infrastructure
damage and produced a 30-foot tsunami that blanketed the northern
coast and took hundreds of casualties. Japan’s economy will be tested
as the country seeks to recover from the large-scale natural disaster,
especially considering that the country was already struggling with
deflationary pressures and low government borrowing power.
Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. Department of
Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of Realtors, the National
Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.
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U.S. Treasuries rose modestly for the week amid a flight to safety trade
as geopolitical risk escalated in the Middle East and North Africa. A
record magnitude earthquake and tsunami in Japan also bolstered
demand for the relative safety of U.S. government debt, with yields on
the 10-year declining to their lowest levels since January. Meanwhile,
Bill Gross of PIMCO recently eliminated all government related debt from
the firm’s Total Return Fund, stating that investors are not being
compensated enough for owning Treasuries. While the U.S. will retain its
AAA credit rating for some time, yields are about 1.50% lower than
normal due to the central government’s policies to stimulate economic
growth by keeping rates low, Gross said.
Investment grade corporate bonds may be at risk as rising oil and gas
prices could lead to reduced levels of consumer consumption along with
weaker business confidence. However, historical evidence on the impact
of higher oil prices on Treasury bonds is mixed. Although higher inflation
will always have a negative affect on bond prices, the impact on
Treasuries may be offset by other factors including a flight-to-quality
trade and historical evidence that oil-producing nations typically re-invest
higher revenues into U.S. government debt. Separately, the risk of
elevated oil prices suggests investors should continue to target TIPS as
a hedge against unexpected inflation.
Issue

3.4.11

3.11.11

Change

3 month T-Bill

0.13%

0.08%

-0.05%

2-Year Treasury

0.79%

0.65%

-0.14%

5-Year Treasury

2.30%

2.05%

-0.25%

10-Year Treasury

3.58%

3.46%

-0.12%

30-Year Treasury

4.64%

4.53%

-0.11%
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Source: U.S. Department of Treasury, Standard & Poor's, FTN Financial
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Source: Bloomberg, FTN Financial, The Wall Street Journal, U.S. Department of Treasury.
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Stocks dropped this week with the Dow Jones Industrial Average closing
Friday at 12,044.40, a decrease of 1.03% for the week. The broader
S&P 500 ended the week 16.87 points, or 1.28%, lower to close at
1,304.28, while the NASDAQ Composite Index shed 2.48%.
Stocks rose Friday on speculation that clean-up efforts after a massive
earthquake in Japan would increase the demand for raw materials and
capital equipment. However, the rally was not enough to overcome
Thursday’s sell off, which was sparked by escalating tension in Libya,
weak economic news out of China, and a downgrade of Spain’s
sovereign debt by Moody’s Investor Services. Thursday’s 228.48 point
drop in the Dow is the biggest one-day drop since August.
Industrial and material stocks posted strong gains on Friday, adding
1.17% and 1.49%, respectively, on news of the magnitude 8.9
earthquake off the coast of Japan. Notable Dow-component gainers
were 3M (MMM) (+1.78%), Caterpillar (CAT) (+1.66%), and Alcoa (AA)
(+1.46%). However, the sector with the largest move this week was the
energy sector, which lost 4.12% as oil prices retreated off recent highs.
Stocks in Japan sold off due to the earthquake as investors worried that
the disaster would derail Japan’s still tenuous economic recovery. The
Nikkei 225 Index lost 1.72% on Friday while U.S.-listed ADR shares
Honda Motor (HMC), Toyota Motor (TM) and Sony Corp (SNE) lost 2.43,
2.14%, and 2.36%, respectively, on investor fears that earthquake
damage would interfere with manufacturing operations.
Stocks in Europe finished sharply lower this week as concern debt
downgrades of Spain and Greece renewed investor concern over the
future growth of the region. The Euro Stoxx 50 Index lost 2.22%, while
the FTSE 100 Index shed 2.70%.
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Issue
Dow Jones

3.4.11

3.11.11

Change

12,169.88

12,044.40

-1.03%

S&P 500

1,321.15

1,304.28

-1.28%

NASDAQ

2,784.67

2,715.61

-2.48%

606.17

594.89

-1.86%

Russell 1000 Growth
S&P MidCap 400

968.55

952.94

-1.61%

Russell 2000

824.99

802.83

-2.69%

MSCI EAFE

1,743.22

1,694.76

-2.78%

MSCI EM

1,127.45

1,115.69

-1.04%

175.42

171.55

-2.20%

MSCI Small Cap

Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Bloomberg, Russell Investment Company, Standard & Poor’s, Morgan Stanley Capital
International, The Wall Street Journal, MarketWatch.
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After Japan’s strongest earthquake on record shut refineries in the
world’s third-largest oil-consuming country, crude fell 1.92% for the
first weekly drop in a month. The disaster and aftershocks set Cosmo
Oil Company, a 220,000 barrel-a-day refinery, on fire near Tokyo and
closed at least three others, temporarily curbing demand for crude.
Despite the earthquake and the ongoing turmoil in the Middle East,
however, crude oil was still above $100, at $100.73 a barrel. In spite of
precautionary warnings of some experts that the recent surge in gold
may be misleading, gold futures edged up on Friday to $1,417.80 – a
2.38% increase – as investors search for an alternative that provides
them with some kind of protection against political uncertainty.
According to Bloomberg, roughly one in four hedge funds are
beginning to clear their over-the-counter (OTC) derivative trades – up
from none in October – before new rules require changes later this
year. Under the new regulations, most interest-rate swaps, creditdefault swaps and other swaps transactions will need to be processed
by a clearinghouse. Congress last year mandated that most OTC
derivatives trade on exchanges or similar electronic systems and be
processed by clearinghouses after credit-default swaps played a major
role in contributing to the financial crisis. Clearinghouses increase
stability in OTC derivatives markets and add transparency for
regulators.
Earlier this week, Hospital operator HCA was slated to become the
largest-ever private equity-backed initial public offering (IPO). If shares
are priced at the midpoint of the proposed range and underwriters
exercise their overallotment option in full, HCA is expected to raise
$4.06 billion. One of the private-equity firms behind HCA, Bain Capital,
put down about $64 million, or 6% of the money in its buyout fund that
invested in HCA in 2006. After five years, Bain has collected roughly
$750 million – including fees and commissions – totaling a cash return
of more than 10 times its investment.
Issue
Gold

Previous Week

Current1

Change

1,429.30

1,417.60

-0.82%

Crude Oil Futures

104.70

100.73

-3.79%

Copper

449.15

423.50

-5.71%

Sugar

29.88

28.86

-3.41%

HFRX Equal Wtd. Strat. Index

1,191.44

1,191.06

-0.03%

HFRX Equity Hedge Index

1,234.23

1,226.02

-0.67%

HFRX Equity Market Neutral

1,026.11

1,028.77

0.26%

HFRX Event Driven

1,407.20

1,410.88

0.26%

HFRX Merger Arbitrage

1,549.56

1,548.68

-0.06%

Dow Jones UBS Commodity Index

169.28

163.35

-3.50%

FTSE/NAREIT All REIT

141.78

138.81

-2.09%

1 Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Dow Jones, National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts, Hedge Fund Research,
Bloomberg, The Wall Street Journal, The International Monetary Fund.
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Economic Update
The Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) held a one-day policy
meeting on Tuesday wherein it was decided that the target federal funds
rate would remain at a range of zero to 0.25% for an extended period,
which experts perceive as being at least several more months. Fed
officials voted unanimously to proceed with government bond purchases,
keeping the second round of quantitative easing on track to conclude at
the end of June. The committee marginally improved its outlook on the
economy, noting that gradual improvement in the labor market and
increases in business and household spending have placed the overall
economy on “firmer footing.” Despite the rising prices of commodities,
specifically oil, the Fed commented that “longer-term inflation
expectations have remained stable” and that underlying inflation
measures remain subdued.
The U.S. Department of Labor announced on Wednesday that the
producer price index jumped 1.6% in February, an increase of more than
double the consensus analyst estimate of 0.7%. The headline number
was heavily influenced by surging food and energy prices, which is
evident by the meager 0.2% increase in the core index, which excludes
food and energy. The largest component increase was in food, which
rose 3.9% to mark the biggest price jump for the category in 37 years.
The energy component increased 3.3% due to the upward pressure on
oil prices resulting from continuing turmoil in the Middle East. A report
released on Thursday by the Labor Department showed that the
consumer price index also increased in February, with the headline index
climbing 0.5% and the core index rising 0.2%.
Japan’s struggles continue as the country is now facing a nuclear
disaster triggered by last week’s 9.0 magnitude earthquake and
subsequent tsunami. The situation arose from three explosions at the
Fukushima Daiichi nuclear complex after a power outage disabled the
cooling systems that prevent nuclear fuel from reaching full meltdown.
Growing concerns about Japan’s ability to quickly recover from the
recent chain of disasters has added a new layer of uncertainty to the
global economic recovery, as implications could ripple across numerous
industries and financial markets.
Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. Department of
Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of Realtors, the National
Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.
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Although U.S. Treasuries fell Friday as Libya apparently ceased all
military action, they ended the week modestly higher amid another flight
to safety trade. The G-7 nations also said they would jointly intervene in
the currency market to weaken the yen, helping boost Japanese stocks
and reduce demand for safer assets. Earlier in the week, geopolitical risk
coupled with Japan’s nuclear crisis drove overall investor demand, with
market participants closing short positions as a means to steer clear of
risks associated with an increasingly uncertain global market
environment. Meanwhile, a recent report by Moody’s suggests
municipalities will likely suffer more credit downgrades than upgrades in
2011, with an overall negative outlook. This opinion is based on a stillfragile economic recovery, the end of the federal stimulus plan, and a
growing “anti-tax” movement. The debt burden of states is still “relatively
affordable,” amounting to roughly 6.1% of state GDP versus 103.8% for
the largest industrialized nations. Moody’s does not expect any states to
stop repaying general obligation debt, which is backed by an issuer’s full
faith and credit. The risks are higher for counties, cities, and towns, as
well as non-traditional ventures, including issues backed by the
operations of power plants, hospitals, or nursing homes. Given the risks
associated with lower-quality munis, we continue to emphasize
intermediate-term general obligation or essential service revenue bonds.
Issue

3.11.11

3.18.11

Change

3 month T-Bill

0.08%

0.07%

-0.01%

2-Year Treasury

0.65%

0.61%

-0.04%

5-Year Treasury

2.05%

1.96%

-0.09%

10-Year Treasury

3.46%

3.28%

-0.18%

30-Year Treasury

4.53%

4.43%

-0.10%
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Source: Bloomberg, FTN Financial, The Wall Street Journal, U.S. Department of Treasury.
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Stock Market Update
Stocks rebounded Friday after G-7 nations vowed to intervene in the
market for the Japanese Yen, making a speedy recovery from the
devastating earthquake more likely. Adding to investor optimism was
news that NATO voted to enforce a no-fly zone over Libya, prompting
president Muammar Qaddafi to declare a ceasefire against rebels.
Despite rallys on Thursday and Friday, the Dow Jones Industrial Average
ended a roller coaster week at 11,858.52, down 185.88 points, or 1.54%.
The broader S&P 500 lost 1.92 percent to end the week at 1,279.21,
while the technology-heavy NASDAQ Composite lost 2.65%.
General Electric Corp (GE), designer of the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear
facility, fell 3.36% as investors worried that the company’s nuclear
operation would suffer should a widespread movement against nuclear
energy coalesce in the wake of the crisis in Japan.
Exelon (EXC) operator of the largest fleet of nuclear power plants in the
U.S. and third largest in the world, lost 6.67% this week as the
company’s 17 current reactors will likely come under increased scrutiny.
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The Federal Reserve announced Friday that it would allow some banks
to increase dividends, buy back stock, or repay government loans.
However, the Fed will limit dividend payouts to 30% of net income. J.P
Morgan Chase (JPM) and Wells Fargo (WFC) both announced an
increase to their dividends, while Bank of America (BAC) and Citigroup
(C) announced plans to increase payouts in the second-half of 2011 or
next year.
Stocks in Tokyo, plummeted this week as the scope of the devastation
caused by the earthquake and tsunami there became more apparent
sending the benchmark NIKKEI 225 down 10.22%. Toyota Motor (TM)
reopened seven of the 28 plants it shut down in a sign that the recovery
is beginning. Investors also sent European stocks lower with the Euro
Stoxx 30 ending the week 3.16% lower.
Issue

3.11.11

3.18.11

Change

12,044.40

11,858.52

-1.54%

S&P 500

1,304.28

1,279.21

-1.92%

NASDAQ

2,715.61

2,643.67

-2.65%

594.89

581.20

-2.30%

Dow Jones

Russell 1000 Growth
S&P MidCap 400

952.94

942.69

-1.08%

Russell 2000

802.83

794.66

-1.02%

MSCI EAFE

1,694.76

1,628.90

-3.89%

MSCI EM

1,115.69

1,091.45

-2.17%

171.55

164.18

-4.30%

MSCI Small Cap

Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Bloomberg, Russell Investment Company, Standard & Poor’s, Morgan Stanley Capital
International, The Wall Street Journal, MarketWatch.
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Crude-oil futures settled modestly lower Friday as investors grew
uncertain Libya’s government had indeed halted hostilities in the oilrich, rebel-controlled east. Futures were up as much as 2.2% to
$103.66 before the Libyan announcement, but finished the week up
0.64% at $101.37. Oil markets were also being influenced by the
situation in Japan, in the wake of the 9.0 magnitude earthquake and
tsunami that hit the country last week, sparking a nuclear crisis.

Weekly Change
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Gold prices also fell from session highs on Friday after the ceasefire
announcement in Libya. Prices of the safe haven investment often fall
when crises show signs of stabilizing. Experts state that the ceasefire
idea is naturally taking some risk premium out of the gold market. For
the week, however, gold finished at $1.419.80, a 0.16% increase from
the previous week.
Wheat futures rose again on Friday, heading for the biggest two-day
rally since August, on speculation that dry weather from Kansas to
Russia will erode global grain supplies. Wheat finished the week up
0.6%, after dropping to a five-month low on March 16 due concern the
Japanese earthquake would cut demand for U.S. exports. Futures are
up 48% in the past year as drought spurred Russia to ban exports until
July 1 and floods eroded crops from Canada to Australia.
Early reports show that U.S. real estate investment trusts (REITs) with
property holdings in disaster-stricken regions of Japan report little
damage and few, if any, injuries. Although information is far from
complete, U.S. retail, warehouse, and hotel REITs with holdings in
Japan appear to have fared relatively well so far. To get a rough idea
of the impact on U.S. REITs, Affleck noted the performance of
Japanese REITs (J-REITs) since the disaster which indicated none of
the J-REITs in the affected areas appear to have extremely high
exposure, no more than about 3% of total portfolio asset value.
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Economic Update
The Federal Reserve took steps this week to increase transparency
when it announced that Chairmen Ben Bernanke would begin to hold
televised quarterly news conferences to better explain actions
implemented by the Fed, with the first scheduled for this April. This is the
biggest change in communication for the Federal Reserve since the bank
doubled the frequency of its economic forecast publications in 2007. The
motivation behind the conferences is to provide a stronger, clearer, more
unified message, according to Fed officials.
The final estimate of fourth-quarter 2010 GDP growth was announced by
the Commerce Department on Friday, growing slightly more than
previously indicated. The report reflected a 0.3% upward revision from
the preliminary estimate of 2.8%, bringing GDP growth to 3.1% for the
end of the year. The revision, which moved the growth rate beyond the
consensus estimate of 3.0% for the quarter, was primarily due to stronger
inventory and residential investment, nonresidential structures, and
equipment & software. Many economists worry that the gains will be
difficult to sustain throughout the beginning of 2011 amid higher gasoline
and food prices and the effects from the disasters in Japan.
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Consumer sentiment data released on Friday reflected a 0.7 point drop in
the Reuter’s/University of Michigan Consumer Sentiment index, falling to
a measure of 67.5 for the month of March. The results convey growing
domestic concern over inclement foreign events, including the crisis in
Japan and the unrest in parts of the Middle East and North Africa. Rising
prices of food and gasoline also contributed to a less optimistic economic
outlook from a consumer perspective.
The housing market continues to lag behind the broad economic
recovery. Data released earlier in the week showed a 10% drop in
existing home sales to an annual rate of 4.88 million for the month of
February, falling short of analyst expectations of 5.15 million. New home
sales suffered as well, falling 16.9% to an annual rate of 250,000. Prices
continue to fall as well, with the median price of existing homes dropping
1.1% while the median price of new homes fell 13.9%.
Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. Department of
Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of Realtors, the National
Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.
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After a quiet week, U.S. Treasuries finished modestly lower along the
entire yield curve, with volatility, as measured by Merrill Lynch’s Move
index, falling to its lowest level since November. Some selling pressure
hit the Treasury market on Friday after Federal Reserve Bank of
Philadelphia President Charles Plosser said the Fed would need to raise
rates and shrink its balance sheet “in the not too distant future” in order to
avoid damaging the economy through inflation. He suggested the central
bank sell $125 billion of mortgage and Treasury holdings for every 0.25%
increase in short-term interest rates to help eliminate over $1.5 trillion in
reserves. However, since Plosser is one of the few inflation hawks on
the Federal Open Market Committee, the overall impact on the markets
was muted. On a related topic, the difference in yields between 10-year
TIPS and Treasury Notes, a gauge of trader expectations for inflation,
increased to 2.46%, compared with 1.84% six months ago and a 20-year
average of 2.59%. Driven by these expectations, TIPS have returned
2.3% in 2011, versus a 0.1% gains for Treasuries that do not carry
inflation protection, according Merrill Lynch. Meanwhile, credit
downgrades by Fitch and Standard & Poor’s added to fears that Portugal
may need a bailout of as much as 70 billion euros ($99 billion), two
European officials with direct knowledge of the matter said.
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The stock market was positive for its third day in a row on Friday and
finished the week on a positive note as investors shrugged off the
geopolitical concerns and the European debt crisis that have dominated
the headlines recently. The encouraging stories dominating the
headlines for the week were the earnings in the technology sector and
the outlook issued by companies. The Dow Jones Industrial Average
closed at 12,220.59, up 3.05%. The broader S&P 500 Index ended the
week up 34 points, or 2.70% to close at 1313.80, while the NASDAQ
Composite finished higher by 99 points, or 3.76% to close the week out
at 2743.06.
Technology stocks posted the strongest gains for the week, up 4.02% to
the broader S&P 500 which was up 2.70%. The performance in the
technology sector was driven through M&A activity and an improving
earnings outlook for the coming quarter.
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AT&T on Sunday announced its plans to acquire smaller rival T-Mobile
for $39 billion creating the largest U.S. wireless carrier. This would be
the industry’s largest acquisition since 2004 and combines the industry’s
second and fourth largest providers. This deal would be a boost to
AT&T, which is looking to catch up to rival Verizon for 4G network
technology. Regulators will scrutinize this deal closely as the combined
companies will hold around 75% of the market and consumer advocacy
groups along with politicians have already spoken out against the deal
and claimed it would usher in higher prices.
Stocks in Japan reversed from the prior week drop of 10% and posted an
increase of 3.6% as investors went bargain hunting. Economists feel
investors were pricing in a worst case scenario. Two of the largest
manufacturers in Japan, Toyota and Sony, continued to reopen their
manufacturing facilities across the country.
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Crude-oil futures held above $105 a barrel for the third straight day
Friday as investors continued to assess how the ongoing crises in
Libya and Japan would impact the supply-demand picture. Crude
ended the week up 4.22% a barrel at $105.65. According to the U.S.
Energy Information Administration, oil use in the U.S., the world's
biggest consumer, is up just 0.7% so far in 2011. Analysts at J.P.
Morgan warned in a research note that higher oil supplies from the
Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) will be needed
to meet summer demand and envision a price spike of up to $130 a
barrel for Brent crude. Citing expectations that 1.4 million barrels a day
of Libyan oil will be out of the market longer than anticipated, analysts
raised the second-quarter Brent price forecast to $118 a barrel, up
from $105 previously.
Gold ended the week up 0.73% at $1,430.20 an ounce. The precious
metal, which continues to be the most actively traded contract,
reached a peak of $1,448.60 earlier in the week before investors
began cashing out due to worries about the political crisis in Portugal
and the ongoing turmoil in Libya and Japan.
In a month that had potential to be one of the worst for the industry
since the global financial crisis, hedge funds may be able to rebound in
March after getting hammered by a market slump the week after the
Japan earthquake and tsunami. In the U.S., the Standard & Poor’s 500
Index has recouped its quake-related losses and is now up about 1.6%
since March 10, the day before the disaster struck Japan. Hedge funds
tracked by Morgan Stanley, one of the largest prime brokers, had net
exposure of 4.75% to Japan on this date. On March 14, the first full
day of trading in Japan after the tragedy, hedge funds were big buyers
in what was noted as the largest net-buy period year-to-date and the
second-largest net-buy day in the last 15 months.
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Economic Update
The Conference Board announced on Tuesday that its consumer
confidence index shed 9.9% in March to a level of 63.4, negating two
months of positive gains. Among the most evident contributors to the
erosion in confidence was a 19.6% increase in inflation expectations for
one year out, rising to 6.7% in the month. Climbing food and energy
prices have started to deteriorate consumer optimism, with continued
turmoil in the Middle East and North Africa pressuring oil prices and
fueling concern.
Adding credence to consumers’ increased inflation expectations, Kansas
City Federal Reserve Bank President Tom Hoenig gave a speech to the
London School of Economics on Wednesday in which he warned that
keeping the target federal funds rate at an accommodating level for an
extended period of time will inevitably lead to inflation. He advocated
that the Fed raise its target rate quickly to avoid this, suggesting a level
near 1%. Hoenig, who is the longest serving regional bank president and
outspoken critic of the stimulative monetary policy, announced last week
that he would retire in October.
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Several reports released this week supported the notion that recovery in
the labor market is on steady footing. The Challenger Job-Cut Report
reflected a significant decline in announced layoffs for March, falling
18.1% to a count of 41,528. Initial jobless claims released by the Labor
Department showed a 6,000 claim drop from the upward-revised level of
394,000 posted the week prior. The employment report compiled by
ADP exhibited a 201,000 increase in private employer payrolls in March.
The March jobs report from the Labor Department showed that a higher
than expected 216,000 jobs were added during the month and the
unemployment rate edged down to 8.8%.
The European Union Eurostat agency published data on Thursday
indicating the highest inflation rate in the euro-zone in 29 months. The
annual inflation rate rose 0.2% to 2.6% in March, defying consensus
expectations for a decrease in the estimate and strengthening the
likelihood that the European Central Bank will raise interest rates for the
first time in three years as a countermeasure.
Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. Department of
Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of Realtors, the National
Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.

*Core CPI excludes energy and food prices from the calculation of the Consumer Price Index
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Bond Market Update
After yet another quiet week, U.S. Treasuries finished mostly unchanged
after conflicting reports from several Federal Reserve presidents. As
mentioned in the Economic Update section, Kansas City Fed President
Thomas Hoening said that “highly accommodative” monetary policy in
the U.S. is adding to commodity price pressures, which will ultimately
trigger the need to increase short-term interest rates to 1.00% before the
end of the year. In stark contrast, New York Fed President William
Dudley said Friday that faster jobs growth in coming months would not be
a reason for the central bank to reverse course on current monetary
policy, which muted market action after a better than expected jobs
report. “We are still very far away from achieving our dual mandate of
maximum sustainable employment and price stability,” he said in
prepared remarks. Adding to the incongruity, Dallas Fed President
Richard Fisher said he would vote against an extension or any tapering
off the Fed’s $600 billion bond-buying program. Against this backdrop,
market participants remain thoroughly confused, with Fed presidents
taking a page from former Fed Chairman Alan Greenspan’s playbook
who once said, “If I’ve made myself particularly clear, you’ve
misunderstood my comments.” Meanwhile, a surprisingly weak $99
billion Treasury auction of two-, five- and seven-year notes forced the
government to pay higher than anticipated yields to sell the new notes.
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The stock market started the second quarter with continued positive
momentum and ended the week on another high note. The economic
numbers continue to show signs of a slow but steady period of economic
recovery and the markets continue to shrug off the high price of oil and
geopolitical turmoil. The Dow Jones Industrial Average closed at
12,376.72, up 156 points for the week, or 1.28%. The broader S&P 500
Index ended the week up 18.56 points, or 1.41% to close at 1,332.36,
while the NASDAQ Composite finished higher by 46 points, or 1.70% to
close the week out at 2,789.60.
The S&P 500 Index was led by the industrial and material sectors, each
posting a gain of over 2% for the week. The industrial sector was led by
Dow component Caterpillar, which finished the week up 3.5% after
manufacturing data showed rising demand in both the U.S. and
overseas. The ISM manufacturing index remained near the strongest
level in seven years, which contributed to the positive trend in job growth.
The surprise story of the week was the abrupt resignation of David Sokol
from Berkshire Hathaway, who was widely believed to be the lead
successor to Warren Buffet. The resignation stems from a potential
insider training deal that involves Mr. Sokol personally buying $10 Million
in Lubrizol stock prior to Berkshire Hathway purchasing the company,
and netting a $3 Million dollar profit for himself.
Ford Motor topped General Motors in sales for the first time since 1998.
Ford Motor sales figures rose 19% from a year ago on strong buyer
incentives offered by the company. Also contributing to the sales were
the high gas prices and the demand for smaller more fuel efficient cars.
General Motors sales figure were 10% higher from a year ago on strong
demand for the new Cruze model that replaced the Cobalt.
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Crude oil closed at $108.14 a barrel, up 2.36% from the previous week.
Oil prices have surged more than 18% year-to-date, with geopolitical
instability across parts of North Africa and the Middle East sparking
supply fears. Experts claim that oil prices are climbing higher because
the market is beginning to sense that momentum is shifting against the
rebels in Libya.
U.S. corn futures soared to their highest prices in more than two and a
half years as a decline in inventories reported this week continued to
drive concerns about supply. The U.S. Department of Agriculture sparked
the rally after reporting inventories were down 15% from a year ago,
causing corn futures to hit the daily limit on one-day gains on both
Thursday and Friday at the Chicago Board of Trade. Corn futures closed
at $7.36 a bushel, a $0.4275 increase, up 6.2%. The strength in corn
futures wasn't enough to lift soybean and wheat futures as profit-taking
by traders and limited concerns around supplies pressured prices.
Gold declined the most in two weeks on speculation that the Federal
Reserve will tighten U.S. monetary policy, curbing demand for the
precious metal as an alternative investment. Gold dropped 0.6% to
$1,429.40 an once, on better-than-expected non-farm payrolls, as well as
the unemployment rate hitting a two-year low, both of which signal
improving economic conditions.
According to the Wall Street Journal, the rally in real-estate stocks is
beginning to dwindle as investors begin to worry about global events,
such as the unrest in the Middle East and the economic fallout in Japan.
The FTSE/NAREIT All REIT Index closed the week at $142.07, up $3.60,
or 2.60%. REIT investors are beginning to take their profits and move
them into safer investments on concerns that global events could clip
future REIT profits. Experts state that investors are unlikely to jump back
into the market in a significant way until they see meaningful
improvement in job growth, rising rental rates and more clarity on global
events, especially political turmoil in the Middle East.
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1 Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Dow Jones, National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts, Hedge Fund Research,
Bloomberg, The Wall Street Journal, The International Monetary Fund.
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Economic Update
Headlines this week were flooded with news that the U.S. government is
quickly approaching a shutdown as a result of stalling budget
negotiations. If an agreement is not reached on federal spending before
midnight on Friday the government will begin partially shutting down for
the first time in 15 years. The consequences of such an event would be
broad, and could possibly include a substantial loss in taxpayer dollars,
widespread temporary lay-offs of federal employees, delayed social
security claims, a slowdown in police force and court operations, and the
closure of national parks. A shutdown would also result in a delay in the
release of economic data, most notably information originating from the
Labor, Energy, and Commerce Departments. This would be challenging
for the Federal Reserve, which will remain open in the event of a
shutdown, as the agency relies heavily upon government economic data
to make policy decisions.

Economic Indicators, Quarterly Change
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Minutes were released this week from the March 15 Federal Open
Market Committee meeting, reflecting some difference in opinions about
the direction of current quantitative easing measures. While the Fed is
not likely to amend their second round of quantitative easing, members
are beginning to discuss ways to tighten and eventually unwind the
program. The staff also issued a slight downward revision to their 2011
GDP forecast.
Initial jobless claims released on Thursday came in at a better-thanexpected level of 382,000, dropping 10,000 from the month prior. Claims
fell for the seventh time in ten weeks. Future reports will likely be
impacted by the effect of Japanese supply disruptions and the looming
government shutdown on U.S. jobs.
The European Central Bank announced on Thursday that it would raise
interest rates for the first time since 2008 in an attempt to contain
inflation, a move that was widely anticipated. The rate was raised from
1% to 1.25%, a modest increase that leaves interest rates at a relatively
approachable level. The policy change was spurred by soaring energy
and food prices that threaten to push inflation to unreasonable levels in
what is already a sensitive economic environment.
Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. Department of
Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of Realtors, the National
Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.
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For the third straight week U.S. Treasuries finished lower, though
modestly amid mounting inflation concerns, with the dollar dropping to
the lowest level since December 2009, oil reaching $112 a barrel, and
gold rising to new highs. Federal funds futures contracts peg the odds of
an interest rate increase this year at 36%, with a 71% chance of an
increase in the first quarter of 2012. To that end, Dallas Fed Bank
President Richard Fisher said Friday that the Federal Reserve is “near a
tipping point” and risks over-stimulating the economy, which would lead
to an increase in consumer prices. However, in a continued effort to
confuse market participants, Atlanta Fed Bank President Dennis
Lockhart reiterated that the central bank should take its time in
withdrawing economic stimulus amid moderate growth and rising inflation
that will likely prove temporary. The economy has “a halting and fragile
quality,” he said in a speech. Meanwhile, as mentioned in the economic
section, the European Central Bank increased short-term interest rates
from 1.00% to 1.25% in an attempt to tame inflation. Inflation risks remain
on the upside and the ECB’s monetary policy is still “accommodative,”
Central Bank President Jean-Claude Trichet said at a press conference
in Frankfurt. In light of recent credit rating downgrades in Portugal and
Spain, the ECB will need to balance the need for tighter policy in
countries like Germany, whose economy is booming, against the risk that
higher rates could aggravate the sovereign debt crisis.
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The stock market ended the week flat as investors remain anxious over
the first quarter earnings reports, which are set to roll out next week.
Although most analysts expect positive year-over-year results, the recent
stories from Japan and the impact on future earnings remain a concern.
The Dow Jones Industrial Average closed at 12,380.05, up slightly from
the prior week, or 0.03%. The broader S&P 500 Index ended the week
down 4.19 points, or – 0.31%, to close at 1,328.17, while the NASDAQ
Composite finished lower by 9.19 points, or – 0.33%, to close the week
out at 2,780.41.
Technology companies continue to add growth through acquisitions with
the latest blockbuster deal coming from the purchase of National
Semiconductor (NSM) by Texas Instruments (TXN). The deal was
announced after the close of business on Monday by Texas Instruments
in an all cash deal placing a value of $6.5 Billion on National
Semiconductor or a premium of 78% to Monday’s closing price. Texas
Instruments has long been focused on the wireless side of the business
with a market share of 14% in the analog communication and computing
chip business. The expected closing date of the deal will not be for
another six to nine months and other bids are expected.
In an expected move this week, the European Central Bank raised rates
and became the first developed country to do so since the recession.
The expectations of the move have been factored into the market and the
developed European countries, MSCI EAFE Index, posted a moderate
gain for the week of 0.89%, while the emerging markets, MSCI EM Index,
posted a gain of 2.68%. In unexpected news, another sizable
earthquake hit the northern part of Japan early Thursday sending rumors
across the globe of additional damage to the nuclear reactor and another
tsunami. The initial shock of the new sent the markets lower, however
those fears were abated and the Japan Nikkei Index finished the week
down less than 1.0%.
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Federal forecasters left projected end-of-season corn supplies
unchanged, surprising traders who had bid record highs on futures over
concerns that strong demand would drain inventories. This estimate
contradicted the report last week from the U.S. Department of Agriculture
(USDA) that showed a larger-than-expected drop in grain supplies over
the winter. Many thought that the USDA’s forecast would be lowered due
to the increasing demand for ethanol production, as well as animal feed.
Closing the week at 774 cents per bushel, its highest price since 2008,
the USDA estimated supplies of this crop at 675 million bushels for
August 31, a 15-year low. Analysts speculated that the USDA may have
been reluctant to cut its corn supplies forecast to avoid fears about
dwindling inventories.
The U.S. dollar slid to its lowest level since 2009 amid concerns about a
looming U.S. government shutdown. This paired with increased
inflationary concerns pushed gold to a record high this week of $1,475
per ounce. Silver closed above $40 an ounce, its highest price since
January 1980. Gold rose 3.23% on the week, the metals highest five-day
gain since early December and its third weekly gain in a row. Crude oil
jumped above $110 a barrel for the first time since September 2008 on
skepticism that Libyan output would rebound when the ongoing tensions
end, as well as increased demand for raw materials as the dollar
continues to fall. Crude finished the week at $113.15 per barrel, up
$5.01, or 4.63%.
Citing the U.S. housing crisis as the catalyst, Pacific Investment
Management Co. (PIMCO) is poised to launch an initial public offering for
a new REIT, opening the door to $600 million of equity raised to invest in
Agency mortgage-backed securities, non-agency residential and
commercial real estate loans. According to Bloomberg, to further validate
the launch of PIMCO REIT Inc., management believes the current level
of government involvement in the U.S. residential mortgage market is not
sustainable and that, over time, Agency support may be significantly
reduced and replaced by private capital.
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1 Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Dow Jones, National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts, Hedge Fund Research,
Bloomberg, The Wall Street Journal, The International Monetary Fund.
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Economic Update
International trade information released on Tuesday by the U.S.
Department of Commerce reflected a moderate narrowing of the
country’s trade gap in February, tightening 2.6% to a $45.8 billion deficit
from an upward-revised measure of $47.0 billion in January. The
decrease in the gap was less than expected, with economists previously
estimating a $44.3 billion level for the month. The report showed
decreases in both U.S. imports and exports in February, with imports
falling 1.7% to $210.9 billion and exports dropping 1.4% to $165.1 billion.
Prices of imports and exports increased in the month of March, with a
separate report showing a 2.7% surge in import prices and a 1.5% jump
in export prices. This is primarily due to bloated energy and commodity
prices resulting from continued turmoil in the Middle East and North
Africa.
Inflation expectations for one year out remain high due to upward
pressure on U.S. consumer prices from the rising cost of food and
gasoline, according to an article from the Wall Street Journal; however,
underlying inflation remained under control last month. The U.S.
Department of Labor released data on Thursday that showed the
producer price index (PPI) rose less than expected in March, increasing
at a high but decelerated rate of 0.7% for the month. The core PPI index,
which excludes food and energy prices, jumped a less substantial 0.3%.
A separate report released Friday reflected an increase of 0.5% in the
headline consumer price index (CPI) for March, which was in-line with
expectations; the core CPI index rose a meager 0.1% in contrast.
The Federal Reserve reported on Friday that overall U.S. industrial
production jumped 0.8% in the month of March, beating analyst
estimates as the manufacturing sector continues to fuel the economic
recovery. Manufacturing output recorded its fourth consecutive month of
positive gains, climbing 0.7% in the month.
Retail sales ramped up 0.4% in March amid surging gas prices. Despite
rising fuel and food costs, sales excluding gasoline managed to rise
0.1%. The slowing sales growth paired with weaker business inventories
has some economists revising their growth forecasts downward.
Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. Department of
Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of Realtors, the National
Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.
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After three straight weeks of losses, U.S. Treasuries rallied on
speculation the U.S. economic recovery may lose momentum as the
government and central bank curtail stimulus measures. President
Obama pledged this week to cut the deficit by $4 trillion within 12 years,
which was enough to generate a short-term spike in government bonds,
even if it is over a long period. Other factors that spurred demand for
safe-haven U.S. government bonds included a resurgence of risk
aversion in the European sovereign debt markets as Moody’s
downgraded Ireland by two notches, and, separately, Friday’s CPI report
that showed underlying inflation pressures, which excludes food and
energy, remain subdued. Although rising oil prices helped drive up
overall consumer prices, Fed Chairman Ben Bernanke suggested such
effects are temporary. All else equal, low inflation levels increase the
appeal of Treasuries as real return expectations rise. With inflation fears
abating, at least over the short-term, Federal Reserve Bank of
Philadelphia President Charles Plosser, one of the Fed’s advocates for
tightening monetary policy to tame inflation, acknowledged that serious
price pressures are not imminent and that he is more concerned about
longer-term stresses. Expectations for a Fed interest rate hike by
January 2012 faded, with futures contracts pricing in 52% odds, down
from 62% last week.
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The stock market slowed heading further into the second quarter.
Recent activity in the market has demonstrated promise for recovery.
However, this process is trending at a slow but steady pace. This week
consisted of relatively volatile returns and ended with a slightly negative
performance. The Dow Jones Industrial Average closed at 12,341.83,
down 38.22 points for the week, or -0.31%. The broader S&P 500 Index
ended the week down 8.49 points, or -0.64% to close at 1,319.68, while
the NASDAQ Composite finished lower by 15.76 points, or -0.57%, to
close the week out at 2,764.65.
One of the major drags on the Nasdaq Composite Index was the
surprisingly weak first-quarter earnings report for Google Inc. (GOOG),
dropping the shares by over 7% today. Many large institutions have
responded by lowering their price targets, some cuts as large as $100, or
-15.0%. These earnings were reportedly conservative due to large
increases in new hires, employee pay, and a sharp increase in capital
expenditures. Google has exhibited strong confidence in investing such
funds into their large businesses, yearning for larger returns. However,
analysts remain skeptical and the market has since agreed.
Continued recovery efforts in Japan have focused on offsetting the
lingering effects from the devastating earthquake and tsunami, which
took place just five weeks ago. The reactors at several nuclear power
plants have been unable to run at full capacity as their cooling operations
are still being worked on to restore their original functionality. Such has
been the cause of drops in the energy sector in Japan. Tokyo Electric
Power Co., along with its competitors, has recently exhibited very volatile
performance, ending the week with a decline of over 6.0%. The inability
to operate the plants will force cuts in electrical supply during the peak
usage season this summer. Concerns regarding the potential prolonged
period of rolling blackouts have increased, causing an overall negative
economic outlook. This will affect many industries and could even drop
GDP by 1.0% as projected by analysts from Jefferies (Japan) Ltd.
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Investors continue to view precious metals as an appealing hedging
strategy against inflationary concerns and the ongoing decline of the
dollar, sending gold futures to a record $1,486.50 an ounce, up 0.75% for
the week. Silver, which has rallied almost 38% year to date, ended the
week at $42.885, marking a gain of 4.8% after closing last week at
$40.61 – it’s highest level in over three decades.
Amid concerns that the surge in oil prices is feeding inflation and starting
to erode demand for fuel, crude closed at $109.39 a barrel, down 3.32%
– its first weekly decline in a month. Crude oil prices have pushed ahead
of where fundamentals suggested, analysts at Goldman Sachs noted in a
report. They stated that the near-term downside risk to prices has risen in
recent weeks on budding signs of demand destruction in the United
States. Wheat futures declined for the fifth straight day on speculation
that higher shipments of the grain from Ukraine may boost global supply.
Wheat finished the week at $7.6975 a bushel, down a 7.5% from last
week. Corn and soybeans also fell on speculation that the world's central
banks will boost interest rates to fight inflation, reducing demand for
crops from the U.S., the biggest exporter of the two. Corn and soybeans
closed the week at $7.4925 and $13.317 a bushel, respectively.
In a recent report from Dealogic Inc., of nine new real estate investment
trusts (REITs) that have applied to sell stock in initial public offerings so
far this year, seven are REITs that will invest in mortgage-backed
securities. The value of these offerings totals $2.6 billion, the largest
amount devoted to mortgage REITs since 2009. Experts claim that
mortgage REITs, which tend to have high dividend yields and low
financing costs, are able to achieve favorable returns even while paying
the costs of substantial hedging to protect against interest-rate increases.
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Economic Update
The outlook for the U.S. economy brightened as The Conference Board
released data showing that the Leading Economic Index rose for the 9th
straight month in March. The gauge was up 0.4% for the month after a
1.0% increase in February, and continues to be at an all-time historical
high. Ken Goldstein, economist at The Conference Board, said “U.S. LEI
continues to point to sustained economic growth through year end.” He
added, though “global disruptions including unrest in the Middle East,
rising oil prices, and the Japan earthquake may have repercussions.”
First-time filings for unemployment claims declined 13,000 in the most
recent week to 403,000, according to the Labor Department. The drop
was smaller than most economists expected, but it is still a step in the
right direction and the employment picture seems to be in an extended
period of gradual improvement. The 4-week moving average of initial
claims edged up to 399,000 holding the line just below the key 400,000
threshold. In addition to the decline in initial claims, the number of
Americans filing for ongoing claims for unemployment benefits dropped
7,000 to 3,695,000 in the week ended April 9th.
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The Federal Housing Finance Agency reported that U.S. home prices fell
5.7% in February from a year earlier as distressed properties weighed
down values. The share of homes sold in March that were distressed
properties – foreclosures or short sales – edged up to 40% from 39% in
February, according to the National Association of Realtors. The group
also reported that the median U.S. price for a previously owned home
rose in March to $156,900, up from a nine-year low of $156,100 in
February. The March median price was down 5.9% from the previous
year, the biggest year- over-year decline since October 2009.
U.S. crude oil supplies unexpectedly fell 2.32 million barrels to 357
million last week, according to the Energy Department’s weekly report.
This was the first drop since February and helped push crude prices
above $112 per barrel. The weakening U.S. currency also helped push
commodities higher. The Dollar Index, which tracks the greenback
versus a basket of the currencies of six major U.S. trading partners,
dropped to an intraday low of 73.73, the lowest level since August 2008.
Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. Department of
Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of Realtors, the National
Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.

*Core CPI excludes energy and food prices from the calculation of the Consumer Price Index
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For the second straight week, U.S. Treasuries gained on speculation the
U.S. economic recovery may lose momentum amid weaker than
expected market reports. Demand for safe-haven U.S. government debt
also strengthened on worries the euro zone sovereign debt crisis is
deepening. The cost to hedge a default on Portugal’s government debt
hit a record high, with yields on government debt in Portugal and Greece
continuing to rise. Friday’s Treasury Inflation Protected Securities
auction, the largest ever, drew a yield of negative 0.180%, as investors
paid a premium to own protection against inflation. The auction’s bid-tocover ratio, which gauges demand, came in at 2.57, markedly lower than
levels seen in the previous two auctions. Meanwhile, a warning Monday
from Standard & Poor’s about the U.S. government's mounting debt
intensified political divisions in Washington about how to best tackle the
growing budget deficit. The report questioned whether the White House
and Republicans would be able to reach an agreement before the 2012
presidential elections on a plan to reduce the deficit. “The sign of
political gridlock was a key determinant in our outlook change,” said John
Chambers, Chairman of the sovereign ratings committee at S&P.
Although highly unlikely, a ratings cut will likely lead to higher borrowing
costs and yields for government debt, which would then spill-over into
increased credit costs in all areas of the economy.
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Stocks rallied to end the week higher after selling off early in the week on
news that S&P decreased the outlook on U.S. government debt from
stable to negative. Investors reacted to the news sending stocks 1.10%
lower. However, later in the week, strong earnings reports overcame
disappointing economic reports to send stocks higher. The Dow Jones
Industrial Average closed at 12,503.26, 161.43 points, or 1.31% higher
this week while the broader S&P 500 gained 1.34% to end the week at
1,337.34. The technology-heavy NASDAQ Composite gained 2.01%.
Stocks were lifted mid-week by a strong earnings report from Apple Inc.
(AAPL), which posted a 95% increase in second-quarter profit and record
iPhone sales; however, sales of the newly launched iPad were weak, but
mainly to supply constraints. Shares in Apple gained 7.09% this week.
In a sign of continued improvement, a number of regional banks reported
strong first-quarter earnings results, according to the Wall Street Journal.
PNC Financial (PNC), Fifth Third Bancorp (FITB), BB&T Corp (BBT), and
SunTrust Banks Inc. (STI) all reported quarterly earnings that exceeded
Wall Street expectations. While pressure from weak mortgages and
reduced fee income continued to weigh on results, each bank reported
growth from commercial and industrial loans.
JPMorgan Chase & Co (JPM) and Bank of America (BAC) also
announced earnings this week. JP Morgan announced EPS of $1.28 a
share, beating Wall Street expectations by $0.12, while Bank of America
disappointed Wall Street with EPS of $0.17 a share - an $0.11 shortfall.
On Wednesday, the first anniversary of the Deepwater Horizon disaster
and subsequent oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico, BP PLC (BP) announced
lawsuits against Halliburton Co. for “misconduct,” Transocean Ltd. (RIG)
the rig’s owner and operator, and Cameron International (CAM) for failure
of its blowout preventer. BP seeks to recover a substantial portion of the
costs of the disaster from these three companies.
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As the dollar continues to weaken and debt concerns increase demand
for an alternative investment, gold rose to a record for the fifth straight
session, settling above $1,500 an ounce for the first time. This precious
metal has been on a tear since last week and with the move by Standard
& Poor’s Ratings Services, which revised its outlook for U.S. debt to
negative, and the dollar reaching its lowest level since August 2008,
investors are turning to the metal as an alternative to currencies. Gold
closed the week at $1,505.90 an ounce, up $16.40 or 1.31% this week.
The weakening of the dollar also saw copper end the week at 440.20 a
pound, up 3.18%.
Crude oil ended the week at $112.22, up $2.83 or 2.59%. Experts credit
its gain to a combination of a strong euro and the Energy Information
Administration reporting a surprise decline in U.S. inventories. U.S. crude
oil supplies fell 2.32 million barrels to 357 million last week, the first drop
since February, the Energy Department noted in a weekly report.
Gasoline stockpiles dropped 1.58 million barrels to 208.1 million, the
lowest level since November, the report showed. In related oil news, on
Thursday President Barrack Obama stated that an investigation would
take place to explore whether oil and gasoline prices are being driven
higher by illegal manipulation - including the role of traders and
speculators.
In a recent survey of 313 hedge fund managers, more than half showed
confidence that investment opportunities will improve in 2011 as the
global economy recovers. A year ago the outlook was far less optimistic
with almost 70% of the surveyed managers saying they were braced for
a trying year. According to Reuters, these hedge funds see significant
changes ahead, noting that one of the biggest will be the role that
pensions funds, endowments and other institutional investors play in
allocating money and forcing concessions from managers. The hedge
fund industry currently manages $2.02 trillion, according to data from
Hedge Fund Research.
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Economic Update
Decreased government spending, continued weakness in the housing
market, and higher gas and food prices took some wind out of the sails of
the economic recovery in the first quarter, slowing GDP growth down to a
1.8% annual pace, according to the Commerce Department’s report
released on Thursday. Economists see this as a short-term stumbling
block, however, with average estimates for full year GDP growth at 3.1%,
according to a survey by CNNMoney.
The Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) released a statement on
Wednesday reaffirming its commitment to complete the purchase of $600
billion of longer-term Treasury securities by the end of June and to keep
the fed funds rate “exceptionally low” for an “extended period.” The
Committee said that the “economic recovery is proceeding at a moderate
pace and overall conditions in the labor market are improving gradually.”
The Fed also believes that inflation remains contained saying “longerterm inflation expectations have remained stable and measures of
underlying inflation are still subdued.”
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The employment picture took an unexpected turn in the wrong direction
as the number of initial jobless claims rose 25,000 to 429,000 in the
week ended April 23, according to the Labor Department. This was the
third straight week the number came above the key psychological
400,000 mark, and was the highest level in three months. The number of
Americans filing for continued claims, however, dropped 68,000 to
3,641,000 in the week ended April 16.
The housing market continued to show signs of weakness as home
prices came within a hair of double-dip territory. The S&P/Case-Shiller
index of property values in 20 cities fell 0.2% in February from the
previous month and 3.3% from the previous year. New home sales did
climb 11% in March to 300,000 from the previous month, according to the
Census Bureau. However, that was coming off February’s all-time low,
and was down 21.9% from the previous year. David M. Blitzer, Chairman
of the Index Committee at S&P Indices said “there is very little, if any,
good news about housing. Prices continue to weaken, trends in sales
and construction are disappointing.”
Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. Department of
Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of Realtors, the National
Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.
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Treasury prices rose for the third straight week pushing yields further
down along the yield curve. Currently, the 10-year note is yielding
3.29%, the lowest in over a month. Despite historically low rates,
investors’ appetite for bonds remains high amid potential adverse effect
on the economy from an expected reduction in the federal government
spending to fight mounting deficits. As expected, the Federal Open
Market Committee (FOMC), decided to leave the short term rates
unchanged at a range of 0%-0.25%. In the statement released after the
meeting, the FOMC noted that “Inflation has picked up in recent months,
but longer-term inflation expectations have remained stable and
measures of underlying inflation are still subdued.” The core personal
consumption expenditure price index, released on Friday, showed a tame
increase in March of 0.9% on a year over year basis, further justifying
continued accommodative monetary policy. Regional Fed officials and a
growing number of market strategists have recently questioned the need
for the second round of quantitative easing. The FOMC reiterated the
intent to complete the program as planned in June. Furthermore, the Fed
expects to maintain its policy of reinvesting proceeds of existing matured
holdings back into Treasuries. Clearly, this appears to be the Fed’s effort
to support the economic recovery by preventing large spikes in interest
rates. Moreover, this should ease the bond market fears of losing the
biggest Treasury buyer after the QE2 program ends.
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Source: Bloomberg, FTN Financial, The Wall Street Journal, U.S. Department of Treasury.
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The stock market finished the week and the month of April on a high note
as the markets remained positive this week. The first quarter earnings
reports were the driving force behind the positive momentum. The Dow
Jones Industrial Average closed at 12,810.54, up 305 points for the
week, or 2.44%. The broader S&P 500 Index ended the week up 26.23
points, or 1.96% to close at 1,363.61, while the NASDAQ Composite
finished higher by 53 points, or 1.89% to close the week out at 2,873.54.
ExxonMobile (XOM) announced earnings on Thursday of this week with
an increase of 69% to $10.65 billion. The earnings were driven by the
price in oil and the investments that the company has made in the natural
gas space. Advanced drilling technology, like hydraulic fracturing, played
a large part in increasing the natural gas output 192% this year.
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The technology heavy Nasdaq index saw Microsoft announce better than
expected earnings this week. The company announced third quarter
revenue of $16.43 billion, a 13% increase from the same period a year
ago. Several business lines are advancing and the company continues
to be flush with cash generating annual free cash flow in the $20-$25
billion range.
A negative story coming out of the Nasdaq index was the earnings
announced Friday morning before the open by Research in Motion
(RIMM). The company announced a drop in current earnings and
forecast delays in product testing and certification. The shares opened
up in negative territory Friday and finished the day down 14%.
The audit committee for Berkshire Hathaway has come out this week and
publicly stated that Mr. Sokol clearly violated company policy and his
fiduciary duty as a senior executive. This announcement, coming right
before the “Woodstock for Capitalism”, is set to take place where the
“Oracle of Omaha” is sure to face criticism over his earlier remarks about
Mr. Sokol’s dealings in the Lubrizol transaction.
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Change
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Gold settled at a record $1559.30 an ounce this week as weakness in the
U.S. dollar and concerns about inflation continue to lure investors to
precious metals. The dollar is headed for its fifth consecutive monthly
decline and analysts state that it will continue to lose ground in the
foreseeable future – so it only makes sense that precious metals are
being viewed as safe-haven alternatives. Gold prices ended the week
3.5% higher and finished out the month with an 8.1% gain. Copper took a
hit this week, falling $21.65, or 4.92%, to close at $440.20 a pound. This
can be primarily attributed to the ongoing battle against inflation in China,
which is the world's largest copper consumer, accounting for around 40%
of world demand.
Crude oil futures settled at $113.67 a barrel, up 1.29% or $1.45 –
capping an unprecedented eight straight month of gains. Traders
estimate that the potential for further price gains depends on the ability of
refinery processing rates meeting demand, or whether the weight of high
fuel prices cuts into consumption. According to the latest forecast from
the Energy Information Administration, oil demand in the U.S. is
forecasted to climb 1.1% this year to 19.4 million barrels a day.
As valuations in the public market continue to rise, private equity firms’
active bidding for consumer companies appears to be on the decline.
According to the Wall Street Journal, 2010 was marked by private equity
firms taking publicly traded companies private; however, with the recent
surge in the equity market, prices may be too high to repeat that process
this year. So far this year, buyout firms have spent $5.4 billion in
scooping up 120 consumer-related companies, accounting for 7% of all
buyout deals, according to data provider Preqin. The rebound in
valuations has stimulated buyout-backed exits as well, with an estimated
$7 billion worth of exits by buyout firms this year alone.
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1 Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
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Bloomberg, The Wall Street Journal, The International Monetary Fund.
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Economic Update
The economy continues to recover as manufacturing and service
industries both grew in the month of April, albeit at a slower pace. The
Institute for Supply Management’s manufacturing index fell to 60.4 last
month, down slightly from March’s 61.2 reading. Numbers over 50
indicate expansion, while numbers below 50 indicate contraction.
Service industries showed less strength as the index of nonmanufacturing companies dropped to 52.8 from 57.3 in March – the
lowest reading since August. Meanwhile, the Commerce Department
reported that factory orders rose a better-than-expected 3% in March.

Economic Indicators, Quarterly Change
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Signals regarding the health of the job market in the U.S. were mixed this
week. Conditions in the labor market have been steadily improving for
months, but initial jobless claims have been trending higher the last four
weeks. The number of Americans filing for initial unemployment benefits
jumped 43,000 to 474,000 for the week ended April 30, according to the
Labor Department. This was the highest number since August and well
above the key 400,000 mark. Automobile manufacturing shutdowns that
resulted from the disaster in Japan contributed to the spike, according to
a spokesman from the Labor Department. The number of Americans
filing for continuing jobless benefits rose to 3,733,000 the week ended
April 23, up 74,000 from the previous week.
Meanwhile, a report released Friday from the Labor Department showed
the economy added 244,000 jobs in March. That was higher than the
upwardly revised 221,000 figure in March and significantly higher than
the 185,000 number economists were expecting. Employment growth
has been driven by the private sector, which has now added 854,000
jobs so far this year. The public sector continues to dampen improving
employment conditions, however. Government payrolls dropped 24,000
in the month as local and state governments continue to cut staff to
address budget concerns. The four month streak of unemployment rate
declines ended, however, as the rate edged up to 9.0% from 8.8% in
March. The higher figure was largely due to previously discouraged
workers returning to the labor force.

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. Department of
Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of Realtors, the National
Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.
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For the fourth straight week, U.S. Treasuries rallied with the yield on the
Ten-year note falling to its lowest level since March 17. Demand for safehaven U.S. government debt strengthened on speculation Greece may
leave the European Union and reintroduce its own currency. Although
the country’s deputy Finance Minister denied the report, European
finance officials are meeting in Luxembourg for an unscheduled meeting
that may discuss proposals for restructuring Greek debt, according to
Bloomberg. A German official said the discussions would include options
for confronting Greece’s growing debt burden, which has spurred
speculation that restructuring was a likely outcome. Market participants
also bought large positions in U.S. government debt in anticipation that
yields would climb as the Treasury prepares to sell $72 billion of three- ,
10- and 30-year notes and bonds next week. Looking forward, some
investors are betting the four-week rally in Treasuries could be nearing
an end as new Treasury sales, expectations of heavy corporate debt
issuance and the continuing debate over the debt ceiling are seen as
factors leading to higher yields in the near-term. Also expecting an
increase in yields, Bill Gross of PIMCO recently reduced his position in
government related debt to 0%, citing quickening inflation and negative
short-term real yields.
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The stock market opened Friday to the positive news in the jobs report,
which showed the economy adding 244,000 jobs in April, significantly
higher than the expectations. Additionally, Friday marked the one year
anniversary of the flash crash and a turnaround from the prior day’s drop
in the market. The Dow Jones Industrial Average closed at 12,810, down
170 points for the week, or down 1.34%. The broader S&P 500 Index
ended the week down 23 points, down 1.72% to close at 1340.20, while
the NASDAQ Composite finished lower by 46 points, or down 1.60% to
close the week out at 2,827.56.
The week started with positive news coming out of the White House late
Sunday night of the capture and killing of Osama Bin Laden. The
markets opened up strong at the bell Monday morning, but it was the
drop in commodity prices that was the focus for the week. The energy
sector in the S&P 500 dropped over 7.06% versus the S&P 500 Index
drop of 1.72%. The largest names that make up that sector, which
include ExxonMobile (XOM), Chevron (CVX), and Conoco Phillips
(COP), all ended the week down over 6%.
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European markets finished Friday with their first gain of the week as the
MSCI EAFE Index closed at 1,755.56, down 2.08%. The market rallied
behind positive economic data coming from the developed nations,
positive news in the banking sector, and the U.S. data that was
announced this morning.
The Asian markets continued their slide as the commodity related stocks
were battered over this weeks slide in commodity prices. The Hong
Kong Hang Seng Index fell for an eighth consecutive session and the
Japanese and South Korean markets, reopened after the holiday, to big
losses. All eyes will be focused on the earnings next week out of Japan
by Toyota and Nissan and what lingering effects the tsunami will have on
future earnings.
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Silver futures fell 27% to finish the week at $35.335 an ounce, capping
the metals biggest weekly plunge since 1975. Experts claim that this was
thanks in large part to the $1-billion of outflow from the iShares Silver
Trust this week. Gold, which reached a record $1,577.40 an ounce
earlier in the week, declined 4.28%, or $66.80, to close at $1.492.50 an
ounce. Although this precious metal failed to settle above $1,500, its
recovery later in the week gave investors some hope for future gains.
Aided by the sudden strength in the dollar and the spike in weekly
jobless claims, crude oil capped its biggest weekly decline in more than
two years. Crude fell $15.87, or 13.96% in the week, closing at $97.80 a
barrel. Analysts state that one of the major factors towards this decline
was non-commercial inventors holding record-high long positions in
Nymex crude futures and options, anticipating further gains in prices.
There is speculation that if the dollar continues to strengthen, oil is likely
to fall even further.
Corn, wheat and soybeans were also affected by the announcement of
economic growth. Investors sold these commodities on speculation that
higher prices would curb demand for raw materials, including those used
to make food. Corn, wheat and soybeans closed the week at $6.82,
$7.61 and $13.26 a bushel respectively.. The Dow Jones UBS
Commodity Index ended the week at 175.42, down 9.07%.
According to Hedge Fund Research, hedge funds were up 1.86% in
April, but lagged a strong rally in equity markets that made it tough for
managers to short, or bet against stocks. Analysts at Hennessee Group
claim that while managers are generating gains in long portfolios as the
equity market continues to rally, shorting remains challenging. The HFRX
Equal Weighted Strategy Index, HFRX Equity Hedge Index and the
HFRX Equity Market Neutral Index all saw declines this week, .50%,
1.81% and 1.12% respectively.
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Economic Update
Surging gasoline prices continue to drive overall prices higher. The
Labor Department reported that higher gas prices accounted for almost
half of the 0.4% rise in the Consumer Price Index (CPI) in the month of
April. The rate of inflation accelerated to its fastest annual pace in two
and a half years, rising 3.2% from April 2010. The Labor Department
also reported that the producer-price index (PPI) rose 0.8% in April; most
of the increase was again attributed to higher energy prices. Prices for
finished goods moved up 6.8% for the 12 month period, the largest yearover-year increase since September 2008. A separate report showed
that the weakening dollar is putting upward pressure on import prices.
The import price index rose 2.2% in April following a 2.6% gain in March.
Despite record exports bolstered by a weak U.S. dollar, the trade deficit
widened due to the high cost of oil imports. The Department of
Commerce reported that the U.S. trade deficit was $48.2 billion in March,
up from $45.4 billion in February. The non-petroleum trade deficit,
though, actually narrowed $3 billion.

Economic Indicators, Quarterly Change
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The labor market recovery is having difficulty establishing traction. The
number of Americans filing first-time unemployment claims dropped
44,000 to 434,000 for the week ended May 7, according to the Labor
Department. The decrease was less than expected and the four week
moving average increased to 436,750, the highest since November. The
continuing claims number rose by 5,000 in the week ended April 30 to
3.76 million, but the number of Americans receiving emergency and
extended federal benefits declined.
The U.S. median price for a single family house dropped 7% in the first
three months of the year to $158,700, according to the National
Association of Realtors (NAR). The median home price is now over 30%
below its 2006 high of $227,100. Distressed properties – short sales or
foreclosures – made up 40% of sales in March. Lawrence Yun, NAR
chief economist, said “When buyers principally purchase distressed
properties in a given market, the recorded prices will be very low, which
is what we’re seeing now in much of the country.”
Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. Department of
Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of Realtors, the National
Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.
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After four straight weeks of gains, U.S. Treasuries finished mostly
unchanged despite lower inflation data and weaker commodity prices.
Market sentiment turned more defensive amid the euro zone’s sovereign
debt problems and the looming end of the Federal Reserve’s quantitative
easing program. Investor’s recent preference for safety helped pushed
yields on the 10-year note to their lowest levels since December.
However, traders said the 10-year faces strong “resistance” at 3.14%, a
level at which the note has struggled to break through in recent sessions.
Meanwhile, a tame inflation report on Friday bolstered Fed Chairman
Bernanke’s view that inflation risks remain confined and the impact from
higher commodity prices will be transitory. Confirming easing inflation
concerns, the spread, or difference between yields, on 10-year
Treasuries and similar maturity TIPS narrowed to 2.39% from 2.67% on
April 11, the widest level in three years. Because this measure is
considered a gauge of expectations for consumer price increases,
strategists feel that investors are beginning to factor in the possibility of
slower economic growth ahead. Separately, the International Monetary
Fund (IMF) said in its most recent report on the European economy that
the fiscal crisis in Greece, Ireland and Portugal could yet spread to other
parts of the euro zone and parts of Eastern Europe. They recommend
that the European Central Bank not raise interest rates too quickly, since
“monetary policy in the euro area can afford to remain relatively
accommodative.”
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The stock market tumbled on Friday despite an increase in consumer
sentiment and in-line inflation numbers. Commodity prices continued to
tumble and the euro weakened further on nervousness about Greece’s
financial woes, leading to stock market declines for the week. The Dow
Jones Industrial Average closed at 12596, down 43 points, or 0.34%. The
broader S&P 500 Index ended the week down 2.4 points, down 0.18%, to
close at 1340.The NASDAQ Composite closed at 2828.47, flat for the
week.
Markets were strong earlier in the week as commodities rebounded from
steep declines late last month. The announcement by Microsoft (MSFT)
of its $8.5 billion offer for Skype Global also lifted investors’ enthusiasm.
Cisco (CSCO) reported results on Thursday that beat expectations, but
the company projected weakness in its fiscal fourth quarter. Several
retailers including Macy’s (M) and Kohl’s (KSS) also reported strong
earnings results. Macy’s reached its highest level in two years on solid
profit growth and a better than expected same store sales outlook. WalMart and home improvement retailers Lowe’s and Home Depot are on
tap to report earnings early next week.
In Europe, gross domestic product in the euro zone expanded by a
stronger-than-expected 0.8% in the first quarter of 2011 compared with
the previous three months. Germany’s GDP grew by 1.5% in the first
quarter, while France was up 1.0%. This news was offset by reports
from the European Union that the debt loads of Greece, Ireland and
Portugal may be much worse than previously forecast, adding to fears
that international bailouts are failing to solve the region's financial crisis.
The euro fell to a six week low versus the U.S dollar. Overseas
developed markets as measured by the MSCI EAFE Index declined by
1.73% for the week.
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After a volatile last couple of weeks, crude oil settled at $99.32 a barrel,
up 1.55% from the previous week. A major factor in oil’s rise was the
stronger-than-forecasted economic growth in euro zones, signaling that
European fuel consumption would increase. In the wake of President
Obama calling for an investigation into the forecasting and speculating of
oil prices, Exxon Mobil (XOM) CEO Rex Tillerson was quoted telling the
Senate Finance Committee that “oil prices did not currently reflect supply
and demand.” When asked to value a current marketable barrel,
Tillerson answered somewhere in the “$60 to $70 range.” Seeing as the
price of oil barrels is currently slightly below $100, experts believe
something beyond the laws of supply and demand is driving these high
prices and, consequently, the elevated price of gasoline.
Capping its biggest weekly gain since January, sugar rose 4.7% to close
at 21.45 cents a pound. Experts attribute this rise to the recent output
plunge Brazil, the world’s largest producer and exporter of sugar, has
suffered. From mid-march to the end of April, sugar output in Brazil has
fallen 69% to 795,000 metric tons from a year earlier. With the dollar
strengthening, precious metals experienced a slight decline this week,
as both gold and silver settled at $1,492.50 and $35.01 an ounce,
respectively. The lone bright spot was copper, which closed the week at
$3.9750 a pound, up 0.55%.
In the wake of Raj Rajaratnam’s arrest, hedge fund managers are
beginning to brace for a new era of intensified scrutiny of their research
activities. According to the Financial Times, many managers, unhappy
with the government’s tactics, expressed fear that the boundary of what
constitutes insider information is being pushed ever so close toward
normal research activities, the tactic of using wiretaps will now make
analysts and traders far more cautious when communicating. On the
other hand, some managers believe that insider trading will continue to
take place, if not accelerate, after the Galleon Group scandal.
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Economic Update
The housing market’s woes continue even while we are almost two years
into the economic recovery. Housings starts in the U.S. unexpectedly fell
11% from the previous month to 523,000 in April, according to a report
from the Commerce Department. The South was hit the hardest as
flooding and tornadoes forced many construction sites to shut down,
contributing to a 23% drop in starts for the region. Building permits, an
indicator of future construction, fell 4% to a 551,000 annual pace.
Purchases of existing homes fell 0.8% to a 5.05 million annual pace in
April, according to a release from the National Association of Realtors
(NAR). This figure was down 12.9% from the previous year when
housing purchases were inflated by the home buyer tax credit. NAR
chief economist Lawrence Yun blamed the weak number on
“unnecessarily tight credit …, along with a steady level of low appraisals
that result in contract cancellations.” The national median existing-home
price for all housing types fell 5% in April from the previous year to
$163,700. Distressed homes accounted for 37% of sales in April, down
from 40% in March, and all-cash transactions fell from a record 35% to
31%.
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There was a positive sign in the job market as fewer Americans than
expected filed initial unemployment claims last week. Jobless claims fell
29,000 to 409,000 in the week ended May 14, according to the Labor
Department. This may indicate that the rise in initial claims in April was
only a temporary setback in the jobs recovery. The rise in jobless claims
last month was blamed for a 0.3% decline in the he Conference Board’s
Leading Economic Index.
The Federal Open Market Committee minutes indicated that members
had a lengthy discussion about establishing a roadmap for withdrawing
record levels of stimulus. The report did note that the discussion did not
mean that any moves "would necessarily begin soon." Another report
from the Federal Reserve showed that growth in industrial production
stalled in April as auto manufacturing faces disruptions caused by the
earthquake and tsunami in Japan.
Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. Department of
Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of Realtors, the National
Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.
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After substantial gains in recent weeks, U.S. Treasuries rallied yet again
on concerns the European sovereign debt crisis has worsened, boosting
demand for safe-haven government debt. Fitch cut Greece’s credit
ratings to B+ and placed the country on negative watch. French Finance
Minister Christine Lagarde warned that the nation is at risk of default if it
does not do more to bring its public finances into order. Yields on the 10year U.S. Treasury note touched 3.09%, the lowest level since December
and within one basis point of its 200-day moving average.
With the recent move down in rates over the past several weeks,
investment grade companies have been issuing record amounts of new
debt amid some of the lowest interest rates seen in several months.
Johnson & Johnson (JNJ) just completed its largest bond deal on record.
Texas Instruments (TXN) raised debt for the first time in more than ten
years, and Google (GOOG) sold their first bonds ever. Companies with
investment-grade ratings have sold $392 billion in bonds so far in 2011,
about 30% more than the $296 billion they sold in the same period last
year, according to Dealogic. Junk-rated companies have also been able
to raise debt at a record pace with spreads, or the yield investors
demand to own high-yield bonds instead of Treasuries, little changed at
480 basis points this week. Investors favoring new issues over existing
bonds are helping to keep junk-bond spreads from narrowing amid
concerns that economic growth may be slumping.
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The stock market finished the week on a slightly lower note after
experiencing a two day climb. Overall, the market closed in negative
territory across all sectors for the third consecutive week. Consumers
continue to remain concerned about the increasing commodity and oil
prices. The Dow Jones Industrial Average closed at 12512, down 84
points, or 0.66%. The broader S&P 500 Index ended the week down 5
points, down 0.34%, to close at 1333. The NASDAQ Composite closed
at 2803, down 25 points, or 0.89%. The MSCI EAFE closed at 1714,
down 11 points, or 0.66%.
The technology sector continued its volatile performance throughout the
week. The sector as a whole struggled, however, an initial public offering
from LinkedIn Corporation (LNKD) spurred positive activity back into the
market. The company priced its initial public offering at $45 and the
stock was well received, rising over 125% to close to $102. The
company has engaged the social media era, introducing a professional
theme to uniquely identify itself from other social media sites.
The European markets finished the week in negative territory as well.
Remaining debates between Germany and the European Central Bank
regarding debt restructurings have kept investors questioning risks
associated with European sovereign debt. Benchmark indices also felt
negative effects resulting from Fitch Inc.’s downgrade of Greece to ‘B+’.
Market turmoil increased in Japan as historic losses were posted by
Tokyo Electric Power Co., due to the post-earthquake crisis at its
Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant. According to reports, 80% of the
loss, or 1 trillion yen, was due to a one-time charge for efforts in
containing the radiation from the site following the March 11 earthquake.
Excluding the financial sector, this was the largest reported loss ever for
a Japanese firm. New management changes are expected to be
underway as reports state that President Masataka Shimizu will step
down due to the losses.
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With the American Petroleum Institute (API) reporting a 5.2% increase in
fuel consumption in April, primarily due to sudden economic growth,
crude oil rose 0.17% this week to close at $99.49 a barrel. Experts
expect a stronger demand in the crude market, seeing as refineries that
were shut down in the past, are beginning to come back online. The
report went on to note that fuel consumption has increased to 19.9
million barrels a day last month from a year earlier. As a result, the
American Automobile Association stated that U.S. air travel will jump to
its highest level since 2005 over Memorial Day weekend.
Precious metals shook off a strong rally in the dollar this week, as eurozone debt worries became the center of attention. Gold increased
1.46%, or $21.80, to close at $1,514.10 an ounce, whereas silver rose
0.21% to settle at $35.01 an ounce. Investors worry about the potential
of something similar to the Greece default occurring and inevitably
contaminating the rest of Europe. Experts believe that gold may reach a
record high of $1,625 an ounce sometime this summer, and, if it were to
do so, silver could trade around $41-$42 an ounce.
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According to a report released earlier this week by Hedge Fund
Research (HFR), hedge fund industry leverage has been declining in the
last 12 months. This is due in large part to the decline in investor inflows
and less volatile performance gains. The report went on to claim that
average standard leverage has decreased across all hedge fund
strategies from 1.27 to 1.10 times investment capital, while average
margin to equity also declined, falling from 17.13% to 16.98%, year over
year. The percentage of funds which do not typically utilize leverage has
risen to approximately one third of all funds, an increase of 4% over last
year. Larger funds typically employ a higher level of leverage – 23% of
funds with assets under management greater than $1 billion utilize
leverage between two and five times investment capital.
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Economic Update
The G-8 member countries met for a summit this week in Deauville,
France. The fiscal woes of Europe and the ballooning deficit in the U.S.
were on the agenda, with both sides pledging to address their respective
issues. The group was also concerned about the rising cost of raw
materials, according to a statement prepared for the leaders.
“Commodity prices and their excessive volatility pose a significant
headwind to the recovery.”
The second release of the GDP estimate from the Commerce
Department reaffirmed that growth in the first quarter was weak. The
growth rate of gross domestic product in the first quarter remained
unchanged at 1.8%, disappointing economists that were expecting the
number to be revised up. The report also showed that consumption
slowed more than originally estimated, as consumer spending was
revised down 2.2% from the original 2.7% estimate. A decline in aircraft
demand and the ongoing disruption to the automotive industry as a result
of the earthquake in Japan contributed to a larger than expected 3.6%
drop in durable goods.
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There was little change in the employment picture this week, as the job
recovery struggles to gain traction. Initial jobless claims for the week
ended May 21 were 424,000, edging up 10,000 from the previous week’s
upwardly revised number, according to the Labor Department. This was
the seventh week in a row now that claims were above the key 400,000
figure. Continuing claims improved however, falling 46,000 to 3,690,000
for the week ended May 14.
Record housing affordability may finally be having somewhat of a
positive impact on the real estate market. New home sales rose for the
second straight month in April, climbing 7.3% to a 323,000 annual pace,
according to the Commerce Department. New home sales bottomed out
at 278,000 back in February, the lowest level since tracking of the data
started back in 1963. Nonetheless, the prospect of a continuing stream
of foreclosures over the next few years remains a strong headwind for
any sustained improvement.
Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. Department of
Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of Realtors, the National
Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.

*Core CPI excludes energy and food prices from the calculation of the Consumer Price Index
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Demand for safe-haven investments sparked another rally in U.S.
Treasuries as concerns regarding the debt crisis in Europe intensified.
Another factor driving demand for U.S. government debt included weaker
than expected economic data, suggesting the Federal Reserve will likely
hold short-term interest rates in the 0 to 25 basis point range for a longer
period than previously anticipated. The government’s sale of seven-year
notes on Thursday attracted the strongest demand on record, according
to Bloomberg. Against this backdrop, the yield on the 10-year note
dropped to 3.04%, the lowest level since December 7 of last year. Some
strategists feel the rally in Treasuries indicates the U.S. is still a long way
from a true economic recovery, or at least one that causes inflation and
higher interest rates. The combination of weak economic growth, euro
zone sovereign debt problems and market technicals imply the 10-year
yield has the potential to fall below 3% in coming weeks, a scenario most
market strategists viewed as highly improbable in their beginning of the
year outlook for 2011. Some of the more ardent bond market bulls
believe that as concerns over the U.S. deficit and debt levels continue to
mount, the U.S. will likely have years of painful retrenchment and tax
increases, which will be contractionary in nature and keep interest rates
low. In contrast, bond market bears, including PIMCO’s Bill Gross,
suggest the end of the Federal Reserve’s quantitative easing program
along with negative real yields will push prices higher.
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Stock markets worldwide began the week with heavy selling on
continued concerns about the European debt crisis and worries about
China’s economic growth. As the European Central Bank and euro-zone
governments continue to dispute about how best to handle Greece’s
large and growing debt burden, Italy’s credit rating was lowered by S&P
and Spain’s ruling party was defeated in weekend elections. Most major
markets were down at least over 1% on Monday. China fell 2.9% to its
lowest close since April 9.
Slower-than-expected consumer spending growth, a stronger-thanforecast rise in consumer confidence, and a steep plunge in pending
home sales were not enough to offset the weakness earlier in the period.
For the week, The Dow Jones Industrial Average closed at 12,428.26,
down 0.7% for the week. The broader S&P Index ended the week at
1330, a decline of 0.3%. The NASDAQ closed at 2792.14, off 0.4%.
Overseas developed markets as measured by the MSCI EAFE Index fell
1.7% for the week. Trading volume remained light.
On Tuesday, Goldman Sachs lowered its forecast for China’s economic
growth from 10% to 9.4%, citing recent weak economic data and higher
oil prices. This followed an HSBC report that China’s preliminary
purchasing managers’ index (PMI) stood at 51.1 in May, a 10-month low,
down from a final reading of 51.8 in April. In another sign of weakness,
China’s industrial added value grew 13.4 % in April, 1.4 percentage
points down from the 14.8% growth seen in the prior month.
Here at home, AIG and the U.S. Treasury sold $9 billion in shares,
reducing the government’s stake from 92% to 77%, in the first share
offering since the record bailout 2 1/2 years ago. Other stocks of note this
week include Cheniere Energy (LNG) whose stock rose 17% on Monday
after it won government approval to export liquefied natural gas to more
countries. Information products distributor Tech Data (TECD) missed
revenue growth estimates and the stock declined over 13% for the week.
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Crude oil closed the week at $100.51 a barrel, up 1.03%, thanks in large
part to the Group of Eight (G-8) stating that the global economy is
strengthening, as well as the decline in the dollar. An excerpt from the
summit noted that "the global recovery is gaining strength and becoming
more self-sustained. However, downside risks remain, and internal and
external imbalances are still a concern.” The G-8 went on to state that
the increase in commodity prices and their excessive volatility pose a
significant headwind to the recovery.
As consumer spending in the U.S. gained less than forecasted numbers
in April, the dollar dropped, consequently boosting commodities’ appeal
as an alternative investment. Gold settled at $1,535.70 an ounce, up
$21.60 or 1.43%, while silver finished the week at $37.78 an ounce, up
7.9%. Analysts continue to believe that if looking for volatility, silver is
your precious metal, whereas gold is considered the more stable asset.
Sugar ended the week up 2.19%, to close at 22.41 cents a pound. A
major factor in this increase was an output decline in Brazil, the world’s
top producer. Unica, a Brazilian sugar group, stated that output in the
main growing region fell 17% in the first half of May from a year earlier.
Seeking to boost long-term returns, public pension plans are starting to
turn to hedge-fund investments. According to a report from the Wall
Street Journal, despite the criticism that many associate with hedge
funds, many outperformed the S&P 500 during the market downturn in
2008. The average hedge-fund allocation among public pensions has
increased to 6.8% this year, from 6.5% for 2010 and 3.6% in 2007,
according to data-tracker Preqin. The number of public pension plans
investing in hedge funds has leapt 50% since 2007 to 300 as well. State
pension systems had $63 billion invested in hedge funds as of their
fiscal 2010 and are expected to invest another $20 billion in the next two
years.
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Economic Update
The week was full of severely disappointing employment data indicating
that the job market recovery has stalled. The ADP payroll numbers were
released at the beginning of the week, showing that employment
increased by only 38,000 in May, far below expectations and the smallest
increase since September. The weak number was followed by a report
from the Labor Department that showed initial jobless claims came in at
424,000 for the previous week. This was higher than expected and
marked the eighth straight week that the number was above the key
400,000 level. Another report from the Labor Department that came out
at the end of the week showed non-farm payrolls increased far less than
economists had expected. The private sector added 83,000 jobs in May,
but continued losses in government jobs brought the total increase in
payrolls down to 54,000. This was well below the revised 232,000 gain
seen in April and the lowest gain in eight months. The unemployment
rate edged up to 9.1% – the highest level so far this year.

Economic Indicators, Quarterly Change
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The release of the latest data for the S&P /Case-Shiller Index this week
confirmed that the housing market is in double-dip territory. The national
home price index fell 4.2% in the first quarter and is down 5.1% over the
past year. Home prices are now down 32.7% from their peak in 2006
and are as low as they’ve been in nine years. “Home prices continue on
their downward spiral with no relief in sight.” says David M. Blitzer,
Chairman of the Index Committee at S&P Indices. “The rebound in
prices seen in 2009 and 2010 was largely due to the first-time home
buyer’s tax credit. Excluding the results of that policy, there has been no
recovery or even stabilization in home prices during or after the recent
recession.”
Further evidence that economic growth is slowing came from the Institute
for Supply Management this week. The PMI was 53.5 for the month of
May – still indicating expansion but at a much slower rate than the April
reading of 60.4. This was the lowest number reported over the last 12
months and the first reading below 60 for the calendar year.

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. Department of
Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of Realtors, the National
Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.
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Demand for safe-haven U.S. government debt drove Treasury prices
higher amid a poor jobs report on Friday along with Moody’s warning of a
small but rising risk of a debt default by the United States. Treasuries
returned 1.6% last month, the most since August, according to Merrill
Lynch, with the recent bullish trend over the last several months coming
on the back of weak economic data, suggesting that the recovery may be
slow and gradual. Separately, traders cut bets on inflation expectations
as the spread, or difference between yields, on the 10-year and similar
maturity TIPS, a gauge of trader expectations for consumer price
increases, narrowed to 2.25%, down from this year’s high of 2.67%. In
the interest rate futures market, futures on federal funds for September
2012 delivery were up 3.5% to 99.54, implying that traders see the Fed
initiating an increase in its target rate on overnight interbank loans in the
fourth quarter of 2012. Meanwhile, Moody’s warned it would consider
cutting the United State’s AAA rating if the White House and Congress
do not make progress by mid-July in talks to raise the country’s debt
limit. The rating agency urged progress before politics takes over in the
run-up to the November 2012 presidential election stating, “If this
opportunity goes by without them realizing a serious long-term
debt/deficit reduction program, then we think that until the presidential
election, the chances of such an agreement are really much reduced.”
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The stock market continued its slide to start the month of June and
ended the week in negative territory. The decline in the stock market
centered on the recent jobs report that came out Friday morning, which
showed the economy adding 54,000 jobs in May, significantly lower than
the 244,000 that were added in April and lowest job growth since
September of last year. The Dow Jones Industrial Average closed at
12,151.26, down 277 points for the week, or down 2.23%. The broader
S&P 500 Index ended the week down 30 points, down 2.21% to close at
1,300.16, while the NASDAQ Composite finished lower by 60 points, or
down 2.13% to close the week out at 2,732.78.
European markets followed the U.S. down the last couple of days of the
week, but did not give up the entire gain from earlier in the week. The
MSCI EAFE Index closed at 1,701.51, up .99%. The week started in
positive territory, but finished the week with negative news. The first
news was the downgrade to the sovereign debt in Greece from B1 down
to Caa1. The current rating is viewed as poor quality with the possibility
of default. This debt downgrade was followed by the dismal job report
from the United States.
Companies in the private education business received a boost from the
federal government this week. The sector has struggled over the past
year and has come under much scrutiny due to the lending practices
exhibited in the industry. A report from the US Department of Education
put forward guidelines that were far less strict than had been originally
expected. The new guidelines stipulate that schools must meet three
separate guidelines three out of four school years to qualify for federally
subsidized student loans. The test involves having a loan repayment
rate greater that 35%, graduating students with a debt-to-discretionary
income ratio less than 30%, and graduating students with a debt-to-total
earnings ratio of less than 12%. Shares of Apollo Group (APOL) were up
16% on the news.
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As U.S. jobless claims continue to climb, crude oil fell, capping the
biggest weekly decline in a month. Crude dropped 0.04%, or $0.04, to
settle at $100.47 a barrel. It could have dipped further had it not been for
the dollar continuing to show weakness, which cheapens crude for
investors using foreign currencies to broaden their investment appeal.
The Organizations of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC), which
meets next week, faces strong demand from consumer countries to
boost output in order to relieve high prices. The oil market is adequately
supplied for now, with U.S. crude inventories at two-year highs, but
demand is expected to increase later in the year.
Gold was able to hold onto its gains this week, despite the Labor
Department’s latest job report. Gold closed at $1,542.40 an ounce, up
0.44%, or $6.70. Experts continue to believe that gold is providing a safehaven, as investors envision some sort of stimulus in the near future to
counter the weakness on the job front, as well as other persistent
macroeconomic problems.
According to FINalternatives, hedge funds are diving into emerging
markets like never before. Hedge fund capital in emerging markets
reached $121 billion in Q1 2011, beating the previous record of $117
billion set in 2007, reports data provider Hedge Fund Research (HFR).
Asia, totaling almost $2.3 billion in the first quarter, is one of the primary
sources of this new capital. The HFRI Emerging Markets Index posted a
slight gain of 0.96% for Q1 2011 and added 1.83% in April to bring yearto-date performance to 2.80%, reports HFR. Kenneth Heinz, president of
HFR, stated that the record level of assets invested in emerging market
hedge funds “represents the latest evidence that global investors
continue to exhibit a preference for accessing specialized emerging
markets exposure via hedge funds. As a direct result of the strategic
specialization, sophistication and improved structure of emerging market
hedge funds, the number of funds located in Brazil, China, Russia,
Singapore and UAE all continue to grow, and we expect this trend to
continue in 2011 and in coming years.”
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Economic Update
Fed Chairman Ben Bernanke gave a gloomy speech this week regarding
the outlook for the U.S. economy. He said the economy “is still
producing at levels well below its potential” and called the uneven
economic recovery “frustratingly slow.” He blamed the weak first quarter
on supply chain disruptions in Japan and also said the depressed
housing market has been a big factor in the weakness of the recovery.
The market was looking for hints of the possibility of a third round of
quantitative easing, and while, he did indicate monetary policy will remain
accommodative for an extended period, it seems QE3 is unlikely.

Economic Indicators, Quarterly Change
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The U.S. trade deficit narrowed slightly in April, falling to $43.7 billion
from a revised $46.8 billion gap in March as exports increased and
imports declined, according to a report from the Commerce Department.
This is likely a temporary improvement, as the decline in imports of
automobiles, parts, and engines as a result of the supply problems in
Japan accounted for 90% of the change. Meanwhile, higher oil prices
seem to have curbed consumption and driven a $2.4 billion cutback in oil
imports. This was in contrast to March, when high oil prices were blamed
for a widening of the trade deficit.
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Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, Bureau of Labor Statistics
*Core CPI excludes energy and food prices from the calculation of the Consumer Price Index

The price of goods imported into the U.S. rose for the eighth consecutive
month, according to a report from the Labor Department. Despite a drop
in fuel prices, the import price index rose 0.2% in May driven by higher
costs for auto parts and cotton apparel. Prices are now 12.5% higher
than a year ago. Export prices were also up 0.2% last month and up
9.0% for the past 12 months.
Initial jobless claims edged up 1,000 to 427,000 for the week ended June
4, according to the Labor Department. This was higher than most
economists expected and the ninth straight week that claims came in
above the 400,000 mark. Ben Bernanke remarked that the “jobs situation
is far from normal” and noted his concern over the high level of long-term
unemployment in his speech, pointing out that nearly half of the
unemployed have been jobless for more than six months.
Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. Department of
Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of Realtors, the National
Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.
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Demand for bonds remained robust as U.S. Treasuries rallied on
speculation the U.S. economic recovery may lose momentum as the
government and central bank curtail stimulus measures. The strong
wave of buying pushed trading volume in Treasuries to their highest level
since February 2008. The Federal Reserve released its final schedule of
operations under its $600 billion bond purchase program, saying it will
purchase $50 billion of securities through the end of June. In an effort to
maintain accommodating monetary policy, the central bank will continue
to reinvest proceeds from maturities in its agency and mortgage-backed
holdings into Treasuries.

Yield Curves
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Meanwhile, a rally in corporate bonds has pushed the Barclay’s U.S.
Corporate Investment Grade Index higher by 9.11% over the last 12
months. A driver of strong demand in this sector has been a focus on
deleveraging in the private sector, with investors redeeming
collateralized mortgage-backed securities (CMBS) and other structured
asset classes for corporate bonds. Fundamentals for investment grade
companies increased incrementally during the first quarter of this year on
the back of strong earnings. Median net leverage ratios declined
significantly to levels not seen since 1994, spurred by the high post-crisis
cash positions high grade companies continue to maintain. For
comparison, the median level of cash as a percentage of assets has
increased to 4.56%, well above the pre-crisis high of 2.85% set in 2004.
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The market selloff continued this week as Thursday was the only day
with positive returns. The Dow closed up 75 points on Thursday while all
but one of the S&P sectors advanced on positive trade deficit news. The
relief rally fizzled in the last half-hour of trading and investors unloaded
stocks on Friday due to continued worries about the recent slowdown in
economic growth. The Dow fell below 12,000 on Friday to close down for
the sixth straight week, the longest weekly losing streak for stocks since
the fall of 2002.
Financial stocks were especially weak on Friday. Travelers fell 2.7% after
the company said that natural disasters in April and May cost the
insurance company close to $1 billion. Energy stocks were also weak
amid reports that Saudi Arabia would unilaterally increase oil output
driving crude oil prices lower, to near $99 a barrel. An OPEC meeting
earlier in the week failed to reach an agreement to increase oil
production. Also affecting the energy sector on Friday was news that
China’s oil imports in May rose 21% over last year, demonstrating that
higher oil prices are not dampening China’s demand for oil.
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For the week, The Dow Jones Industrial Average closed at 11951.91
down 1.64%. The broader S&P Index ended the week at 1270.98, a
decline of 2.24%. The NASDAQ closed at 2643.73, down 3.26%.
Overseas developed markets as measured by the MSCI EAFE Index fell
2.27% for the week. Defensive sectors such as health care, utilities, and
consumer staples outperformed once again. Domestic small cap stocks
were especially weak as the Russell 2000 Index declined 3.53%.
Stocks of note this week include McDonald’s (MCD) whose same store
sales increased below expectations. Exxon Mobil (XOM) reported three
major oil discoveries in the Gulf of Mexico.
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Crude oil dropped 1.45%, or $10.20, this week, settling at $99.01 a
barrel, thanks in large part to Saudi Arabia announcing an increase of 10
million barrels a day in oil production over the next month. With the dollar
on the rise, gold ended the week down 0.66%, closing at $1,532.20 an
ounce. One of the lone bright spots in commodities was sugar, which
gained 2.46%, settling at 24.54 cents a pound, as production continues
to fall short of expectations in Brazil.
Federal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke stated this week that
commodity prices are being driven primarily by global supply and
demand and aren’t a threat to major acceleration of inflation. He noted
that as long as inflation expectations remain stable and well anchored,
and commodity-price increases eventually stabilize, then this will not be
reflected in a standard increase in inflation. “I think the increase will be
transitory, that it will pass, and we will go back to a level of inflation that
is consistent with our price stability mandate,” stated Bernanke. Even
with his inflation outlook, “sustained rises in the prices of oil or other
commodities would represent a threat both to economic growth and to
overall price stability, particularly if they were to cause inflation
expectations to become less well anchored. We will continue monitoring
these developments closely and are prepared to respond as necessary
to best support the ongoing recovery in a context of price stability.”
According to a report from the Economic Times, hedge fund managers
are beginning to take on another title, that of a local banker. With
traditional lenders continuing to avoid risky borrowers, hedge funds are
stepping in to fill this void. However, the lending force also poses a
significant risk to these companies, given the unregulated nature of this
relatively “new” banking system. Being a last resort lender, these funds
typically charge interest rates that are several percentage points higher
than banks. Loaded up with high-cost loans, borrowers may find
themselves falling deeper into debt, or even bankruptcy. To put this into
perspective, over the last year, Rentech, an energy business based in
Los Angeles, has been borrowing from a group of funds at an interest
rate of 12.5%.
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Economic Update
Riots erupted yet again in Greece this week as the embattled Prime
Minister George Papandreou fought to avoid default amid strong
opposition for the additional austerity measures he proposed. Markets
are pricing the likelihood of a default by the country as almost a given at
this point, and it has brought into question the viability of a singlecurrency Eurozone. Despite Greece’s small size, the fear of contagion is
real considering the intertwined nature of the financial system.
Retail sales in the U.S. fell for the first time in 11 months, slipping 0.2% in
May from the previous month, according to the Commerce Department.
The decline was attributable to a 3.2% drop in the sale of automobiles,
an industry that has been heavily impacted by supply chain disruptions in
Japan. The number excluding autos and auto parts was actually positive
and better than most economists had expected, thanks to increased
sales from building material companies and non-store retailers.

Economic Indicators, Quarterly Change
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The Producer Price Index (PPI) rose again in May, climbing 0.2% from
the previous month, according to the Labor Department. A 1.5%
increase in gasoline and other finished energy goods was largely offset
by a 1.4% decrease in finished food prices. Further up the supply chain,
the price of crude goods fell 4.1% thanks to lower raw energy and food
costs, which should help ease the upward price pressure on finished
goods in the coming months. Consumer prices rose 0.2% during the
month, and core CPI, which excludes food and energy, rose 0.3% – the
largest month-over-month increase since July 2008.
The index of Leading Economic Indicators rebounded in May, rising 0.8%
following a 0.4% decline in April, according the Conference Board.
Meanwhile, initial jobless claims trended down to 414,000 for the week
ended June 11, according to a report from the Labor Department. This
was 16,000 less than the upwardly revised 430,000 figure from the
previous week, but marked the tenth straight week the number came in
above the key 400,000 level. It is unlikely that the unemployment
number will drop unless the number of Americans filing for first-time
unemployment claims can consistently come in below that mark.
Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. Department of
Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of Realtors, the National
Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.
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Over the past several months, demand for bonds has been especially
robust with U.S. Treasuries rallying on, among other things, speculation
the U.S. economic recovery may lose momentum as the government and
central bank curtail stimulus measures. Alongside this, a combination of
a flight to quality out of riskier assets, worries that tightening monetary
policies in the emerging markets may slow world growth, and continued
concerns about European sovereign debt have also driven bond prices
higher. The strong wave of buying has pushed trading volume in
Treasuries to their highest levels since February 2008. Currently, with 10
year yields below 3 percent, many strategists feel Treasuries are priced
for perfection.
Meanwhile, the spread, or difference in yield, between two- and 30-year
Treasuries remains at near record-high levels. The steep curve is a
result of the Federal Reserve keeping short-term rates anchored near
zero and record-high levels of Treasury auctions pushing long-term rates
higher. With a steep yield, investors should not avoid committing to
longer maturities simply because rates are expected to rise, as the
opportunity costs could be considerable. From a total return perspective,
the extra pick up in yield should offset most, if not all, of the potential loss
in principal if rates begin to increase. Given the current steepness of the
curve, we think investors ought to target maturities in the 2013 to 2017
range.
Issue

6.10.11

6.17.11

Change

3 month T-Bill

0.05%

0.04%

-0.01%

2-Year Treasury

0.41%

0.38%

-0.03%

5-Year Treasury

1.58%

1.53%

-0.05%

10-Year Treasury

2.99%

2.94%

-0.05%

30-Year Treasury

4.18%

4.19%

0.01%

Yield Curves
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0.0%
2 yr
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10 yr

Muni (Tax Equiv.)*

Source: U.S. Department of Treasury, Standard & Poor's, FTN Financial
*Taxable Equivalent rate is calculated by using a 35% tax margin

Source: Bloomberg, FTN Financial, The Wall Street Journal, U.S. Department of Treasury.
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The stock market ended a six week slide and held onto the gains for the
week. The market remained volatile over the week as concerns
heightened over the Greece debt burden and the possibility of default.
The Dow Jones Industrial Average closed at 12,004.36, up 52 points for
the week, or up 0.44%. The broader S&P 500 Index ended the week up
slightly by 0.04% to close at 1,271.50, while the NASDAQ Composite
finished lower by 27 points, or down 1.03% to close the week out at
2,643.73.
European markets rebounded from earlier losses, but still ended the
week in negative territory. The MSCI EAFE Index closed at 1,646.73,
down 0.97%. German Chancellor Angela Merkel and French President
Nicolas Sarkozy indicated their commitment to stabilizing the Euro and
resolving the Greece Debt crisis quickly. The Greek government
responded by reshuffling their cabinet members, and the country stock
index finished the day higher by 5%.
The social media space continued to dominate the initial public offering
(IPO) headlines with Pandora (P) going public on Wednesday. The
online public radio company soared at the open, in much the same way
as Linkedin (LNKD) when it opened just a few weeks ago, only to finish
the session lower. The company continued downward on Thursday and
Friday ending the week down over 20 percent from the IPO price.
Concerns exist about the valuation of the company and the expected
future revenue growth along with increasing competition.

Weekly Change
0.4%
0.2%
0.0%
-0.2%
-0.4%
-0.6%
-0.8%
-1.0%
-1.2%
Large Cap

Issue

1.0%

6.10.11

6.17.11

Change

12,004.36

0.44%

S&P 500

1,270.98

1,271.50

0.04%

NASDAQ

2,643.73

2,616.48

-1.03%

583.43

581.53

-0.33%

Russell 1000 Growth
S&P MidCap 400

931.94

932.75

0.09%

Russell 2000

779.68

782.06

0.31%

MSCI EAFE

1,662.91

1,646.73

-0.97%

MSCI Small Cap

1,142.25

1,107.43

-3.05%

Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Bloomberg, Russell Investment Company, Standard & Poor’s, Morgan Stanley Capital
International, The Wall Street Journal, MarketWatch.

Int'l

Year to Date Change
3.0%

11,951.91

Small Cap

Source: Standard & Poor's, Russell Investment Company, MSCI

The technology sector has traditionally been a laggard in the S&P 500
through the summer months, and the outlook from Research in Motion
(RIMM) is no different. RIMM announced quarterly earnings after the
close on Thursday and drastically lowered the company’s revenue
guidance and outlook for the full year. Research in Motion had benefited
in past years from several tailwinds and now faces an even tougher
competitive environment from Apple, Motorola, and Google.
Dow Jones

Mid Cap

2.5%
2.0%
1.5%

0.5%
0.0%
-0.5%
Large Cap

Mid Cap

Source: Standard & Poor's, Russell Investment Company, MSCI
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Crude oil dropped to its lowest level in almost four months on doubts the
Greek debt crisis will be resolved, prompting concern of reduced
economic growth and fuel demand. Crude settled at $93.02 a barrel,
down 6.05%, or $5.99 from the previous week. Experts state that
sovereign debt concerns and macroeconomic unease have historically
played a major role in driving the oil market, overshadowing underlying
fundamentals. Gold ended the week up 0.50%, closing at $1,539.80 an
ounce. Analysts believe that the market for this precious metal has been
divided “between the negative impact of a weak euro, the tightening
emerging-markets monetary policies and the bullish effect of elevated
sovereign risk and lower U.S. yields.”
According to data released this week from Hedge Fund Research (HFR),
opening a hedge fund is easier now than it has been in years; in
contrast, keeping one open has become more difficult. Q1 2011 saw the
launch of 298 hedge funds as total industry assets surpassed $2 trillion
for the first time in history. According to data from HFR, Q1 and trailing
four quarter launch totals reached their highest levels since 2007, with
liquidations reaching their highest levels in 12 months and 181 funds
closing for an attrition rate of almost 2%.The HFRI Fund Weighted
Composite Index, HFR’s leading benchmark of global hedge fund
industry performance, gained 9.4% in the 12 months ending Q1 2011.
However, analysts believe that as the competition for capital intensifies,
it will becomes more difficult to reach the $500 million to $1 billion in
assets thought necessary to make a successful go at running a fund.
In a recent report from REIT.com, real estate investment trusts (REITs)
are gradually improving their liquidity positions. According to Thierry
Perrein, a managing director with Wells Fargo Securities, REITs are
taking the necessary steps to reduce their leverage on the heels of the
credit crunch. Perrein noted that the industry's leverage ratio, as
measured by the ratio of debt to gross assets, has dropped from
approximately 50% in Q4 2007 to roughly 40% today. The FTSE
NARIET All REIT Index closed the week at 140.57, up 0.93% from the
previous week, but still down nearly 6% from last month.
1

Previous Week

Current

1,532.20

1,539.80

0.50%

99.01

93.02

-6.05%

Copper

404.25

411.95

1.90%

Sugar

24.54

25.38

3.42%

HFRX Equal Wtd. Strat. Index

1,172.50

1,166.36

-0.52%

HFRX Equity Hedge Index

1,136.04

1,122.64

-1.18%

HFRX Equity Market Neutral

1,022.14

1,024.37

0.22%
-0.67%

Issue
Gold
Crude Oil Futures

Change

HFRX Event Driven

1,401.52

1,392.12

HFRX Merger Arbitrage

1,536.91

1,529.66

-0.47%

Dow Jones UBS Commodity Index

165.60

159.00

-3.99%

FTSE/NAREIT All REIT

142.80

140.57

-1.56%

1 Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Dow Jones, National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts, Hedge Fund Research,
Bloomberg, The Wall Street Journal, The International Monetary Fund.
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Economic Update
The Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) met this week and, as
expected, left policy rates unchanged. The statement from the FOMC
took a slightly gloomier tone, saying that the economy is growing more
slowly than the Fed had expected, and the labor market has been
“weaker than anticipated.” The statement also called the housing market
“depressed” and noted a pickup in inflation in recent months.
Existing home sales fell 3.8% in the month of May to an annual rate of
4.81 million, according to the National Association of Realtors (NAR).
The number was the lowest so far this year and 15.3% below the May
2010 pace. NAR Chief Economist Larry Yun blamed the weak number
partly on what he believes are temporary factors, saying “Spiking
gasoline prices along with widespread severe weather hurt house
shopping in April, leading to soft figures for actual closings in May.” A six
percentage point decline in distressed property sales, which typically sell
at a sizeable discount to other properties, contributed to a 1.7% monthly
increase in the national median existing home price to $166,500.

Economic Indicators, Quarterly Change
12.0%
10.0%
8.0%
6.0%
4.0%
2.0%
0.0%
-2.0%
Q2 10
Real GDP

The Labor Department announced on Thursday that initial jobless claims
experienced an increase of 9,000 last week, rising to a larger-thananticipated 429,000. The uptick serves as additional evidence that U.S.
job growth is slowing, a notion upheld by Federal Reserve Chairman Ben
Bernanke who, in a speech on Wednesday, stated the Fed expects
unemployment “to come down very painfully slow.”
Prime Minister George Papandreou narrowly won a vote of confidence
from Greece’s parliament this week. The vote, which went along party
lines, suggests that the Prime Minister has the necessary support within
the government to pass another package of austerity measures
scheduled for a vote on June 28. The austerity measures are needed for
the country to win approval of the last $17 billion tranche of last year’s
$156 billion bailout package and delay default for another few months.

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. Department of
Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of Realtors, the National
Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.
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Continued anxiety about the European sovereign debt markets along
with weak stock market returns sent demand for safe-haven U.S.
Treasuries higher for the week, pushing the yield on the benchmark 10year note to 2.86%, a new 2011 low and the lowest level since December
1 of last year. Given this strong move in the fixed income market, 10year yields have dropped below what’s known as their resistance level, a
level where sell orders may be clustered, suggesting the bull market in
bonds can continue. Two-year notes, among the most sensitive
securities to what the Fed does with short-term interest rates, gained for
the 11th straight week in the longest rally since the 1980s. Demand for Tbills also strengthened as banks, mutual funds and companies position
into liquid assets at quarter-end to “window dress” balance sheets. On
Friday, yields on T-Bills maturing in one month or less traded at -0.02%,
suggesting that the desire to purchase these securities for short-term
balance sheet objectives has trumped the consideration for returns.
Meanwhile, new signs of contagion risks from the Greek debt crisis
emerged after Moody’s warned that it could cut the ratings on Italian
banks, a move that followed last week’s warning to downgrade Italy’s
sovereign rating. As has been the case recently, investors continue to
place more emphasis on events in the euro-zone than domestically,
given the tremendous uncertainty it is creating.

Issue

6.17.11

6.24.11

Change

3 month T-Bill

0.04%

0.01%

-0.03%

2-Year Treasury

0.38%

0.35%

-0.03%

5-Year Treasury

1.53%

1.48%

-0.05%

10-Year Treasury

2.94%

2.93%

-0.01%

30-Year Treasury

4.19%

4.17%

-0.02%
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Source: U.S. Department of Treasury, Standard & Poor's, FTN Financial
*Taxable Equivalent rate is calculated by using a 35% tax margin

Source: Bloomberg, FTN Financial, The Wall Street Journal, U.S. Department of Treasury.
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Stock markets were mixed this week as continued concerns about the
economy and the European debt crisis led investors to take profits after a
strong rally Tuesday. Demonstrating that Greece is not the only country
with serious financial woes, late Thursday Moody’s placed the ratings of
more than a dozen Italian banks and two Italian government financial
institutions on review for possible downgrades. For the week, the Dow
Jones Industrial Average closed down 0.6% while the broader S&P 500
Index was flat.
Helped by Tuesday’s 2% rally, the NASDAQ Composite Index rebounded
from last week’s decline, increasing 1.4% despite Friday’s weakness in
Oracle (ORCL), Micron Technology (MU), and Google (GOOG). While
profits beat estimates, Oracle reported that hardware sales declined 6%,
well below expectations of an increase of 6-12%. The stock fell 4%.
Micron Technology, the largest domestic producer of computer-memory
chips, was down nearly 15% after third-quarter sales and profit fell short
of analysts’ estimates. Google confirmed that the FTC issued a
subpoena regarding an investigation into the company’s search and
advertising practices.
In Europe, London’s stock market was positive Friday on news that
Greece received approval of its austerity plans from the European
Central Bank and the International Monetary Fund. Mining and banking
stocks were especially strong. Most major European stock markets
declined about 1% for the week as their losing streak extended to eight
weeks, the longest since 1998.
Asian markets rallied on Friday with Chinese banks, airlines and
Japanese exporters strong. The Chinese premier wrote in an editorial in
the Financial Times that the country’s macroeconomic policies have
been effective in controlling inflation, predicting that price levels will even
begin to “drop steadily.” For the week the Shanghai Composite Index
increased 3.9% and the Nikkei was up 3.5%.
Issue

6.17.11

6.24.11

Change

12,004.36

11,934.81

-0.58%

S&P 500

1,271.50

1,268.49

-0.24%

NASDAQ

2,616.48

2,652.89

1.39%

581.53

583.14

0.28%

Dow Jones

Russell 1000 Growth
S&P MidCap 400

932.75

946.06

1.43%

Russell 2000

782.06

796.41

1.83%

MSCI EAFE

1,646.73

1,633.62

-0.80%

MSCI Small Cap

1,107.43

1,105.31

-0.19%

Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Bloomberg, Russell Investment Company, Standard & Poor’s, Morgan Stanley Capital
International, The Wall Street Journal, MarketWatch.
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In the wake of the U.S. and other members of the International Energy
Agency (IEA) announcing the release of emergency oil reserves to
counter the loss of exports from Libya, crude oil fell 1.97%, or $1.83, this
week to close at $91.19 a barrel. The IEA, which consists primarily of the
U.S., the United Kingdom, Japan and other industrialized nations, stated
it will release 60 million barrels of oil from its reserves into the markets
over the next month. It’s believed the U.S. will tap into its Strategic
Petroleum Reserve to contribute roughly half of the 60 million. This
marks the third time in IEA’s history that its members decided to release
reserves. Even though reserves are at an all-time high, according to the
EIA, experts believe that such a move merely serves as a short-term fix
in order to slow further economic declines.
Gold ended the week down 2.62%, settling at $1,499.40 an ounce, the
precious metal’s largest decline in over a month. It had rallied somewhat
in recent weeks due to the prospect of sustained low U.S. rates, but the
increasing strength of the U.S. dollar against the Euro countered that
gain and has pushed prices down for the week. Further influencing the
price drop was an announcement by the European Union leaders about
stabilizing the region’s economy, which cut demand for gold as a
potential safe haven for investors.
This week the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) made official
what’s been inevitable for quite some time, passing a vote which
requires hedge fund managers to register with the agency. According to
FinAlternatives, under the new rule, required by the Dodd-Frank financial
services regulation overhaul, all fund managers with more than $150
million in assets under management will have to register and will be
subject to unannounced inspections. This rule closes an existing
loophole that exempts managers with fewer than 15 clients. In related
hedge fund news, the HFRX Equity Market Neutral Index closed at
1,030.54, up 0.60% for the week, while the HFRX Equity Hedge Index
slipped 0.46% to settle at 1,117.44.

Current1
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Weekly Change
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1,392.12

1,388.07

HFRX Merger Arbitrage

1,529.66
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0.15%

Dow Jones UBS Commodity Index

159.00
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-2.20%

FTSE/NAREIT All REIT

140.57

141.42

0.60%

1 Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Dow Jones, National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts, Hedge Fund Research,
Bloomberg, The Wall Street Journal, The International Monetary Fund.
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Economic Update
Manufacturing in the U.S. expanded for the 23rd consecutive month in
June, according to a report from the Institute for Supply Management.
The PMI rose 1.8 points from the previous month to 55.3, higher than
economists had expected. Most of the increase was attributable to a rise
in inventories, however, and may not necessarily indicate an
improvement in demand.
The U.S. Labor Department announced another disappointing initial
jobless claims number on Thursday. The number of Americans filing for
first-time unemployment benefits for the week ended June 25 barely
budged from the previous week, falling only 1,000 to 428,000. Most
economists were anticipating a larger decrease. With 12 straight weeks
of initial claims numbers above 400,000 the job market shows little
indication of any sustainable improvement.
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Consumer confidence fell significantly for a second straight month in
June, according to The Conference Board. The index fell 3.2 points in
June to 58.5, following a steep 6.7 point drop the previous month,
indicating consumers are nervous about current business and labor
market conditions. Lynn Franco, Director of The Conference Board
Consumer Research Center said “Given the combination of uneasiness
about the economic outlook and future earnings, consumers are likely to
continue weighing their spending decisions quite carefully.” Personal
Income grew 0.3% in May but spending was flat, according to the
Commerce Department.
U.S. home prices snapped an eight-month losing streak as the
S&P/Case-Shiller 20-City Composite index rose 0.7% in April. David M.
Blitzer, Chairman of the Index Committee at S&P Indices was cautious
saying “the seasonally adjusted numbers show that much of the
improvement reflects the beginning of the Spring-Summer home buying
season. It is much too early to tell if this is a turning point or simply due
to some warmer weather.” Pending homes sales – a leading indicator –
rose 8.2% from the previous month in May, according to the National
Association of Realtors.
Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. Department of
Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of Realtors, the National
Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.
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A report that Greece may receive a second bailout to avoid default along
with strong stock market returns sent demand for safe-haven U.S.
Treasuries lower for the week, pushing the yield on the benchmark 10year note to 3.21%, the steepest weekly loss in almost two years.
Greece may receive as much as 85 billion euros ($124 billion) in new
financing, including a contribution from private investors, in a second
bailout aimed at preventing default and ending the region’s debt crisis,
according to an Austrian Finance Ministry official. Stronger than expected
economic data also undermined the safe-haven allure of U.S.
government debt, significantly affecting what is known as the “belly of the
curve” as five-year notes dropped the most out of all maturities.
Meanwhile, Barclays Capital put out two notes on Friday pointing to
evidence that the surge in yields is not an abandonment of U.S.
Treasuries due the end of the Federal Reserve’s bond-buying program,
QE2, which ended June 30. Barclays’ strategist Ajay Rajadhyaksha
remains bullish on bonds, “We believe that the end of QE2 will not cause
the start of a sustained rise in bond yields, though the prospect of a large
buyer disappearing could well affect a few auctions in a low liquidity
environment, as happened this week. Such moves should be considered
buying opportunities in our view.”
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The stock markets ended a volatile first half of the year by increasing
every day this week as we head into the July 4th weekend. The market
reacted positively to news out of Greece along with positive earnings
reports and economic data from the United States. The Dow Jones
Industrial Average and the broader S&P 500 Index both closed up over
5% for the week, while the NASDAQ Composite finished 6% higher.
European markets rallied this week after a final vote was announced in
Greece. The lawmakers voted 155 to 136 in favor of legislation
implementing a program of around 28 Billion euros ($40.6B) in tax hikes,
spending cuts and other measures. This vote will set the stage for the
European Union and the International Monetary Fund (IMF) to work out a
new aid package without Greece being declared in default. For the
week, stocks in the UK closed up 5%, while France increased 6%, and
Germany rose 4%.
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Shares of Bank of America Corp. (BAC) surged 3% on Wednesday of
this week as the final estimate for mortgage bond payments was
proposed at $8.5 Billion. This has been a grey cloud that has been
hanging over the company as the ghost of Countrywide Financial
continues to linger. The settlement over debt sold by Countrywide
Financial, which BAC bought back in 2008, would compensate investors
roughly 8%-9% of the $106 Billion in loans that have already defaulted or
are severely delinquent. The financial sector ended the week on a high
note by finishing up over 5%.
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Crude oil closed the week at up 4.3% despite worries over a slowdown
in the Chinese and euro-zone economies. Analysts stated that the U.S.
government’s offer of 30.2 million barrels of crude from the Strategic
Petroleum Reserve was "substantially oversubscribed," and could keep
ongoing pressure on prices. Corn tumbled this week after a U.S.
government report showed that corn stocks were much higher than
expected and farmers planted the crop on a bigger area than anticipated.
The U.S. Agriculture Department (USDA) stated that farmers overcame
a cold, rainy spring to plant 92.28 million acres of corn, the second
largest area since World War Two. The USDA also noted there were
3.67 billion bushels of corn in storage on June 1, 11% above
expectations.
Gold slid below the $1,500 an ounce mark again this week. Worries
about the ability of Greece and other debt-laden euro-zone members to
finance their debt had boosted the appeal of gold, as some investors
view the precious metal as a refuge to preserve wealth during turmoil in
other markets. However, the precious metal came under pressure this
week as the dollar gained strength. Analysts with Barclays Capital say
the metal may slide as low as $1,460 to $1,470 an ounce before finding
a base.
In a recent report from REIT.com, the sputtering U.S. economy actually
could benefit the domestic REIT market. According to Steve Brown,
senior portfolio manager and head of global real estate for American
Century Investments, the generally lackluster economic climate could
make REITs more attractive to the investment community. “I think if we
continue to have this modest and slow economic recovery, coupled with
low interest rates, U.S. REITs could deliver outstanding results relative
to the S&P 500, because, again, we’re experiencing recovering
fundamentals in commercial real estate.” Brown went on the claim that if
rates on 10-year Treasury bonds continue to drop, that should enhance
REITs’ attractiveness to investors as well.
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Economic Update
Factory orders data for May released by the Commerce Department on
Tuesday reflected a rebound from the 0.9% decline in April, rising 0.8%
primarily due to a significant 2.1% spike in orders for durable goods. The
increase, which came in slightly under expectations, helps bolster the
outlook for manufacturing sector growth after a slowdown in the first part
of the year. Federal Reserve officials have maintained that the recent
economic lag in manufacturing is likely attributable to temporary factors,
namely shortages in parts resulting from the natural disasters in Japan,
and the turnaround in factory orders for May supports that perspective.

Economic Indicators, Quarterly Change
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The non-manufacturing report released on Wednesday by the Institute of
Supply Management showed a slight decrease in activity from the prior
month, falling 1.3 points to 53.3 in June. The rate remains above 50,
however, reflecting month-to-month growth albeit at a slower pace.
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The Labor Department reported disappointing employment statistics on
Friday highlighted by a 0.1% increase in the unemployment rate to 9.2%
in June. The rate would be even higher if the recession had not diluted
the labor pool by forcing people out of the market; the Wall Street Journal
reports that if participation rates were near pre-recession levels, the
unemployment rate would be edging over 11%. The report also showed
that the duration of unemployment continues to increase, coming in at a
39.9-week average in June. Nonfarm payrolls slowed considerably,
falling far below expectations with a marginal 18,000 gain. The
discouraging jobs data acts to reinforce the view that the economy is in a
lull, as labor market health is integral to allowing the consumer sector to
contribute to economic growth.
The European Central Bank (ECB) announced on Friday that it would
raise interest rates for the second time in three months in an effort to
keep inflation at a reasonable level, taking the main policy rate from
1.25% to 1.5%. ECB President Jean-Claude Trichet cautioned that
additional rate increases are likely despite the ongoing debt crisis in
Greece, and once again denied any private-sector efforts to bail out the
country that would result in default.
Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. Department of
Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of Realtors, the National
Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.
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After an uneventful beginning to the week, U.S. Treasuries finished
higher after a strong rally on Friday. Demand for safe-haven government
debt exploded and traders covered significant short positions following a
weaker than expected jobs report, which reignited fears about the pace
of the economic recovery. Investor sentiment weakened further on
comments from President Obama who noted the payrolls report shows
“we still have a long way to go and a lot of work to do. Our economy as a
whole is just not producing nearly enough jobs.” Friday’s strength
refueled the market’s three-month bull run after last week’s largest selloff
in two years. Concerns about the U.S. economy along with the eurozone’s debt problems continue to drive investors into Treasuries despite
relatively low yields.
Meanwhile, Moody’s cut of Portugal’s credit rating to below investment
grade amid concerns the country will need a second bailout.
Discussions to involve private investors in a new rescue plan for Greece
make it more likely that the European Union will require the same preconditions in the case of Portugal, Moody’s said in a recent report.
Strategists feel this is a strong reminder the sovereign debt crisis does
not end with Greece, and risks remain with other nations.
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Stocks markets were mixed in this holiday-shortened week following last
week’s rally. Domestic markets were weak on Friday on the news that
nonfarm payrolls increased by only 18,000 in June. This was especially
disappointing for investors after Thursday’s ADP National Employment
report showed private sector job growth of 157,000. The Dow Jones
Industrial average finished at 12657.20, up 0.4% for the week. The
broader S&P 500 Index closed at 1343.80, flat compared to the prior
week. The NASDAQ Composite Index had been on an eight day rally
until Friday’s news led to a decline of 0.5%. The technology-heavy index
still increased 1.3% for the week to close at 2859.81. Earnings season
for companies reporting calendar quarter results officially begins next
week.
International markets were also mixed as the Shanghai composite index
rose 1.4% for the week. The People's Bank of China hiked lending and
deposit rates by 25 basis points on Wednesday for the third time this
year, in line with recent comments by senior Chinese leaders on the
need to maintain price stability. In Japan the Nikkei Index increased
2.7%, reaching a post-quake high of 10143.52. Japanese car makers
and exporters have been especially strong recently. European markets
were mostly flat after weakness on Friday due to the U.S. jobs report.
Moody’s Investor services officially downgraded Portugal to junk status.
On Thursday retail same store sales were reported. According to
Thomson Reuters, sales at stores open at least one year were up 6.5%
for the month compared to expectations of 4.9%. The figure compares
with 3.1% last year. Only three of the 25 retailers that reported samestore sales missed analysts’ estimates.
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Crude oil managed to gain 1.47% this week, settling at $96.48 barrel,
despite the Labor Department announcing that U.S. employers added
the fewest amount of jobs in nine months, coupled with the
unemployment rate rising to 9.2%, its highest level this year. U.S.
nonfarm payrolls rose by only18,000 in June, well below the forecasted
125,000 predicted by many experts.
While oil was affected slightly by the subpar U.S. jobs data, gold, in
contrast, reached a two-week high this week. The precious metal surged
more than $20 after the Labor Department made its announcement
regarding the job market. Gold settled at $1,544.10 an ounce, up 4.06%
or $60.20. Analysts believe that a loose monetary policy is in store for an
extended period of time, which is only going to benefit gold as investors
again turn to the precious metal as a safe haven investment. However,
many continue with the notion that gold will remain highly volatile, as the
metal has benefited from both good and bad news in the economy.
In a report from Reuters, hedge funds made out with tiny gains during
the first half of the year, but still lagged well behind the broader stock
market. According to Hedge Fund Research (HFR), the average hedge
fund increased 0.76% since January, having given back earlier gains
during May and June, when the HFRI Fund Weighted Composite Index
fell 1.14% and 1.22% respectively. In contrast, the Standard & Poor's
500 Index (S&P 500) gained 6% in the first half of 2011. Struggling with
the fallout from Japan's earthquake and nuclear disaster, the U.S.
economy's ongoing recovery and Europe's debt crisis, many of the
world's biggest hedge funds find themselves in the negative thus far.
Nearly all funds were in the red in June, HFR claimed, noting that only
so-called short sellers and funds pursuing yield alternatives made a
profit for the month. For the year, the biggest losers were funds pursuing
commodity strategies, which lost 3.80%, and global macro funds, which
traditionally bet on currencies and interest rates, which has dropped
2.16% this year.
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Economic Update
Debt-ceiling talks intensified this week in Washington as government
representatives remained unable to reach an agreement to raise the limit
of federal borrowing. If Congress cannot agree upon a solution that
increases the debt limit, the U.S. would face an unprecedented credit
rating downgrade that could send substantial ripples across the economy.
The U.S. Commerce Department announced on Tuesday that the trade
deficit worsened severely in May due largely to spiking oil prices. The
trade gap inflated from a revised $43.6 billion in April to $50.2 billion,
falling far short of analyst consensus estimates that predicted the deficit
to narrow. It is expected that the monetary consequences of the rapidly
widening trade gap will lead many economists to lower their second
quarter gross domestic product forecasts. Despite the downtrodden
report, many experts expect the recent decline in oil prices and
weakening of the U.S. dollar to produce improvements in the trade
balance in the near future.
Minutes from the Federal Open Market Committee’s meeting in late June
were released on Tuesday, which revealed that a third round of
quantitative easing was suggested by a small number of participants as a
potential solution to the recent slowdown in the recovery. Others
participating in the meeting argued against the idea, suggesting that it
would have a marginal effect in approving the economy. Federal Reserve
Chairman Ben Bernanke clarified in a speech on Thursday that additional
quantitative easing measures have not been proposed or prepared at the
present time.
Retail sales released on Thursday by the Commerce Department showed
a slight improvement in June, rising 0.1% from the month prior to beat
analyst expectations. The biggest contributors to the uptick were building
materials & garden equipment, autos, and clothing & accessories, rising
1.3%, 0.8%, and 0.7%, respectively. Surprisingly, gasoline sales
experienced a 1.3% decline in the month. The weak overall growth
reflects sluggish consumer spending that has been marred by the
embattled employment landscape and high gasoline prices.
Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. Department of
Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of Realtors, the National
Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.
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Bond Market Update
Although the rally in safe-haven U.S. securities faded on Friday,
Treasuries finished higher for the week amid a drop in consumer
sentiment and worries about the latest stress tests on eurozone banks.
The European Bank Authority said eight of 90 European banks failed its
capital stress test, with these eight needing to raise additional capital.
Separately, spreads, or the difference in yields, on 10-year Treasury
notes and similar maturity Treasury Inflation Protected Securities (TIPS),
a gauge of traders’ expectations for inflation over the life of the security,
fell to 2.25% from this year’s high of 2.67%.
Meanwhile, Standard & Poor’s followed Moody’s warning in June stating
in a report that it may cut its AAA rating on U.S. government debt if
officials fail to resolve the debt ceiling stalemate. “Owing to the dynamics
of the political debate on the debt ceiling, there is at least a one-in-two
likelihood that we could lower the long-term rating on the U.S. within the
next 90 days,” S&P said. After the report, credit-default swaps covering
Treasuries, which provide protection in case the government is unable to
meet its debt obligations, rose to a 17-month high.
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The stock market ended the first week of the earnings season on a
volatile note and finished the week in negative territory. Frustration has
set in over the recent discussions regarding the debt ceiling and the lack
of clarity and plan of action to resolve the issue. The Dow Jones
Industrial Average closed at 12,479.73, down 177 points for the week, or
down 1.40%. The broader S&P 500 Index ended the week down by
2.06% to close at 1,316.14, while the NASDAQ Composite finished lower
by 70 points, or down 2.45% to close the week out at 2,789.80.
The financial sector continues to underperform the broader benchmark
year to date and ended the week down 3.95%. Both JP Morgan Chase
(JPM) and CitiGroup (C) announced earnings this week. On Wednesday
JPM reported a 13% increase in quarterly earnings and a rise in revenue
that exceeded Wall Street expectations. Concerns remain over the
exposure to Greece and other troubled European economies. CEO of JP
Morgan Chase, Jamie Dimon, laid out a worst case scenario plan over the
European concerns which would amount to a $3 billion loss to the
company. Although the results were positive, the stock finished the week
down 1.87% ahead of the broader financial sector. Citigroup announced
earning on Friday morning before the bell and also beat the Wall Street
analyst’s estimates. The revenue came in higher than expected at $20.6
billion, but concerns remain over the rise in expenses and the on going
litigation expenses. The stock rose at the open, but quickly fell in
negative territory for the day and finished the week down 8.68%.
Thursday after the close, Google (GOOG) reported quarterly earnings
that also topped analyst estimates. Earnings per share rose 36% on
strong demand from its core search business. Also topping expectations
were the newer business segments, mainly Google+, which is seen as a
small, but growing, competitor to Facebook. Shares of Google were up
over 10% at the open on Friday and finished the week up 11.71%.
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Hedge funds are seeing major inflows of cash this year despite
underperforming for the first two quarters of 2011. In May and June
hedge funds raised $8.1 billion and $5.6 billion, respectively, bringing the
total for the first six months of the year to over $80 billion, according to
CBS MoneyWatch. However, the performance did not match the inflows.
Year to date, as of July 13, the HFRX Global Hedge Fund Index was
down 2.14% and the Equity Hedge Index was down 8.62%. Eight of ten
of the Dow Jones Credit Suisse Hedge Fund Index sectors were in the
red, bringing the June performance numbers for that index down 1.36%.
Hedge funds continue to struggle as worldwide debt issues plague the
international markets.
Gold prices continued their momentum while reaching a record high on
Thursday of $1,594.20 per ounce reacting to Moody’s warning that the
U.S. government credit rating is in risk of being downgraded. Gold
recorded its longest run of gains since the fall of 2006 in posting its tenth
straight daily rise closing on Friday, gaining 3.24% on the week. The
inability to raise the U.S. debt ceiling poses a legitimate, growing risk that
the world’s largest economy could default. Investors have expressed
their concern about the dollar, the U.S. debt ceiling, and the European
debt crisis in choosing to aggressively increase their stakes in gold.
However, analysts are maintaining their conservative recommendation on
gold due to its high volatility during times of good and bad news.
In other alternative news, crude oil rose by more than 2% this week,
gaining for the third week in a row. Analysts say oil is rising, along with
precious metals, as investors seek safe havens from sub-par equity
performance and government debt problems.
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Economic Update
Government officials continued discussions regarding the debt ceiling
this week in an attempt to avoid an impending government default and
subsequent credit rating downgrade. The Treasury Department
announced that the government could begin defaulting on its obligations
as soon as the first week in August if the debt ceiling is not raised –
something many representatives refuse to do without an accompanying
deficit-reduction plan. Word spread early on Friday that President
Barack Obama and House Speaker John Boehner were making progress
toward a deal that would reduce the deficit by cutting nearly $3 trillion in
spending and raising up to $1 trillion through tax code modifications.
The largest roadblock for this deal, and many that preceded it, is the
issue of taxes – Democrats insist that the budget reduction can not be
comprised entirely of cuts and wish to source additional revenue from a
tax overhaul, while Republicans would prefer to leave the tax code,
specifically the Bush-era tax cuts for the wealthy, intact.
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The U.S. Labor Department announced on Thursday that jobless claims
rose to higher than expected levels last week, jumping 10,000 to a
seasonally adjusted 418,000. This marks the first weekly increase in
three weeks; however, the four-week moving average of new claims fell
2,750 to 421,250. The report reflects a stubborn, volatile job market that
may be improving slightly over the long term.
Existing home sales dropped for the third straight month in June, falling
0.8% to a seven-month low seasonally adjusted rate of 4.77 million. The
report released on Wednesday by the National Association of Realtors
contained some encouraging news however, as prices of the homes that
did sell increased a substantial 8.9% for the month, bringing the median
home price to $184,300.
Eurozone leaders announced on Thursday that a bailout plan for Greece
has been approved that will offer €109 billion (roughly $157 billion) over
the next three years at approximately 3.5% interest. The plan takes aim
at an 18-month-old debt crisis that was quickly becoming more volatile,
and includes measures to prevent the debt issues from spreading further
across Europe.

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. Department of
Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of Realtors, the National
Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.
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After a lackluster beginning to the week, U.S. Treasuries gained on
Friday amid optimism politicians were reaching a deal to raise the debt
limit and avoid a default. U.S. government debt strengthened after
House Ways and Means Committee Chairman Dave Camp predicted
Congress would raise the $14.3 billion debt ceiling before the
government runs out of funds on August 2. Earlier, Standard & Poor’s
reiterated its view that there is a 50/50 chance it may downgrade
Treasuries over the near-term if the government does not agree on a
plan the significantly reduce the budget deficit. However, a recently
proposed $3 trillion spending cut may be large enough to persuade the
ratings agency to maintain its top rating on U.S. government debt.
Meanwhile, eurozone leaders agreed on a new bailout for Greece along
with measures purported to prevent the country’s debt crisis from
spreading to other areas. Still, market participants remain skeptical, as,
even after the new plan, the country will have a staggering amount of
debt. The new plan suggests private creditors who hold Greek debt that
matures in the near-term “voluntarily” turn in their bonds and accept new
longer-dated securities. These private investors would also accept to be
repaid at lower interest rates and renounce a small portion of the original
interest. This exchange would cause ratings agencies to place Greece
into “selective default” – a term indicating it has defaulted on some
obligations but is honoring others.
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Most major markets were volatile but closed higher for the week as
mostly positive earnings reports overshadowed U.S. debt ceiling
concerns. On Tuesday the S&P recorded its biggest jump in four months,
up 1.6%. Stocks were up early in the day on strong earnings and then
shot up on news that the President Obama had endorsed a deal put forth
by the “Gang of Six” regarding the debt ceiling. By Friday no official deal
had been reached. The Dow Jones Industrial average finished at
12681.16, up 1.6 % for the week. The broader S&P 500 Index closed at
1345.02, up 2.2% from the prior week. The NASDAQ Composite Index
increased 2.5% to close at 2858.83.
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International markets were mixed as the Shanghai Composite Index
declined 1.8% for the week. Chinese property developers and banks
dropped amid worries about slowing economic growth and high inflation.
On Wednesday a closely watched survey of purchasing managers
showed that manufacturing activity in China actually contracted. In Japan
the Nikkei Index increased 1.6% for the week. News that eurozone
leaders had reached a new bailout deal for Greece boosted markets in
Asia and Europe on Friday.
Domestic companies that reported earnings this week included Apple
(AAPL), Bank of America (BAC), Goldman Sachs(GS), IBM (IBM), Yahoo
(YHOO), Microsoft (MSFT) American Express (AXP), General Electric
(GE) and Caterpillar (CAT). Apple reported that third quarter net income
more than doubled on higher iPhone and iPad sales. Yahoo’s revenue
missed estimates as marketers preferred competing sites, and a
shakeout in the advertising sales force contributed to a revenue downturn
in the U.S. during June. American Express said that average spending
on the company's cards for the quarter rose 15% over last year, and the
number of outstanding cards rose 6% to 94 million. Earnings were $0.08
ahead of analysts’ expectations.
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With the progress towards reaching an agreement regarding the U.S.
debt ceiling slowing, gold closed the week up 0.53%, settling at
$1,602.60 an ounce. Analysts believe reasons for owning gold may only
be getting stronger as cash continues to earn nothing with the U.S.,
European Union and China, among others, keeping interest rates
artificially low. Crude oil finished the week up 2.44%, or $2.38, settling at
$99.76 a barrel, thanks in large part to the eurozone plan to deal with the
sovereign debt crisis raising optimism regarding economic recovery and
an increased demand for energy. Crude also benefited this week when
the International Energy Association announced they would discontinue
releasing further stockpiles for the time being.
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Despite their volatile performance in Q2, hedge funds attracted nearly
$30 billion in new allocations, bringing the level of capital invested in the
global industry to a record $2.04 trillion. According to Hedge Fund
Research’s latest report, inflows in the first half of 2011 were in excess
of $62 billion, the industry’s strongest half-year total since 2007, when
investors contributed $75 billion to the asset class. Investors in Q2
showed a preference for macro and relative value strategies which were
on the receiving end of over $20 billion of the new allocations. In terms
of performance, however, relative value strategies gained 0.76% in Q2,
while macro strategies declined 1.7%.
Health care REITs have been active in a number of mergers and
acquisitions during the first half of 2011, a trend that experts attribute to
more owners and operators of health care properties joining forces to
maximize value. According to a report from REIT.com, the increased
collaboration is the result of new transactional structures and improved
capital markets. There’s been more activity from the big health care
REITs because of REIT Industry Diversification and Empowerment Act
(RIDEA). The report noted that REITs are buying properties and having
them operate on a triple net leases basis. Under the RIDEA structure,
health care REITs are allowed to lease facilities to a taxable REIT
subsidiary if that subsidiary hires an unrelated eligible independent
contractor to manage the operations.
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1 Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Dow Jones, National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts, Hedge Fund Research,
Bloomberg, The Wall Street Journal, The International Monetary Fund.
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Economic Update
A delay on the vote to raise the debt ceiling this week meant the
uncertainty regarding this issue will continue to hang over global markets
into the weekend. Regardless of whether or not a deal is struck before
August 2, the country’s coveted AAA rating remains in jeopardy. If the
debt ceiling is not raised, a downgrade would be imminent. However, if a
deal is struck that does not sufficiently address the nation’s long-term
fiscal problems a downgrade would still be likely in the coming months.
Further evidence that economic growth is slowing came from a report
from the Commerce Department showing the advance estimate for GDP
came in at 1.3%, below the 1.8% figure that economists were expecting.
Positive contributions from an uptick in federal government spending and
non-residential fixed investment were dampened by a decrease in local
and state government spending and weak growth in consumer spending.
The report also showed that first quarter GDP numbers were drastically
revised down from 1.9% to 0.4%.
There was some much needed positive news in the job market as initial
jobless claims fell 24,000 to 398,000 in the week ended July 23,
according to the Labor Department. This was the first time since early
April the number was below 400,000. Fewer state government furloughs
in Minnesota and fewer layoffs in the automotive industry were among
the positive contributing factors. The continuing claims figure also fell to
3,703,000 for the week ended July 16, down 17,000 from the previous
week.
The housing market is still showing some weakness in sales volume, but
prices are showing surprising strength. New home sales fell 1.0% to an
annual rate of 312,000 in June, according to the Commerce Department.
The report also showed, however, that the median price was up 5.8% to
$235,200. The outlook for housing in the coming months improved
according to pending home sales figures from the National Association of
Realtors (NAR). The index, which is based on contract signings, rose
2.4% in June.
Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. Department of
Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of Realtors, the National
Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.
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As political wrangling continued in Washington over the debt ceiling,
weak U.S economic data reported Friday boosted demand for “safehaven” U.S. debt. Treasury yields fell to their lowest level in two weeks
after the Commerce Department reported GDP growth of only 1.3% in
the second quarter. GDP growth in the first quarter was revised down to
0.4% from 1.9%. Yields on 10-year Treasuries fell 11 bps to 2.82% on
Friday alone. Yields on 2-year notes dropped 7 basis points to 0.36%,
near the all-time low of 0.31% reached last November. Concerns about
the U.S. economy and the eurozone’s debt problems continue to drive
investors into Treasuries despite relatively low yields.

Yield Curves
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Worries have also been heightened as to the effect that a possible
downgrade of U.S. debt may have on the municipal bond market. On
Tuesday California Treasurer Bill Lockyer said that state had secured a
$5.4 billion bridge loan in case Congress fails to raise the federal debt
ceiling. The state was able to secure the package of short-term loans
from a group of banks, credit unions and investment funds. "I'm hopeful
Congress and the president will do the responsible thing, solve the
problem before it's too late, and not risk pushing the country into a
financial and economic abyss," Lockyer said in a statement.
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The stock market ended the month of July negative and finished the
worst week in 2011. The markets have struggled with conflicting
economic data, corporate earnings, and the lack of clarity regarding the
debt ceiling. The Dow Jones Industrial Average closed at 12,143.24,
down over 500 points for the week, or down 4.24%. The broader S&P
500 Index ended the week down by 3.92% to close at 1,292.28, while the
NASDAQ Composite finished lower by 101 points, or down 3.58% to
close the week out at 2,756.38.
The market continues to react to the news regarding the debt ceiling as
the August 2 deadline nears. A deal was to be finalized Thursday night
only to be pulled off the table by house republican leaders when they
knew they were lacking the necessary votes to have it passed. The
uncertainty and inability by the U.S. government to have a deal in place
put a downward pressure on the markets over the entire week.
The two IPOs this week of Dunkin Brands (DNKN) and Teavana
Holdings (TEA) were met with rave reviews. On Wednesday the parent
company of Dunkin Donuts, DNKN, went public and opened up 47%.
Thursday was tea time, as shares of Teavana Holdings, which sells tea
the United States and Mexico, was up 64% midday and raised over $120
million in their IPO. Lastly, Starbucks (SBUX) reported earnings after the
close on Thursday with profit up 34%. Also, Starbucks lifted its 2011
outlook and discussed its plan to accelerate the opening of new stores.
Starbucks finished the week in negative territory, but was in positive
territory Friday on the earnings announcement.
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Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Bloomberg, Russell Investment Company, Standard & Poor’s, Morgan Stanley Capital
International, The Wall Street Journal, MarketWatch.
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The energy giant Exxon Mobile (XOM) reported earnings before the
opening bell on Thursday. The cash generation remains very strong
within the company and benefited from the XTO Energy acquisition last
year and doubled the size of its Marcellus Shale output. In the period
from April-June, Exxon Mobile’s profit jumped 41% to $10.7 billion.
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Amid mounting concerns over the U.S. debt crisis and signs of a faltering
economy, gold hit a record $1,637.50 an ounce earlier this week, while
settling at $1,629, up 1.65%. Experts believe that investors searching for
a safe haven investment are choosing this precious metal because they
desire something tangible to diversify away from U.S. assets. Copper
settled at $4.4850 a pound, its highest in three and a half months as the
labor stalemate at Escondida, the world’s largest copper mine, reached
a week. In addition, Chile, the world’s top copper producer, reported a
drop in production in June. Output fell 8.5% year-on-year to 426,500
metric tons, due to strikes at various mines, poor weather and power
outages. With a dim showing of U.S. GDP, oil fell 3.89% this week,
settling at $95.88 a barrel, for its first weekly drop since June.
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According to a report from REIT.com, as property values begin to rise,
investors once scared away from the commercial real estate market are
beginning to return. In doing so, they face the decision of investing in
public or private real estate. Public real estate’s advantage is the quality
of the assets they own and the high-quality management teams who
know how to structure and execute deals. Conversely, private real
estate, or the actual building itself, is more tangible to investors and
allows them to target specific markets or property types on an individual
asset-by-asset basis. A combination of both public and private sectors
offers the best of both worlds to an investor’s portfolio. In other REIT
news, REITs that buy mortgage debt tumbled the most in more than a
year on concern that the markets that finance them will be shaken if the
U.S. government defaults on its debt. A Bloomberg index of the shares
of 32 mortgage REITs dropped as much as 8.5%, the most since May
2010. The companies fell as the cost of overnight repurchase
agreements, or repos, financing for government-backed mortgage
securities jumped to its highest mark since January. Executives from
several of these REITs told analysts on earnings calls this week that
while repo rates were climbing, the gain was modest and the down
payments required for the loans were not changing.
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1 Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Dow Jones, National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts, Hedge Fund Research,
Bloomberg, The Wall Street Journal, The International Monetary Fund.
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Economic Update
The easing of uncertainty that came with an eleventh hour end to the
debt ceiling debacle proved fleeting as the market moved its focus to the
weakening economic outlook. While raising the debt ceiling prevented
the United States from defaulting this week, the deal reached left people
on both sides of the aisle unhappy and did very little to address the
nation’s long-term fiscal problems.
Manufacturing growth appears to have slowed to a crawl, according to a
report from the Institute for Supply Management (ISM). The PMI dropped
4.4 points in July from the previous month to 50.9. While the number is
still above 50, and therefore indicates a 24th consecutive month of
expansion, it is the slowest rate so far during the recovery. When you
consider that June’s number was inflated by a build-up in inventories, the
outlook for further expansion appears to be souring. The ISM issued
another report later in the week that showed the non-manufacturing index
edged slightly lower to 52.7 as a deepening contraction in backlog orders
overshadowed an increase in business activity.

Economic Indicators, Quarterly Change
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Initial jobless claims edged slightly lower to 400,000 in the week ended
July 30, according to the Labor Department. The previous week’s
number was revised up to 401,000 meaning this marked the 17th
consecutive week the number has come in at or above 400,000 – a key
level to stay under for the job market to show any real improvement. The
four-week average moved down for a fifth straight week to 407,750. The
Challenger report gave little reason for optimism as it showed planned
job cuts surged 60% in July from the previous month amid a flurry of
layoffs being announced by large companies including Cisco Systems,
Merck, and Borders.
On Friday the Labor Department reported that the U.S. added 117,000
jobs in July as the unemployment rate fell to 9.1%. In another positive
sign, the number of jobs created in May and June was revised upward by
54,000 over the two month period. While job creation in July was better
than consensus estimates of 75,000, it was still below the 250,000 new
jobs per month that analysts predict are needed to begin to put a dent in
the unemployment rate.

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. Department of
Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of Realtors, the National
Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.
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After a volatile week, U.S. Treasuries finished gaining the most since the
last time the Federal Reserve cut interest rates in 2008, amid strong
demand for safe-haven securities. However, government debt fell
sharply on Friday on hopes the euro zone was finally taking steps to help
resolve its sovereign debt crisis. Early speculation that Italy would
announce measures to ease market pressure on its bonds initially drove
bond prices lower. Later, Italian Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi said he
would accelerate austerity measures with the aim of a balanced budget
in 2013 and would seek a constitutional principle of a balanced budget.

Yield Curves
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Overall, bonds ended the week significantly higher on concerns a
weakening economy will prompt the Federal Reserve to provide
additional monetary stimulus to bolster growth. Many market strategists
feel fear and panic are driving the markets, resulting in considerable
gains for Treasuries, which returned 3.67% over the last month,
according to Merrill Lynch. Demand has also surged for T-Bills,
Treasuries maturing in a year or less, driving yields to zero or even
slightly negative. Flows into T-Bills by money market funds grew this
week amid news that the Bank of New York Mellon Corp, will start
charging a fee on large cash deposits next week. Market participants
feel if other banks follow suit, it will likely drive more money market funds
out of cash and into these short-term securities, keeping yields
exceptionally low.
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Domestic markets shrugged off the good news that a debt ceiling deal
had finally been reached over the weekend as economic news and
heightened fears of another recession led stocks lower throughout the
week. ECB President Jean Claude Trichet’s cautious comments
regarding the health of global economic growth during a press
conference Thursday led to a huge sell off in Europe and then the U.S.
The Dow Jones Industrial Average sank 513 points. The rally from the
better than expected jobs report Friday was short lived and the markets
swung wildly throughout the day. For the week, the Dow fell 5.75% to
11444.61. The S&P 500 Index closed at 1199.38, down 7.19% from the
prior week. The NASDAQ Composite Index declined 8.13% to close at
2858.83. The Volatility Index known as the VIX increased 35% on
Thursday and was up nearly 5% on Friday.
International markets were mixed on a relative performance basis
compared to the U.S. For the week, the German DAX stock market
index fell 12.9%, France was down 10.7% and the FTSE 100 declined
9.8%. In Japan the Nikkei Index Shanghai Composite Index declined
only 5.4% for the week. The Hong Kong Hang Seng Index fell 6.7% and
the Shanghai Composite Index declined only 2.8%.
Procter & Gamble reported fiscal fourth quarter earnings grew 15% on
organic sales growth of 5%. Strong sales from emerging markets like
China and India, new product innovations, selective price hikes to offset
commodity cost increases, and favorable foreign exchange all aided
sales growth. Comcast also reported earnings this week. While the
company lost 238,000 video subscribers, it generated 9% more revenue
per pay TV customer while adding 144,000 high speed internet
subscribers. The early 2011 acquisition of a 51% stake in NBC Universal
has so far proved beneficial as its revenue grew 17% for the quarter on
strength in cable TV, broadcast networks, filmed entertainment, and
theme parks.
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As investors continue to seek a haven from the turmoil in the markets,
gold reached its fifth straight weekly gain, settling at $1,665.10 an ounce,
up 2.22%, or $36.10. The precious metal hit a record $1,684.90 an
ounce earlier in the week as less than expected economic growth led
investors to scrutinize the future of the dollar. The dollar recently sank to
a new low against the Swiss franc and a four-month low against the yen,
which gave gold prices an additional boost. According to a recent report
from Bloomberg, while global demand for gold is advancing on concerns
about financial turmoil in the US and some European countries,
consumers in China are beginning to buy larger amounts of the precious
metal as an inflation hedge.
Crude oil cut its loses late this week after a better-than-expected reading
on U.S. employment levels were released, temporarily easing fears that
another recession was underway. Crude fell 9.17% or $8.79 for the
week, settling at $87.09 a barrel. The Labor Department announced
nonfarm payrolls rose 117,000 last month, up roughly 42,000 in
comparison with economist’s predictions, while the unemployment rate
fell to 9.1% from 9.2%. This report helped ease fears of a double-dip
recession in the U.S., which would undoubtedly cause lower demand for
crude oil and gasoline. Fears of such a slowdown gripped the markets
late in the week, which sent crude prices plunging to settle at their lowest
levels since February.
According to FinAlternatives, the second half of 2011 opened in pretty
much the same way the first half closed, with the majority of hedge funds
in the red. The average hedge fund fell 0.11% in July, extending its 2011
losses to 2.22%, according to Hedge Fund Research's HFRX Global
Hedge Fund Index. Equity hedge and event-driven strategies and substrategies were especially hit this past month, with the HFRX Equity
Market Neutral Index down 0.51%. Relative-value arbitrage funds were
one of the few winners in July, adding 0.26% and up 1.65% year-to-date.
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Economic Update

It was a very volatile week driven by a U.S. government debt downgrade
by S&P, unprecedented statements out of the Fed, and a deepening
European debt crisis. Minutes were released from the FOMC stating the
Committee expects a somewhat slower pace of recovery than it originally
anticipated. In an unexpected move the Fed explicitly identified a time
frame for their current policy, stating they plan to keep the fed funds rate
at “exceptionally low” levels through at least mid-2013. The statement
read “Indicators suggest a deterioration in overall labor market conditions
in recent months” and “the housing sector remains depressed.” The
statement also mentioned the Committee was prepared to deploy an
array of tools as appropriate to promote a stronger recovery. It is
important to note that the Committee was not in agreement, as three of
the members voted against the action.
The European Central Bank moved in response to rising yields for
Spanish and Italian debt, announcing that it will begin buying bonds
issued by the two countries in an effort to stabilize markets. While not a
permanent solution, it will at least give the eurozone more time to solve its
long-term fiscal problems.
The U.S. Commerce Department announced on Thursday that the trade
deficit worsened in June despite lower oil prices. The trade gap widened
from a revised $50.8 billion in May to $53.1 billion as exports fell 2.3%,
led by a $2.0 billion drop in industrial supply exports. The number came in
worse than the $48.0 billion economists were predicting.
There was at least some good news this week as initial jobless claims fell
below 400,000 for the first time in four months, according to the Labor
Department. The number of Americans filing for first-time unemployment
benefits dropped 5,000 from the previous week to 395,000 for the week
ended August 6. Continuing claims showed improvement as well, down
60,000 to 3.688 million for the week ended July 30. Retail sales also
improved, jumping 0.5% in July following a 0.3% rise the month before,
according to the Commerce Department.
Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. Department of
Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of Realtors, the National
Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.
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Bond Market Update
Treasuries rallied considerably for the week amid expectations the
Federal Reserve’s pledge to keep short-term rates low until at least 2013
is an indication of a slowing economic recovery. In case you missed it,
Standard & Poor’s Inc. (S&P) also lowered their credit rating on long-term
U.S. government debt to AA+, citing the country’s rising public debt
burden and the “perception of greater policymaking uncertainty.” Although
historical precedence would dictate a dramatic bond sell-off after a
downgrade, Treasuries have actually rallied after the announcement,
indicating that the world is still treating the U.S. as AAA credit. Market
participants recognize that the U.S. has the financial wherewithal to pay
its debts, and Treasuries are still considered one of the safest
investments in the world, with no other market as large or as liquid.
With increased uncertainty, and economic and market conditions
changing fast, the Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) will likely
need to take some sort of policy action sooner rather than later. Bernanke
told Congress on July 13 that the Fed was prepared to buy more Treasury
bonds if the economy appeared in danger of stalling or if the threat of
deflation looked like it was going to re-emerge. On Tuesday, the FOMC
discussed a range of policy tools to bolster the economy and said it is
“prepared to employ these tools as appropriate,” suggesting another
quantitative easing program is a distinct possibility.
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Stock Market Update

The stock market finished a volatile week on a positive note with the Dow
Jones Index up triple digits the last three trading days; however it did not
make back the losses incurred earlier in the week. It was as if the
running of the bulls had taken place the first half of the week as investors
were digesting not only the downgrade by S&P, but also the European
debt crisis, lackluster macroeconomic data, and several rumors of
additional downgrades. As of Wednesday this week, the net outflows
from mutual funds in the past week totaled $14 billion. The Dow Jones
Industrial Average closed at 11,269.02, down 175 points for the week, or
down 1.53%. The broader S&P 500 Index ended the week down by
1.72% to close at 1,178.81, while the NASDAQ Composite finished lower
by 24 points, or down 0.96% to close the week out at 2,507.98.
The financial sector was hit hardest falling 4.84% as investors were
concerned the European sovereign debt issues may spill over into the
U.S. banking sector. Bank of America (BAC) fell over 20% on Monday
due to rumors that an additional lawsuit will be filed stemming from the
fallout of Countrywide and Merrill Lynch. On Wednesday, after the Fed
meeting, CEO of Bank of America, Brian Moynihan, spoke regarding the
bank’s strategy for dealing with the mortgage problem in order to instill
confidence in its shareholders that the bank will meet its’ capital
requirements.
Cisco System (CSCO) announced earnings on Thursday that beat
analysts’ expectations. The stock was propelled higher by a surge in
investor confidence after the CEO, John Chambers, spoke the same day.
Chambers mentioned spending in the technology sector continues to pick
up, and Cisco is not seeing a slowdown in spending. Additionally, the
company saw revenue increase across several business lines. CSCO
finished the day up over 16%. These results helped bolster the rest of the
technology sector, which finished the week down less that 1%.
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Gold hit a record high this week as investors sought shelter from
slumping equities after Standard & Poor’s downgraded US debt from
AAA to AA+. The precious metal reached $1,817.60 an ounce, closing
above platinum for the first time since 2008 and has gained 23% year-todate. Gold finished the week up 5.06%, but ended up settling at
$1,749.30 an ounce thanks to a 0.5% jump in U.S. retail sales for July,
temporarily easing concerns among investors. Experts continue to view
gold as a safe investment in times of economic uncertainty primarily
because bullion remains “well underpinned in the short term, with very
limited downside.”
The debt downgrade may also have a major impact on real estate
investment trusts (REITs). Traditionally, high yielding REITs garner
attention due to their reliable income. However recent reports suggest
that this downgrade could have a considerable impact on REIT earnings,
along with their dividends. According to REIT.com, the majority of agency
mortgaged REITs have portfolios made up principally of mortgages
insured by the federal agencies Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac and Ginnie
Mae. This downgrade on U.S. debt would make paper from these federal
agencies suffer a downgrade along with most other government-related
bonds. In terms of specific sectors, experts singled out necessity-driven
areas such as health care and grocery/drug-anchored retail centers as
some that are positioned to withstand a softening in the market. The
FTSE NAREIT All REIT Total Returns Index fell 9.6% on Monday, but
recovered nearly all of its losses, climbing 9.74% on Tuesday’s trading.
Hedge funds ended the first half with their sixth-straight monthly inflow,
but according to a recent report from FINAlternatives, the second half of
the year may shape up rather differently. The hedge fund industry took in
$3.8 billion in net inflows in June, bringing total first-half inflows to $73
billion, the highest total in four years. However, total fund assets actually
declined in June, the average hedge fund's second straight month of
performance losses, by nearly $16 billion. Experts question if strong
inflows will continue despite the recent fallout in the equity markets.
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Economic Update

There was a significant slowdown in domestic manufacturing this month,
according to a survey from the Philadelphia Fed. The report showed a
staggering -30.7 reading for the General Business Conditions Index,
indicating a dramatic decrease in production. The survey only covers the
Philadelphia Federal Reserve district, however, and a separate report
from the Federal Reserve issued earlier in the week showed
manufacturing improving across the nation as a whole. Industrial
production posted a 0.9% gain in July, driven higher by a strong 5.2%
comeback for the automobile industry.

Economic Indicators, Quarterly Change
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The Consumer Price Index (CPI) surged 0.5% in July following a 0.2%
drop the prior month, according to the Labor Department. The increase
was driven by a rebound in energy prices and an acceleration in food
price inflation. Year-over-year the CPI is up 3.6%. The Producer Price
Index (PPI) also surprised on the high side despite a softening in energy
costs, rising 0.2% in July.
Housing starts edged down 1.5% in July following a revised 10.8% jump
in the previous month, according to a report from the Commerce
Department. The figure came in at an annualized pace of 604,000 which
was slightly ahead of expectations and 9.8% higher on a year-over-year
basis. Housing permits – a leading indicator – fell 3.2% following a 1.3%
rise the previous month. The housing market is likely to continue to
struggle amid anemic job growth and heightened economic uncertainty.
The European economy grew at a disappointing 0.2% rate in the second
quarter following growth of 0.8% the previous quarter, according to a
report from Eurostat. Germany, the largest economy in Europe, saw
growth almost grind to a halt, rising only 0.1% amid growing fiscal
problems for the eurozone. The Japanese government also reported
GDP figures this week, with their economy contracting 0.3%. The decline
was less than expected, however, and is a positive indication Japan has
recovered quickly from the tragic earthquake and tsunami that struck in
March.
Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. Department of
Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of Realtors, the National
Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.
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Bond Market Update
Treasuries rallied yet again amid concern the U.S. economic recovery is
stalling and Europe’s sovereign-debt crisis is getting worse, with the 30year bond posting its biggest weekly gain since the depths of the financial
crisis in December 2008. On Thursday, the yield on the 10-year note, a
key interest rate that tends to guide moves in consumer borrowing costs
such as mortgages, fell to 1.9872% in early trading, the lowest level in 60
years, according to St. Louis Federal Reserve records. Suggesting
continued economic weakness, Bill Gross of PIMCO said on Friday the
decline in Treasury yields reflects a high probability of recession as the
U.S. is running out of monetary and fiscal policy options. Similarly,
Morgan Stanley warned in a research report the United States and euro
zone are "dangerously close to recession," joining a number of firms that
have cut forecasts for global growth in the second half of the year.
Meanwhile, Fitch Ratings reaffirmed its AAA rating on U.S. government
debt and stable outlook, a clear difference of opinion with rival Standard &
Poor’s. Fitch said its rating is underpinned by the country’s pivotal role in
the global financial system along with the flexible, diversified and wealthy
economy that provides a sustainable revenue base. However, the ratings
agency threatened to assign a negative outlook should lawmakers fail to
implement over $2 trillion in savings that were agreed to earlier this month
or if the economy deteriorates significantly.
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Stock Market Update

Stock markets started the week strong, posting the third straight day of
gains on Monday. The Dow Jones Industrial average posted its biggest
three-day percentage gain since March 2009. On Monday Google
(GOOG) announced its intention to acquire Motorola Mobility Holdings,
Inc. (MMI) for $12.5 billion, or $40 per share, in cash, a 63% premium to
MMI’s closing price last Friday. Management explained that the
acquisition will enable Google “to supercharge the Android ecosystem
and will enhance competition in mobile computing. Motorola Mobility will
remain a licensee of Android and Android will remain open. Google will
run Motorola Mobility as a separate business.”
The rally fizzled on Tuesday, however, when weak economic data out of
Germany and the fact that the meeting between French president
Nicholas Sarkozy and German Chancellor Angela Merkel failed to
produce any substantial solutions to the ongoing debt crisis in Europe.
After a relatively quiet day on Wednesday, markets plunged on Thursday
amid more weak US economic data. For the week, the Dow fell 4%. The
broader S&P 500 Index closed at 1,123.53, down 4.7% from the prior
week. The NASDAQ Composite Index declined 6.6% to close at
2,341.84. The Volatility Index known as the VIX increased almost 25%
for the week.
Retailers made headlines this week with earnings being reported by Wal
Mart, Home Depot, Lowe’s, Target and most other major retailers. Both
Wal Mart (WMT) and Home Depot (HD) lifted their 2011 profit outlook.
Target (TGT) said more customers are trading up to higher-end products.
Other stocks of note included Dell & Hewlett Packard. On Wednesday
Dell (DELL) sank 10% in its worst day since October 2008 after the
company reported weak consumer demand and market share gains by
Apple in PCs. Hewlett Packard (HPQ) shares were weak on Thursday as
the company announced a major software acquisition while also saying it
is exploring options for its PC business which include spinning off or
selling the business.
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Gold settled at $1,854.50 an ounce, gaining 6.01% for the week, its 7th
straight weekly increase, and the largest jump since February 2009.
Since the beginning of August, the precious metal has risen 15%,
whereas in contrast, the S&P has dropped 12%. Gold has continued to
set records as investors remain cautious about the global economy and
flock to safety - this week the metal hit a record $1,881.40 an ounce.
Other precious metals, such as silver and platinum, have also shown
significant gains as metals remain the favorite method of preserving
capital in these volatile economic times.
Hedge funds need a strong rally to avoid another month in the red.
According to Hedge Fund Research, while the average fund has
outperformed the broader markets during the volatile swings this month,
it appears they will extend their losses for the year. The HFRX Global
Hedge Fund Index was down 2.7% for the month, bringing its year-todate loss to 4.86%. Unsurprisingly, most of the damage has been done
among equity strategies. Equity hedge funds are down 4.53% through
the middle of the month, down 13.22% year-to-date. The only bright
spots so far this month have been macro strategies and systematic
diversified funds, gaining 0.29% and 0.88%, respectively.
Due to concerns about the economy and reduced access to bank
financing for landlords, commercial real estate could be losing its prestige
as a safe-haven investment. According to a report from the Wall Street
Journal, for most of the past year, investors have been seeking stocks of
real-estate investment trusts, with the assumption they would be immune
from the turmoil of Europe's debt crisis. In the first half of the year, the
Dow Jones Equity All REIT Index was up 9.9%, compared with a 6.0%
rise in the Standard & Poor's stock Index, on a total return basis. But, in
recent weeks, REITs have gotten roughed up with the change in investor
sentiment. Analysts say the access to funding those real-estate
companies enjoyed in the commercial-mortgage-backed-securities
markets is closing and volatility has made bankers more reluctant to
provide new loans. The total return for the Dow Jones Equity All REIT
Index has declined 10.42% in the past three weeks.
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Economic Update

Second quarter GDP was revised down slightly from 1.3% to 1.0% in the
Commerce Department’s second estimate released Friday, mostly in line
with expectations. The market’s focus this week, however, was on Ben
Bernanke’s speech from Jackson Hole. The Fed Chairman
acknowledged that recent economic growth has been weaker than
anticipated, but expects growth to improve in the second half of the year
and was much more optimistic about the country’s long-term growth
potential. He showed tact by pledging that the “Federal Reserve will
certainly do all that it can to help restore high rates of growth and
employment in a context of price stability” without giving specific details,
but that it was changes in fiscal policy that needed to be made to “achieve
economic and financial stability.”
Durable goods orders jumped 4.0% in July, according to a report from the
U.S. Census Bureau. The gauge was driven higher thanks to an 11.5%
increase in motor vehicles and parts orders and an eye-popping 43.4%
surge in orders for non-defense aircraft. While these are welcome
numbers for July, so far preliminary reads on manufacturing in August are
indicating contraction.
There was more bad news out of the beleaguered housing market as new
home sales contracted in July. Sales fell 0.7% to an annual rate of just
298,000 units, according to the Census Bureau. The report also included
significant downward revisions to previously reported numbers for May
(down 6,000) and June (down 12,000). Ben Bernanke noted in his
speech that “the rate of new home construction has remained at less than
one-third of its pre-crisis level.”
The number of Americans filing for initial unemployment benefits rose for
the second time in a row to 417,000 for the week ended August 20,
according to the Labor Department. The report noted the labor dispute
between Verizon and its union employees as a special factor that resulted
in at least 8,500 claims for the week and at least 12,500 the previous
week. Excluding the claims tied to the strike, which has since ended, the
numbers show modest improvement compared to recent months.
Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. Department of
Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of Realtors, the National
Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.
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Bond Market Update
Treasuries posted their steepest weekly loss in over two months, despite
a modest rally on Friday after Fed Chairman Bernanke announced that
the central bank still has tools to stimulate the economy, but refrained
from endorsing the use of additional stimulus measures. Still, Treasuries
have returned 2.72% month-to-date, their best monthly performance since
December 2008, according to data from Merrill Lynch. Bernanke also
said a second day would be added to the next Fed policy meeting in
September to allow a further discussion of the economy. After the
announcement, economists at Goldman Sachs noted in a report the
extension of the FOMC meeting makes the decision to embark on
another round of quantitative easing a bit more likely than before. “Past
experience suggests that the probability of easing is higher at two-day
FOMC meetings, all else equal,” they said. “We continue to think that
further easing via manipulation of the Fed’s balance sheet — either
through expansion or restructuring of the average duration of holdings —
is likely by early 2012,” they added.
Meanwhile, Moody’s downgraded Japan’s credit rating from Aa2 to Aa3,
warning that frequent changes in administration, weak prospects for
economic growth and recent natural disasters have made it difficult for the
government to reduce its huge budget deficit. Hours after the downgrade,
Japan’s central bank announced a $100 billion credit facility to help the
country weather a recent strengthening in the yen.
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Stock Market Update

The stock market had a significant amount of anxiety during the week as
investors awaited the comments from Ben Bernanke Friday morning from
Jackson Hole, WY. At last year’s meeting, Bernanke announced the QE2
program which generated much anticipation of what would be announced
at this year’s meeting. The premise of the speech Friday morning left the
door open to an additional quantitative easing program. However, the
Fed said they would meet an additional day in September and gather
more information prior to making any decision. The equity market
finished the week strong as every sector in the S&P 500 was positive for
the week. The Dow Jones Industrial Average closed at 11,284.54, up 467
points for the week, or up 4.32%. The broader S&P 500 Index ended the
week by 4.74% to close at 1,176.80, while the NASDAQ Composite
finished higher by 138 points, or up 5.89% to close the week out at
2,479.85.
After writing about Bank of America earlier this month and the concerns
regarding additional lawsuits over the bad mortgages and the need to
raise additional capital, Warren Buffet offered a boost to the stock by
injecting $5 billion into the troubled bank. Buffett received the right to
purchase 700 million shares of the company at any time over the next 10
years for a price of $7.14 a share. He made a similar investment in the
financial crisis when he purchased shares of Goldman Sachs that
eventually net Berkshire Hathaway a profit of $3.7 billion.
Apple co-founder and CEO, Steve Jobs, stepped down this week. Jobs
returned to the company he co-founded in 1997 to bring the company out
of near bankruptcy. Over the past 15 years, the stock price of Apple was
at a low of $10 a share when he came back and has since traded for over
$400 a share. Tim Cook will become the new face of the company, and
in an email to the company he reiterated that “Apple is going to continue
making the best products in the world that delight are customers and
make our employees incredibly proud of what they do.”
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Gold ended the week slightly down, settling at $1,830.30 an ounce.
However, after Federal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke gave zero hints
of another liquidity injection in the near future, the demand for the
precious metal as a store of value increased almost 2% on Friday.
Bernanke stated that the central bank has the necessary tools to
stimulate growth, but refrained from outlining any plan for a third round of
quantitative easing. The gold market was extremely volatile this week,
with the metal scaling a $200 trading range as initial concerns gold prices
climbed too far too quickly were eclipsed by demand for gold as a haven
from economic uncertainty.
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Crude oil also rose after Bernanke’s speech on Friday, settling at $85.51
a barrel, due to concerns Hurricane Irene may disrupt gasoline and diesel
supplies. Gasoline gained 3.41% this week on concerns the hurricane
will hit refineries along the U.S. East coast. According to the Energy
Department, the region has 10 operating oil refineries with a capacity of
1.21 million barrels a day. The area accounts for 7.1% of total U.S.
operating capacity. In the upcoming weeks, many experts forecast crude
dipping based on Libyan rebels consolidating their holdings and
beginning to take steps to restore their exports.
In hedge fund news, emerging market hedge funds saw assets under
management grow $1.4 billion in Q2 to reach a record high $123 billion.
According to Hedge Fund Research, new capital inflows accounted for
$300 million of this increase, while performance-based returns added
another $1.1 billion. This growth marks four straight quarters of growth for
EM hedge funds, which many analysts attribute to factors such as the
European sovereign debt crisis, the U.S. debt ceiling debate and the
weak U.S. economic recovery. Emerging market economies have proved
more resilient, with strong currencies and sovereign debt positions,
despite increasing inflationary pressures. Macro hedge funds focused on
emerging markets posted performance gains of about 9% in Q2.
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Economic Update

The FOMC meeting minutes released this week indicated that the
likelihood of QE3 was higher than implied by the fed statement released
after the August 9 meeting. According to the minutes there were there
were a few FOMC members felt that recent economic developments
justified a more substantial move. Markets will be eagerly anticipating the
outcome of the expanded two-day meeting September 20-21.
Employers added zero jobs and the unemployment rate stayed at 9.1% in
August, according to the Employment Situation report from the Labor
Department. The establishment survey continued to show that the private
sector is the sole driver of job growth, as it added 17,000 jobs during the
month. The figures were clouded, though, as about 45,000 workers tied to
the Verizon strike were off company payrolls. Despite the return of
22,000 state workers in Minnesota, government payrolls still declined by
17,000, nullifying the small gain in the private sector. Local government
jobs have now declined 550,000 since the peak in September 2008, as
municipalities struggle to balance budgets.
Despite a number of shocks in August, manufacturing came in better than
expected for the month. Manufacturing in the U.S. expanded for the 25th
consecutive month, according to a report from the Institute for Supply
Management. The PMI edged lower to 50.6, but was still above the key
50 level indicating growth for the month.
The strength of the U.S. consumer appears to have improved in July,
according to a report from the Commerce Department. Personal income
rose 0.3% and consumer spending rebounded nicely, up 0.8% for the
month. Consumer confidence plummeted in August, however, as the debt
ceiling drama and the S&P downgrade led to a stock market correction
that rattled many Americans. The Conference Board’s Consumer
Confidence Index fell to 44.5, down from 59.2 in July. The index is now at
its lowest level since the recession. The bottom line is that while the
consumer was alive and well in July, and adding to economic growth,
consumer sentiment is down and that may begin to have a negative
impact on spending in the coming months.
Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. Department of
Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of Realtors, the National
Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.
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Bond Market Update
After last week’s losses, Treasuries posted strong gains amid a weaker
than expected payrolls report and minutes from the Fed’s August 9
meeting showing policy makers will debate further monetary stimulus at
their September gathering. The rally added to one of the biggest bull
runs in the Treasury market, with yields on the 10-year note dropping
more than 0.50% in August. Meanwhile, another stimulus option
gathering increased attention centers on what is known as a “yield curve
twist”, with the Fed selling short-term securities and buying long-dated
government debt using proceeds from maturing Treasuries and mortgagebacked bond holdings. The intent of this strategy is to reduce long-term
borrowing costs for U.S. consumers and businesses. This speculation
has sparked strong buying in 30-year bonds in recent weeks, with these
securities outperforming short-term notes by a considerable margin.
Accordingly, the spread, or difference in yields, between two-year and 10year notes narrowed to its lowest level in more than two years. The
flattening yield curve has heightened fears about the possibility of another
recession in the U.S., fueling further demand for safe-haven securities.
The euro zone’s sovereign debt problems also showed no signs of
easing. Concerns have risen that Italy may fail to meet its deficit
reduction target by 2013 and that the new bailout for Greece may unravel,
which prompted investors to flee government bonds in this region.
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Stock Market Update
It was another volatile week for the stock market as investors breathed a
sigh of relief on Monday that Hurricane Irene was not as bad as expected
in the major cities. Insurance stocks in particular were especially strong.
The market was also boosted by robust personal spending data. The
Dow Jones Industrial Average rose 240 points on Monday. News of a
merger between two Greek banks also helped lift investor sentiment.
The Athens General Index (ATH:GR:GD) rose 14.4% after EFG
Eurobank Ergasias SA and Alpha Bank SA announced a merger.
Markets in general continued to be positive through Wednesday to close
out the month of August on a positive note. Stocks fell slightly on
Thursday in anticipation of Friday’s jobs report which came in lower than
expected, plunging markets worldwide. For the week, the Dow fell 0.4%
to 11240.26. The broader S&P 500 Index closed at 1173.97, down 0.2%
from the prior week. The NASDAQ Composite Index closed at 2480.3,
flat for the week.
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On Wednesday the U.S. Justice Department sued to block AT&T’s
proposed $39B acquisition of T-Mobile USA, arguing that the proposed
merger would lead to higher wireless prices, less innovation and fewer
choices for consumers by stifling competition in the wireless industry.
Bank of America jumped 6.8% on Monday after agreeing to sell half its
stake in China Construction Bank Corp. On Tuesday, Bank of America
was sued on behalf of investors in a $1.75B bond deal involving
Countrywide loans that became delinquent soon after they were sold.
On an encouraging note for stocks, recent data from S&P shows that
companies flush with cash are returning more to shareholders through
dividends than in the recent past. Year-to-date through August 31, nearly
half of the companies in the S&P Index have either increased or initiated
a dividend payment, up from 175 companies during the same period in
2010, and only 102 companies through August 31 in 2009. Additionally,
investor dividend checks are up nearly 13% since December 2010.
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The market saw calm movement for alternatives this week considering
the volatility swings of the past months. The Dow-Jones UBS Commodity
Index, an ETN that tracks nineteen different commodities, was up a
modest 1% on the week. This fund’s top holdings include crude oil (14%
of holdings), gold (13% of holdings), natural gas (10% of holdings) and
corn (8% of holdings), making it a reliable indicator of broad commodity
performance.
Gold had a strong finish to the week as the equity markets sold off on
Friday, erasing the gains from the previous four trading days. According
to many analysts gold continues to be a solid strategic investment
vehicle to preserve capital, especially in the face of continued economic
weakness and low interest rates. Friday in particular saw a gold spike,
most likely due to poor unemployment data. This pattern continues to
play out as poor economic news draws investors into the gold safehaven.
A tropical storm in the Gulf of Mexico caused several oil rigs to hold
production, reducing gulf oil output by more than 6%. This factor,
combined with the poor employment report, pushed New York oil futures
down as slower jobs growth fueled concerns of lower oil consumption in
the coming years.
In hedge fund news, Citadel and RenTech were among the few gainers
for the month of August; most managers will be going into Labor Day
weekend with a solid loss for the month. Hedge funds collectively
dropped 4.1% in August, marking the worst drop since fall of Lehman in
2008.
Finally, staying consistent with the general state of the markets, real
estate, specifically the All REIT Total Return Index, fell over 5% for the
month as lagging economic progress continues to hamper growth
potential in the housing market; this can surely be attributed to the
political and economic uncertainty plaguing the U.S. and Europe.
1
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1 Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Dow Jones, National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts, Hedge Fund Research,
Bloomberg, The Wall Street Journal, The International Monetary Fund.
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Economic Update

The attention of the markets this week was focused on what might come
from speeches out of Ben Bernanke and President Obama. The Fed
Chairman gave a speech in Minneapolis on Thursday that largely
mirrored the one he gave two weeks ago from Jackson Hole. The market
moved down sharply after the speech, indicating investors were hoping
for something new from Mr. Bernanke. The President gave his speech
later that evening, outlining a plan to overhaul the nation's unemployment
benefits system and provide an extension of the payroll tax holiday. The
announcement was overshadowed by something closer to the hearts of
Americans, however – the return of NFL Football.
Growth in the non-manufacturing sectors accelerated in August,
according to the Institute for Supply Management. The NMI edged up six
tenths to 53.3 and new orders also accelerated to 52.8. Economists were
expecting declines in both readings given the weak economic news that
had come out during the month. Despite the positive reading, the
comments from respondents to the survey remain mixed reflecting a
degree of uncertainty for the remainder of the year.
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The U.S. trade gap narrowed sharply in July falling to $44.8 billion from a
downwardly revised $51.6 billion the previous month, according to the
Department of Commerce. All three major components contributed to the
improvement with the petroleum gap narrowing $3.8 billion, nonpetroleum
goods narrowing $2.5 billion, and the services surplus expanding $0.3
billion. The report also showed that exports surged 4.8% – led by
increases in industrial supplies, capital goods, and automobiles – while
imports declined 0.3%. These numbers are good news and should bode
well for third quarter GDP.
Initial jobless claims held steady edging up only 2,000 to 414,000 in the
week ended September 3, according to the Labor Department. The
report also showed the four-week average increased to 414,750. The
elevated but stable rate of claims indicates continued weakness in the job
market and a lack of confidence amongst employers.
Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. Department of
Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of Realtors, the National
Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.
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Bond Market Update
U.S. Treasuries posted strong gains yet again, with the 10-year Treasury
yield closing at its lowest level in at least 60 years. Demand for
government securities surged as stocks traded lower and investors
looked for a safe haven on renewed worries a European debt crisis could
eventually have a significant global impact. Growing fears that Greece
may default along with a report that European Central Bank chief
economist Jurgen Stark resigned because of a disagreement over the
central bank’s bond buying program also drove Treasuries higher.
Strategists feel the timing of the Stark resignation may suggest a real
danger of a eurozone default or bank failure, which could lead to a global
banking crisis.
Meanwhile, FOMC chairman Bernanke noted on Thursday that policy
makers are prepared to use the tools they have “as appropriate to
promote a stronger economic recovery in the context of price stability.”
Options include what is known as a “yield curve twist”, where the Fed
sells short-term securities and buys long-dated government debt using
proceeds from maturing Treasuries and mortgage-backed bond holdings.
Similar to last week, speculation has sparked strong buying in 30-year
bonds in recent weeks, with these securities outperforming short-term
notes by a considerable margin.
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Stock Market Update
The stock market finished off a shortened week by wiping out any gains
generated earlier in the week on Friday with the Dow falling over 300
points in one day. The equity market finished the week with every sector
negative in the S&P 500. The Dow Jones Industrial Average closed at
10,992.13, down 248 points for the week, or down 2.21%. The broader
S&P 500 Index ended the week down 1.68% to close at 1,154.23, while
the NASDAQ Composite finished lower by 12 points, or down 0.52% to
close the week out at 2,467.99.
This week’s negative reaction is symptomatic of the lack of information
regarding the most recent economic slowdown. The markets opened
down on Friday despite Thursday’s speech by Federal Reserve
Chairman Ben Bernake along with President Obama’s stimulus plan to
provide both job growth and a jolt to a currently stalled economy.
Additional pressure followed early Friday, with news from the European
Central Bank (ECB) regarding the resignation of Juergen Stark, the top
economist within the ECB, from the executive board. Stark has recently
spoken out about a number of economic issues and concerns. His
resignation leads to the perception the ECB is not all on the same page,
and a clear vision or plan to reinvigorate the European economy does not
exist. Greece continues to be a major concern, and other countries are
beginning to take steps to shore up its banks in the case of a Greek
default.
The financial stocks took the biggest hit on Friday as the concerns over
European banks will make its way into the domestic banking system.
Financial stocks finished the week lower 2.5% and were down over 3%
on Friday. JPMorgan (JPM) led the way on Friday on concern over their
exposure to sovereign debt and fell over 4% to finish at its 52 week low.
Bank of America (BAC), which recently has been leading the declining
bank shares, fell 3% and announced a 40,000 employee layoff leaving
many people to wonder whether the TARP plan worked at all.
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Gold finished the week down 0.86%, settling at $1,860.80 an ounce. The
precious metal was headed for an even steeper decline if not for stocks
tanking later in the week, as gold and stocks have been locked in an
inverse relationship over the past several months. Oil settled at $87.20 a
barrel, gaining 1.03% for the week, as the euro tumbled against the dollar
on concern Greece’s deteriorating debt crisis would lead to a default.

Weekly Change
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Increased distributions and call-ups among private equity real estate
funds may indicate fundraising will begin to rebound, according to the
latest data from Preqin. The report noted that in order to relieve some of
the challenges in the stationary private equity real estate fundraising
market, investors receiving distributions should reinvest that capital into
new real estate funds in the near future. In 2010, private equity real
estate funds distributed a total of $28 billion back to investors, an
increase from the $18 billion distributed in the previous year. However,
the 2010 distribution still fell well below the $60 billion mark investors
received in 2007. So far this year, the fundraising in the market remains
sluggish, with just $22.2 billion raised, but many anticipate institutions
who receive additional distributions will become more active investors in
funds for the remainder of the year.
According to Hedge Fund Research, volatility on Wall Street throughout
August resulted in an average 2.32% decline for U.S. hedge funds,
pushing the benchmark HFRI Fund Weighted Composite index into the
red for the year. Although this was the worst month for hedge funds since
May 2010, the industry as a whole performed better than the S&P 500
last month, which fell 5.7%. Equity hedge fund funds were particularly
hard hit with fundamental value funds losing an average of 7.53% - down
17.1% YTD - and fundamental growth funds losing 5.95% - down 6.6%
YTD. Equity hedge funds overall lost 5.64% and are down 14.22% YTD.
Only short-sellers, who bet that stocks would fall, and global macro
funds, which bet on interest rates and currencies, emerged with gains.
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-3.5%

Copper

412.40

400.55
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Sugar

29.18

27.64

-5.28%

HFRX Equal Wtd. Strat. Index

1,132.59

1,126.58

-0.53%

HFRX Equity Hedge Index

1,060.50

1,052.83

-0.72%

HFRX Equity Market Neutral

1,007.67

999.38

-0.82%
-0.15%

Crude Oil Futures

HFRX Event Driven

1,329.21

1,327.24

HFRX Merger Arbitrage

1,517.60

1,511.23

-0.42%

Dow Jones UBS Commodity Index

162.51

160.60

-1.18%

FTSE/NAREIT All REIT

134.58

134.46

-0.09%

1 Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Dow Jones, National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts, Hedge Fund Research,
Bloomberg, The Wall Street Journal, The International Monetary Fund.
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Economic Update

Worries about the sovereign debt crisis in Europe eased a little this week
as China signaled its willingness to help and German Chancellor Angela
Merkel and French President Nicolas Sarkozy issued a joint statement
saying they “are convinced that the future of Greece is in the euro zone.”
The Chinese financial magazine Caijing reported China is willing to buy
bonds of debt-burdened European nations, citing Zhang Xiaoqiang, a vice
chairman of the National Development and Reform Commission. China’s
premier Wen Jiabao lent his support for Europe as well, but said
“Countries must first put their own houses in order.”

Economic Indicators, Quarterly Change
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Inflation at the consumer level remained elevated in August, according to
the Labor Department. The CPI slowed from the previous month’s jump
of 0.5%, but still registered at 0.4% exceeding expectations for 0.2%
increase. Energy prices continued to rise up 1.2%, and food price
inflation accelerated to 0.5%. Year-over-year CPI inflation continued to
worsen climbing to 3.8% from 3.6% in July, and the core rate accelerated
to 2.0% reaching the upper end of the Fed’s implied inflation target range.
Ben Bernanke has repeatedly stated anything the Fed does to promote
economic growth will be “in a context of price stability”, so it will be
interesting to see the impact this has on the outcome of the FOMC
meeting next week. Meanwhile, inflation at the producer level eased
despite a surge in food prices. PPI was flat in August, following a 0.2%
increase the previous month. Import prices fell 0.4% with the help of a
2.1% drop in prices for petroleum products, while on the export side
higher agricultural prices pushed prices up 0.5%.
Retail sales were flat in August after rising 0.3% in July, according to the
Commerce Department. It appears consumers are being a bit more
cautious with spending, although Hurricane Irene likely had a negative
impact on sales. Retail sales are up 7.2% on a year-over-year basis.
Initial jobless claims for the week ended September 10 were worse than
expected, climbing 11,000 to 428,000, a discouraging trend as the Labor
Department report also showed the four-week average moved up for the
fourth straight week and is now 15,000 higher than a month ago.
Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. Department of
Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of Realtors, the National
Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.
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Bond Market Update
U.S. Treasuries finished the week modestly lower, despite renewed fears
about the eurozone’s sovereign debt crisis. Sentiment for riskier assets
declined on Friday after Reuters reported that participation in a Greek
private debt initiative was far weaker than anticipated. Other factors that
drove the markets included concerns about a possible credit downgrade
on Italian debt by Moody’s along with reports that German Chancellor
Angela Merkel’s government is postponing legislation to create a
permanent eurozone bailout fund.
Earlier in the week, the five of the world’s major central banks agreed to
inject U.S. dollars into the European banking system, as some banks
have found it difficult to borrow dollars. Strategists suggest that while the
move will relieve some pressures on troubled banks, it does not address
the underlying problems that made it difficult for these banks to borrow
dollars on their own. These underlying problems include whether the
banks have enough capital to withstand a possible default by Greece on
its government debt coupled with overall low levels of loan loss reserves.

Yield Curves
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Looking ahead, some bond bulls are betting next week’s monetary policy
meeting will trigger further declines in yields as the central bank likely
initiates what is known as Operation Twist. This stimulus program uses
the proceeds from maturing bonds to purchase longer-dated Treasuries,
pushing down yields and long-term borrowing costs for consumers.
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9.9.11

9.16.11

Change

3 month T-Bill

0.01%

0.01%

0.00%
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0.01%
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0.15%

30-Year Treasury

3.26%

3.34%

0.08%

10 yr

Muni (Tax Equiv.)*

Source: U.S. Department of Treasury, Standard & Poor's, FTN Financial
*Taxable Equivalent rate is calculated by using a 35% tax margin

Source: Bloomberg, FTN Financial, The Wall Street Journal, U.S. Department of Treasury.
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Stock Market Update
The stock market finished the week strong and produced the longest
winning streak over the past two months. This week was a complete
reversal from last week as every sector in the S&P 500 was in positive
territory. Investors looked to the developments in Europe, where finance
ministers held discussions regarding the debt crisis and the threat of
default by debt-stricken Greece. The Dow Jones Industrial Average
closed at 11,509.09, up 516 points for the week, or up 4.70%. The
broader S&P 500 Index ended the week up 5.35% to close at 1,216.01,
while the NASDAQ Composite finished higher by 61 points, or up 6.25%
to close the week out at 2,622.31.
Moody’s downgraded two banks in France this week, and they are
currently investigating a possible downgrade to UBS. The firm announced
Thursday a rogue trader caused a $2 billion trading loss. Analysts feel the
bank is large enough to take the loss, and it will not affect the future
prosperity of the bank. The trader was arrested the following day in
London and charged with fraud by abuse of position and false
accountancy.
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Research in Motion (RIMM) fell after hours on Thursday when they
announced another substandard quarter showing little enthusiasm for the
company’s new PlayBook Tablet. Along with a disappointment in the new
product line, shipments for their smartphones were down well below
analysts’ expectations. Shares of RIMM fell over 18% on Friday.
Shares of Netflix Inc. (NFLX) dropped on Thursday after the company
came out with lowered quarterly subscriber forecasts. The company
attributes the decline to plans to split its DVD-rental and video streaming
business into two distinct plans. Currently, the subscriber pays $9.99 a
month and receives both plans, and, beginning next month, the
subscriber will pay $7.99 for each service or $15.98 for both. Shares of
Netflix finished down almost 19% on the news to close at $169.25.
Issue

9.9.11

9.16.11

Change

10,992.13

11,509.09

4.70%

S&P 500

1,154.23

1,216.01

5.35%

NASDAQ

2,467.99
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6.25%

542.19

571.97

5.49%

Dow Jones

Russell 1000 Growth
S&P MidCap 400

823.36

866.09

5.19%
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714.31

5.99%

MSCI EAFE

1,405.87

1,436.62

2.19%

MSCI Small Cap

1,013.53

963.72

1.51%

Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Bloomberg, Russell Investment Company, Standard & Poor’s, Morgan Stanley Capital
International, The Wall Street Journal, MarketWatch.
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Gold hit a three week low earlier in the week with the European debt crisis
still underpinning demand for the precious metal as a safe haven. The
metal settled at $1,814.70 an ounce, down 2.48% for the week. Gold
dropped to its lowest level since August 25 after the announcement of a
coordinated move by the world's major central banks to pump dollars into
the European financial system, easing the threat of a credit crunch in the
near future.
Colony Financial Inc. and Starwood Property Trust Inc., the U.S.
mortgage investors formed two years ago amid an expected surge of
distressed debt, are turning to Europe as banks tighten lending and sell
real estate loans. These real estate investment trusts (REITs) are seeking
transactions overseas on expectations that delinquencies will rise and
banks will dispose of more bad debt and make fewer loans in a
weakening economy. The two companies are trading below their 2009
initial public offering prices as competition for U.S. transactions increases
and lenders work out more distressed loans, limiting the their buying and
financing opportunities. European lenders have 151.4 billion euros
($210.1 billion) of commercial real estate loans in default, compared with
$121 billion at U.S. banks, according to a report from Bloomberg.
The hedge fund industry continues to grow, albeit at a slower pace, in Q2
2011. According to a recent report from Hedge Fund Research, Q2 added
280 new hedge funds to the industry. This is down 18 from the number of
hedge funds that launched in Q1 2011, while the number of hedge funds
closing in Q2, 191, was 10 more than in the previous quarter - a rate of
2.07%. Granted it is a slow rate, but the industry reached a record $2.04
trillion in assets in Q2 and the first half of 2011 remains the strongest sixmonths for hedge fund launches in four years. While lower fees continue
to be supportive of this growth trend, the evolution of fund transparency is
also a significant factor driving new fund launches, according to many
experts.
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400.55
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Sugar

27.64

26.31

-4.81%

HFRX Equal Wtd. Strat. Index

1,126.58

1,120.33

-0.55%

HFRX Equity Hedge Index

1,052.83

1,043.33

-0.90%

999.38
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HFRX Equity Market Neutral
HFRX Event Driven

1,327.24

1,327.50

0.02%

HFRX Merger Arbitrage

1,511.23

1,500.38

-0.72%

Dow Jones UBS Commodity Index

160.60

157.48

-1.94%

FTSE/NAREIT All REIT

134.46

134.53

0.05%

1 Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Dow Jones, National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts, Hedge Fund Research,
Bloomberg, The Wall Street Journal, The International Monetary Fund.
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Economic Update

“Operation Twist” is a go, but nobody seems too excited about it. The
FOMC met this week and in a much anticipated move announced it will
start selling short-term Treasuries and buy $400 billion in longer maturity
Treasuries by the end of June 2012 in an effort to lower long-term credit
costs. They will also reinvest certain bond maturities into agency
mortgage-backed securities to support the conditions in the mortgage
market. The level of interest rates are not what is hindering growth,
though, and it is becoming clear there is little more the Fed can do at this
point to help the economy. The statement issued by the FOMC also took
a slightly more negative stance on the economy saying “there are
significant downside risks to the economic outlook, including strains in
global financial markets.”
Things are not looking much better on the global front. The International
Monetary Fund warned that "the global economy is in a dangerous new
phase," and lowered its expectations for world economic output growth to
4% for 2011 and 2012. In Europe, Standard & Poor’s downgraded Italy’s
debt to A citing weakening economic growth prospects, and fears of a
Greek default were yet again in the headlines. Greece announced further
budget cuts this week that included reducing the public employee
headcount by 30,000 and cuts to pension benefits for workers. These
measures are aimed at meeting fiscal targets that are necessary for the
country to secure the next €8 billion in emergency funding. Without those
funds, Greece would default on its obligations sometime in mid-October.
There were mixed reports out for the troubled housing market this week.
Housing starts dropped 0.5% in August while permits rebounded 3.2%,
according to the Commerce Department. The data suggests while new
home construction is still very weak, it does not appear to be getting
worse. Existing home sales showed surprising strength in August,
surging 7.7% higher according to the National Association of Realtors.
The higher sales helped bring the home supply down to 8.5 months from
9.5 months in July.

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. Department of
Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of Realtors, the National
Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.
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Bond Market Update
U.S. Treasuries posted strong gains yet again, with the 10-year Treasury
yield closing at its lowest level in at least 60 years. Treasuries along the
entire yield curve have returned an average of 9.8% this year, according
to Merrill Lynch, with the 10-year note gaining 18% and the 30-year bond
rallying 36%. Demand for government securities surged as stocks traded
lower and investors looked for a safe haven on renewed worries a
European debt crisis could eventually have a significant global impact on
the markets. The Federal Reserve’s latest stimulus announcement failed
to reassure investors. The central bank said it would initiate a program to
buy longer-term U.S. government debt and lower borrowing costs in an
effort to shore up a still weak economy. They also announced another
program to support the mortgage market by reinvesting maturing housingrelated debt into mortgage-backed securities.
On Friday, the markets got a brief lift from talk the European Central Bank
is considering stimulus measures to cope with the region’s debt crisis.
These measures include reintroducing a lending facility via which banks
can borrow low-rate loans for 12 months or longer, cutting interest rates
as soon as October and possibly purchasing eurozone bank debt. In an
attempt to relieve investor anxieties, the ECB has already been buying
government bonds and recently joined the Fed and other central banks to
ease U.S. dollar funding stresses among European banks.
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Stock Market Update

Stock markets plummeted this week as fears about a global recession
escalated once again. Equity investors took profits on Monday after last
week’s 5% rally. While the move from the Fed on Wednesday was as
expected, the official statement noted “significant downside risk to the
economic outlook.” This caused markets to decline between 2-3% on
Wednesday and over 3% on Thursday. For the week the Dow fell 6.4%
to close at 10,771.48. The broader S&P 500 Index closed at 1,136.43,
down 6.5% from the prior week. The NASDAQ Composite Index declined
5.3% to close at 2,483.23. Defensive sectors such as utilities (-0.8%) and
consumer staples (-3.3%) declined less than the S&P benchmark.
Materials stocks suffered the worst beating, down over 10% for the week.
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Purchasing manager surveys out of China and the eurozone also
weighed on the markets this week. China’s Manufacturing PMI dropped
to a two-month low, indicating a slowdown in the Chinese economy. The
preliminary eurozone composite PMI dropped to 49.2 this month, pointing
to the first decline in private sector activity since 2009.
Packaged-food maker General Mills Inc. (GIS) reported first quarter
results that beat estimates and the company confirmed its full-year
outlook. Nike (NKE) reported Friday, with revenues, earnings and futures
orders ahead of expectations. Discover's third-quarter profits more than
doubled as card volumes grew and the delinquency rate for loans over 30
days past due declined to a 25-year low. The company also put less
aside for loan loss reserves.
It was also a good week for tech stocks as Oracle (ORCL) and Adobe
(ADBE) reported strong earnings. Hewlett Packard (HPQ) jumped 7% on
Wednesday on news of the ouster of CEO Leo Apotheker who has been
replaced with Meg Whitman, former CEO of eBay (EBAY). Apotheker
was disliked from the start of his short tenure with the shares down 45%
since the announcement of his hiring as chief executive last September.
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Gold fell more than $160 this week as investors sold the metal to cover
losses in other assets. There is the belief that investors are selling the
metal to meet margin calls because 2008 is still very fresh in their minds.
In October 2008, gold tumbled 18% but then rebounded and gained 23%
in the next two months. Many view this correction in gold as temporary
and similar to that of 2008 in the sense that it could very well bounce
back. The precious metal ended the week down 8.90%, settling at
$1,653.20 an ounce, less than three weeks after the metal hit a record
$1,923.70 on September 6.
Gold wasn’t the only commodity hard hit this week. Crude oil finished the
week down 8.81%, settling at $80.16 a barrel, its lowest level in more
than six weeks, over the ongoing concern that the global economy is on
the brink of another recession. Copper was also a casualty of the decline
amongst commodities, reaching a one-year low earlier in the week. The
S&P GSCI Index of 24 commodities, including oil, gold, and silver among
others, fell to its lowest level since December, erasing this year’s gains.
For the past two years, some of the world’s biggest hedge funds have
been investing in gold, betting the precious metal would provide an
effective hedge against inflation and a safe haven as the equity markets
around the world stumbled. However, many experts are attributing the fall
of gold this week towards these same hedge funds, which have been
reducing their exposure in gold futures after peaking in early August. The
popular belief is that these funds did so in order to raise cash to meet
increased capital demands for their borrowings from banks, as the assets
they put up as collateral have been declining sharply in value. Another
theory is that hedge funds may be selling to meet redemption requests
from investors who have been startled by the recent market volatility and
fear a repeat of 2008. Not all are declaring an end to the gold rush as the
metal remains one of the most profitable investments this year, with a
gain of 22%, even with the pull back.
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Economic Update
In a welcomed change of pace, GDP growth was actually revised up in
the final estimate for the second quarter. The Commerce Department
reported an annualized growth rate of 1.3% compared to the previous
estimate of 1.0%. There was also a sign of improvement in the labor
market as initial jobless claims fell to their lowest level since April. The
number of Americans filing for first-time jobless benefits dropped 37,000
to 391,000 in the week ended September 24, according to the Labor
Department. It is far too early to tell if this is the start of a trend, but it is
certainly a step in the right direction.
Consumer confidence edged up very slightly in September to 45.4,
according to The Conference Board’s index. Consumers’ pessimism
about the six-month outlook eased while the current assessment of the
job market worsened. 50% of the survey sample said jobs are currently
hard to get, up 1.5 points from August. Lynn Franco, Director of The
Conference Board Consumer Research Center said “consumers
expressed greater concern about their expected earnings, a sign that
does not bode well for spending.”
The real estate market appears to be skipping along a deep bottom. New
home sales remain depressed at a nine-month low of 295,000 in August,
according to the Commerce Department. The number was slightly lower
than revised figures of 302,000 and 303,000 for July and June
respectively. Despite supplies at record lows, median new home prices
were down 8.7% for the month and 7.7% year-over-year. Meanwhile, the
National Association of Realtors reported a 1.2% drop in pending home
sales for August and the S&P Case-Shiller 20-City Home Price Index was
flat for the third month in a row.
Durable goods orders came in a little better than expected, nudging down
0.1% in August following a strong 4.1% jump the previous month,
according to the Commerce Department. Nondefense aircraft had
another impressive month up 23.5% following a 49.9% surge in July,
while motor vehicles fell 8.5%. A 1.1% increase in nondefense capital
goods excluding aircraft bodes well for manufacturing, which is trending
up moderately despite the sluggish economy.

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. Department of
Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of Realtors, the National
Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.
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Bond Market Update
After an uneventful week in the fixed income markets, U.S. Treasuries
finished the quarter significantly higher, posting their best three-month
performance since the height of the financial crisis in 2008. Demand for
safe-haven securities was driven by the combination of Europe’s
sovereign debt turmoil and slower than expected economic growth in the
U.S. and China. Inflation expectations are also waning, with the spread,
or difference in yields between 10-year Treasury notes and similar
maturity TIPS, a gauge of trader expectations for increases in consumer
prices, fell to 1.78% compared to the 12-month average of 2.26%.
In an effort to stoke the economy, the Federal Reserve recently
announced a stimulus program known as Operation Twist in which the
central bank sells short-term maturities in order to purchase longer-term
securities. After the announcement, 30-year bond yields dropped 0.41%,
the largest move in almost three years. Over the past three months, 30year yields fell 1.40% compared to a decline of 0.20% for two-year notes.
Many strategists feel longer-term maturities will likely continue to
outperform other sectors, benefiting from the scheduled purchases by the
Fed in coming months.
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Stock Market Update

Stock markets were mixed this week to end an exceptionally volatile
month and third quarter. For the week, the Dow increased 1.3% to close
at 10913.68, but declined 6.0% for September and 12.1% for the third
quarter on a price basis. The broader S&P 500 Index closed at 1131.42,
down 0.4% from the prior week, 7.2% from the prior month-end, and
14.3% from the end of the second quarter. The NASDAQ Composite
Index declined 2.7% for the week, 6.4% for the month and 12.9% for the
quarter to close at 2415.40. A weakening global economy and concerns
about the European debt crisis continued to weigh on indices worldwide
as stocks closed out their worst quarter since 2008. The Chicago Board
Option Exchange’s VIX index, which measures market expectations of
future equity moves, increased 146% since June 30.
International markets fared worse than domestic indices this quarter.
Asian markets experienced substantial quarter-to-date losses, with
declines ranging from 11.4% for the Nikkei to over 21% for the Hang
Seng Index in Hong Kong. Germany’s DAX index sank 25.3% and the
CAC Index in France plummeted 23.1%.
Corporate earnings continue to be quite strong despite global economic
concerns. Paychex (PAYX) reported fiscal 2012 first quarter results this
week with revenue increasing 9% and EPS up 14% as the company
generated more revenue per check and also expanded its human
resource client base.
The long awaited Boeing Dreamliner finally took flight this week as the
company delivered the first 787 to All Nippon Airways. The new jet is the
first commercial airliner built using carbon fiber - a strong, lightweight,
high-tech plastic – as opposed to aluminum. It is quieter and uses about
20% less fuel than a similarly sized aluminum plane. To date airlines
have ordered over 800 of the aircraft.
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Oil plummeted to its largest quarterly drop since the 2008 financial crisis
as signs of slowing growth in China, the U.S. and Germany heightened
concern that fuel demand will weaken. Crude oil dropped 1.65% this
week to settle at $78.84 a barrel after China’s purchasing managers’
index fell for a third month and German retail sales declined in August,
on top of disappointing U.S. consumer spending numbers. Spending in
the U.S. slowed last month as incomes unexpectedly dropped for the first
time in almost two years - rising 0.2% after a 0.7% increase in July.
Crude prices have tumbled 15% since the end of June, the biggest
quarterly decline since the end of 2008, and are down 8.7% this month.
Despite several hedge funds experiencing sharp declines in their assets
under management for Q2 2011, industry experts are sticking with the
notion that wholesale redemptions across the board are as doubtful as
they were in 2008. Unlike three years ago, it is not money that is leaving
the industry, but more so investors waiting for more clarity in the macro
environment. Large-scale redemptions from hedge funds over the course
of 2008 were driven as much by a need for liquidity as they were by bad
performance. According to Hedge Fund Research, the average hedge
fund is down 1.47% this year and the average equities hedge fund is
down 3.54%.
As of this week, the MSCI U.S. REIT Index had declined 19% from its
July 22 peak, which is worse than the 14% drop for the S&P 500 during
that period. Despite this, many experts see an opportunity in real estate
investment trusts (REITs), with low interest rates and a strong demand
with tight supply. However, as noted in an article from the Wall Street
Journal, REIT investing can be tricky because the portfolios specialize in
a variety of real estate properties, from hotels to corporate data centers.
One way for investors to evaluate different portfolios is to compare lease
periods for the properties they hold. When leases are short, cash flows
change more quickly in response to economic conditions.
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Economic Update
The European debt crisis continues to dominate headlines ad nauseam.
Further downgrades for Spain and Italy came from rating agency Fitch
this week. The firm said the debt crisis "constitutes a significant financial
and economic shock which has weakened Italy's sovereign risk profile."
Greece still needs to take additional austerity measures to balance its
long-term budget, but each measure taken cuts into GDP and leads to
higher unemployment and a smaller tax base that’s already well known
for not paying taxes anyway. It creates a downward spiral that only an
outright payment of the country’s debt by other members of the eurozone
or a debt restructuring can resolve. Despite what pledges various
European political leaders have made, a Greece default seems imminent
at this point. The question now is when exactly that little domino will fall,
and if it will carry enough weight to knock down larger, more powerful
dominoes with it.
The Employment Situation report from the Labor Department showed
better-than expected job growth in September. Payrolls for the month
climbed 103,000 and figures from August and July were both revised up
to 57,000 and 127,000 respectively. Once again the job growth was all in
the private sector, adding 137,000 jobs, while government payrolls fell
34,000. The unemployment rate remained unchanged at 9.1%.
Meanwhile, initial jobless claims for the week ended October 1 rose 6,000
from the previous week to 401,000, but remained below the four-week
average of 414,000. The bottom line is that the labor market does not
appear to be as weak as earlier believed.
Manufacturing in the U.S. expanded for the 26th consecutive month in
September, according to the Institute for Supply Management. The PMI
rose to 51.6 with the employment component climbing two points to 53.8,
indicating an increase in hiring. Non-manufacturing showed expansion at
a higher rate, with the index coming in at 53.0. Despite the pick-up in
business activity, hiring was slower in the services sector falling to 48.7,
indicating contraction.

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. Department of
Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of Realtors, the National
Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.
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Bond Market Update
After gains earlier, U.S. Treasuries finished the week mostly unchanged
as a slew of better than expected economic releases offset the flight-tosafety trade after Fitch downgraded Spain and Italy, the region’s third and
fourth biggest economies. Fitch cut Spain’s rating to AA- from AA+ noting
the deepest austerity measures in three decades have yet to convince
investors the country can curtail the surge in its debt burden. Although the
ratings cut was not unexpected as Moody’s and S&P have already
downgraded Italy and placed Spain on “negative watch”, the move
reignited worries about the eurozone’s debt crisis. Looming debt supply
also weighed on the bond markets. The Treasury Department is
scheduled to sell $66 billion of bonds next week, including $32 billion in
three-year notes, $21 billion in 10-year notes and $13 billion in 30-year
bonds. All else equal, market makers tend to push bond yields up before
auctions as a way to underwrite securities at more attractive levels.
Meanwhile, yields for municipals rose the most since July as state and
local governments prepare to sell $8.8 billion of debt, the most of 2011.
Rates on 10-year tax-exempt bonds rose 0.35% for the week, the largest
move in almost one year, and have now eclipsed yields on similar
maturity U.S. Treasuries, according to Bloomberg.
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Stock Market Update

The stock market began the week very strong with optimism out of
Europe only to give back some of the gains on Friday. The Dow Jones
Industrial Average closed at 11103.12, up 189 points for the week, or up
1.74%. The broader S&P 500 Index ended the week up 2.12% to close at
1,155.46, while the NASDAQ Composite finished higher by 64 points, or
up 2.65% to close the week out at 2,479.35.
The biggest news headline this week was the passing of Apple’s cofounder and visionary, Steve Jobs. He will go down as one of the great
visionaries, innovators and leaders of our time. Apple (AAPL) has
become the world’s highest valued technology company on the stock
exchange over the past couple years with products such as the i-pod and
i-phone. In recent times, Jobs has been grooming Tim Cook and other
executives to make a smooth transition when he recently stepped down
as the company’s chairman in August of this year.
Shares of Sprint Nextel Communications Corp. (S) had the wildest ride on
Friday as the stock opened up over 5% on news they will begin accepting
orders for the new Apple i-phone 4S. This was followed by an additional
statement the company will need to raise capital to complete the build out
of its wireless network to accommodate the 4G wireless network in the
coming years. The stock was halted on the news and, after being up
almost 10% on the day, closed down 19.93% to finish at $2.41.
The upbeat jobs data that came out Friday before the open was
overshadowed by the downgrade of the credit rating for Spain and Italy by
Fitch. Fitch downgraded Italy’s long term default rating to A+ saying “the
intensifying Eurozone debt crisis constitutes a significant financial and
economic shock which has weakened Italy's sovereign risk profile."
Spain had its credit rating dropped two points to AA+ citing the Spain’s
fiscal economic position and dim economic outlook, as well as the
broader debt crisis.
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Gold closed the week up 1.2%, settling at $1,639.80 an ounce, its first
weekly gain in a month. According to Morgan Stanley, the precious metal
will perform best among commodities in the upcoming year and may rally
to record highs as investors continue safeguarding their wealth against
slowing economic growth. Oil finished the week up 5.18%, closing at
$82.92 a barrel, thanks in large part to the optimism surrounding a
surprise rise in U.S. employment. The weak employment situation has
been a major cause of worry for oil investors in recent months, as traders
fear that weakness in the broader economy will keep drivers off the roads
and pressure manufacturing and other industrial sectors. Crude dropped
under $75 a barrel earlier in the week, falling to its lowest level in more
than a year, as pessimistic economic outlook and continued worries over
Greece prompted traders to flee risky assets.
Hedge funds closed out one of their worst quarters ever – the average
fund lost roughly 5% in Q3 – with one of their worst months ever. Many in
the industry thought the worst was behind them after three-year lows in
August; however, this was not the case. The Dow Jones Credit Suisse
Core Hedge Fund Index dropped 4.23% in September, adding to the
2.88% loss from market volatility in August and the index is down 7.84%
on the year. Despite these declines, hedge funds still outperformed the
S&P 500, which lost 5.6% last month. According to FinAlternatives,
hedge fund managers continue seeking market transparency and
stabilization before getting reinvested, which is why their “reactive cash
and net exposures present relative ‘whiplash’ performance risk should
there be a sharp equity rally in the fourth quarter." Oliver Schupp, the
president of the Credit Suisse Index Co. noted that “compared to the year
to-date drop of 15.36% for the Dow Jones Global Index, hedge funds
have provided some level of capital preservation this year, however, all
strategies appear to be feeling the pain with market uncertainty at an alltime high.” On a strategy basis, managers who specialize in going long
and short on stocks were hit the hardest, with those funds registering an
average decline of 4.76%.
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Economic Update
As the eminent default of Greece looms over Europe, a common theme is
emerging: containment. Barring unforeseeable events, Spain and Italy are
solvent if borrowing costs can be kept low. Spain was downgraded on
Thursday by S&P, and the consensus seems to be yields in those two
nations cannot rise above 6% without compromising the ability to pay
debt obligations. A major plan is expected to be completed at the October
23 summit that calls for several major moves, including a proposed 50%
write-off of Greek debt – a move German and French banks have been
preparing for. In addition, the remodeling plan of the eurozone’s rescue
fund was passed yesterday, which will allow the fund to buy debt from
stressed nations and banks. According to Bloomberg, many emerging
market nations are considering financing a bulk of the capital needed for
the rescue package, namely Brazil and China. It is clear the rescue of
Europe will benefit the global economy, especially major trade nations.
EU leaders, the IMF, the ECB and other major entities will be meeting
more often in the next few weeks to continue delegations on the matter.
The Federal Open Market Committee had mixed opinions about options
for the economy back in the United States. Some pushed for lowering
long-term rates by increasing maturities on Fed holdings, while some
believed another round of quantitative easing, buying mass amounts of
large assets, would be more effective. Either way, inflationary risks are a
concern, and rates will remain depressed in the next few years.
The trade gap was virtually unchanged as businesses continued to be
conservative on imports, which could reflect a pessimistic outlook for
demand on goods for the coming months.
Jobless claims decreased very slightly this week, but levels are still over
400,000. The trend is looking like claims are headed down, based on 4week averages, which is good for the October job outlook.
Finally, retail sales made a solid 1.1% jump in September, indicating the
consumer is spending more money. Very few components of the indicator
were down; motor vehicles, clothing, gasoline, furniture, and food service
all rose by over 1%.
Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. Department of
Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of Realtors, the National
Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.
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Bond Market Update
Largely attributable to hopes the eurozone’s crisis would be contained
and the U.S. economy would not slip into a recession, U.S. Treasuries
finished the week lower, particularly on the long-end, triggering their
longest weekly losing streak in six months. Sentiment in the fixed income
markets has transitioned away from the gloom that permeated the
markets in August and September. Reflecting this change, Treasuries,
one of the market’s best performing asset classes in the third quarter,
sold-off in all but two trading days in October. A share of this decline
may be attributable to developments in the emerging markets. The Fed’s
holdings of Treasury securities on behalf of foreign official accounts
tumbled sharply again this week and is now down over $73 billion since
the end of August, according to the latest Federal Reserve data. This
drop represents the largest six-week decline since late 2007. Strategists
feel emerging market economies have started to shift from reserve
accumulation to reserve liquidation, purchasing U.S. dollars in an effort to
support their domestic currencies. Meanwhile, spreads, or the difference
in yields, for both investment-grade and high-yield corporate bonds
narrowed relative to Treasuries, suggesting market participants have
begun to nibble on riskier asset classes.
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Stock Market Update

Stock markets closed up for the second week in a row as investors
focused on renewed optimism for a resolution in the Greek debt crisis and
better than expected economic data. On Wednesday, the EU presented
a plan that would help solve the debt crisis and strengthen European
banks. On Thursday, Slovakia’s parliament approved an expansion of
the European Financial Stability Fund (EFSF), a significant feat as all
nations needed to vote yes for approval. For the week the Dow increased
4.9% to close at 11644.49. The broader S&P 500 Index closed at
1224.58, up 6% from the prior week. The NASDAQ Composite Index
increased 7.6% for the week to close at 2667.85.
Asian markets were also strong this week on easing of European
concerns as well as news China’s state-run Central Huijin Investment
bought shares in Jong Kong’s “big four” banks. On Friday, Asian stocks
were down on news the Chinese inflation rate fell slightly to 6.1%, but is
still above the target rate of 4%.
Pepsico (PEP) announced third quarter results on Wednesday, with
revenues and earnings ahead of expectations as the company was
successful in raising prices to offset commodity inflation. Emerging
markets showed strong double digit growth in both snacks and
beverages. JPMorgan Chase (JPM) was the first of the big banks to
report quarterly earnings. The company reported profits declined due to
weakness in investment banking and trading. On a positive note, deposits
were strong, credit cards contributed to profits compared to losses last
year and write-offs fell from 8.9% to 4.7%.
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Google (GOOG) also reported third quarter results ahead of analysts’
expectations. Revenues increased 33% over the same period last year
with mobile revenues were especially strong. The run rate for mobile
revenues is now $2.5 billion, up from $1 billion a year ago.
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Oil ended the week up $4.35, or 5.25% to close at $87.27 a barrel,
posting a second straight weekly gain. Crude’s gains this week were
twofold: stronger-than-expected U.S. retail sales and optimism over
European leaders reaching a deal to address the eurozone debt crisis. A
dip in Chinese inflation to 6.1% in September also boosted crude’s price,
raising the possibility of the central bank putting monetary tightening on
hold, which could boost the economy and thus fuel demand.
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Oil was not the only commodity to benefit from increased U.S. consumer
spending. Gold gained 2.57% for the week, settling at $1,681.90 an
ounce, its second straight weekly gain and highest level in six weeks.
Prices have rebounded 9.2% since reaching two-month lows at the end
of September, and investors are now adding to their holdings in goldbacked exchange-traded products for the first time in a month, according
to a report from Bloomberg. The precious metal had slipped nearly 20%
since reaching a record $1,923.70 an ounce on September 6 as investors
sold the metal to cover their losses.
Despite a rough Q3, hedge funds managed $2.16 trillion at the end of the
first half, up 6.7% from the beginning of the year, according to
HedgeFund Intelligence. Majority of this growth was contributed by the
bigger funds, those managing more than $1 billion, which added $150
billion in assets during these six months and now manages $1.85 trillion,
accounting for 82% of total industry assets. This growth brings hedge
funds back to their 2006 levels, but remain well behind the historic highs
set in 2007 prior to the financial crisis. In other hedge fund news, Raj
Rajaratnam, the hedge fund billionaire at the center of the biggest insidertrading case in U.S. history, was sentenced earlier this week to 11 years
in prison – one of the longest terms ever for insider-trading. The founder
of Galleon Group hedge fund was also fined $10 million and ordered to
forfeit $53.8 million in what were deemed “illicit profits from trading on
confidential corporate information.”
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Economic Update
European leaders are meeting now and over the weekend in an effort to
save Greece and shield banks from the fallout of the debt crisis. We need
to see a detailed plan out of the October 23 summit that is concrete
enough to persuade the market the Greek debt crisis will be contained.
European leaders have underwhelmed for far too long. We believe
investors are viewing this as a deadline for action, and failure at this
juncture would increase market risk.
The Conference Board’s Leading Economic Index for the U.S. increased
0.2% in September, slowing from a 0.3% increase in August and a 0.6%
increase in July. The largest positive factor came from the rate differential
between 10-year Treasuries and the fed funds rate, while a dip in housing
permits held the index down. Ataman Ozyildirim, economist at The
Conference Board said “the slow pace in the LEI suggests a growing
chance that this sluggish economy is going to be here for a while.”
Headline inflation for the consumer remained on the high side last month.
The CPI followed up a 0.4% jump in August by rising another 0.3% in
September, according to the Labor Department. The latest number was
driven by a 2.0% increase in energy, with gasoline prices jumping 2.9%.
Food prices continued to climb as well, up 0.4% for the month. Year-overyear CPI was 3.9%, edging up 0.1% from the previous month. Meanwhile,
prices at the producer level came in well above expectations, surging
0.8% for the month. Like the consumer index, PPI was driven higher by
rising energy prices. Both figures indicate inflation is not cooling; making
it difficult for the Fed to do any further monetary easing.
Data released this week on the health of the housing market was mixed.
Housing starts rebounded nicely, up 15.0% in September after declining
7.0% the month before, according to the Commerce Department. The
weaker August number was in part due to the negative impact of
Hurricane Irene. Housing permits fell 5.0%, however, indicating home
builders are still being cautious. Meanwhile, data from the National
Association of Realtors showed existing home sales fell 3.0% and the
median existing home price fell 3.4%.
Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. Department of
Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of Realtors, the National
Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.
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Bond Market Update
U.S. Treasuries displayed no clear direction for the week, finishing mostly
unchanged as investors await a report from European leaders addressing
steps to ease the region’s debt crisis at summit meetings to be held over
the weekend. France and Germany said in a joint statement on Thursday
policy makers would discuss a global solution to the sovereign debt crisis,
but no decisions would be adopted before a second meeting to be held by
Wednesday at the latest. European governments may deploy as much
as 940 billion euros ($1.3 trillion) to fight the debt crisis, possibly
combining the EU’s temporary and planned permanent rescue funds,
while scrapping a ceiling on bailout spending.
Separately, Federal Reserve Vice Chairman Janet Yellen said a third
round of quantitative easing might become warranted if the U.S. economy
fails to show signs of a recovery. Strategists feel the remarks signal the
Fed may be prepared to dig deeper into unprecedented monetary
territory, despite criticism relating to expanding the nation’s debt burden,
as policy makers struggle to lower unemployment levels without boosting
inflation.
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Source: Bloomberg, FTN Financial, The Wall Street Journal, U.S. Department of Treasury.
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Stock Market Update

Stock markets were mixed this week as the Dow and the S&P 500 closed
up for the third week in a row while the NASDAQ closed slightly down.
Positive corporate earnings reports as well as hopes for a resolution of
the Greek debt crisis fueled the continuation of the October rally. For the
week, the Dow increased 1.4% to close at 11808.79. The broader S&P
500 Index closed at 1238.25, up 1.1% from the prior week. The NASDAQ
Composite Index fell 1.1% for the week to close at 2637.46.

Weekly Change
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International markets were generally down due to uncertainty about the
upcoming summit meeting of European leaders this weekend in Europe.
Reports that Germany and France disagree on how to boost the
European Financial Stability Fund led to increased volatility. European
bank shares continued to be especially weak. News of China’s slowing
GDP growth (from 9.5% to 9.1%) led to profit-taking in European luxury
goods and mining companies that rely heavily on strength in China. Major
flooding in Thailand leading to plant closures at Western Digital
negatively impacted PC makers Hewlett Packard (HPQ) and Dell (DELL).
With 25% of S&P 500 companies reported, 67% have beaten consensus
earnings estimates. Consumer staples and technology stocks
outperformed on solid earnings reports. Healthcare products stocks
underperformed despite strong results. Apple (AAPL) was weak as
revenue came in below expectations, but the company raised fiscal first
quarter guidance on very strong iPhone 4S sales. American Express
(AXP) reported 9% revenue growth on a 16% increase in cardmember
spending. Homebuilding stocks were up double-digits for the week on
reports of a 15% increase in housing starts last month.
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Gold was up more than $23-an-ounce on Friday, ending a four-session
losing streak as lower prices and a weaker dollar helped entice investors
back to the precious metal. Another factor many experts attribute to the
rise of gold at the end of the week was two of the eurozone’s biggest
powers, France and Germany, announcing they would meet twice in the
upcoming week to try and prevent the sovereign debt crisis from
engulfing the entire eurozone. For the week, however, the metal still took
a loss, dropping 2.47% or $41.50, to settle at $1,640.40 an ounce. Some
analysts noted the gold market remains “bearish and could start to come
under pressure again heading towards the end of the month.”
Crude oil ended the week up 0.42%, settling at $87.64 a barrel, for its
third straight weekly gain. Crude was down for most of the week, but
pared its losses on Friday with European leaders announcing their
attempt to adopt a strategy addressing the debt crisis in the coming
weeks. The oil market may also be affected one way or another by the
death of former Libyan dictator Mammar Gadhafi, with attention now
being focused on the difficulties of restoring production. Libya’s oil
reserves are the ninth largest in the world, but production had been
subpar due to aging infrastructure.
Hedge funds and private equity funds with assets over $1 billion will be
required to provide “extraordinary amounts” of data to the U.S. Securities
and Exchange Commission (SEC) if a proposed rule passes later this
month. According to FinAlternatives, this data would include information
on fund assets, leverage, investment positions, valuation and trading
practices, on top of being subjected to routine inspections. SEC chairman
Mary Schapiro stated earlier this week the SEC had “high hopes for the
Form PF data,” which she mentioned would help the agency and the
Financial Stability Oversight Council “understand where the risks are in
the financial system.” Schapiro noted the SEC would not consider shortselling restrictions like those to be imposed in the EU. The form, required
under the Dodd-Frank Act, is intended to help regulators avoid another
collapse, like that of the Long Term Capital in 1998, which could threaten
to destabilize the financial system.
Issue
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1,486.34
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0.15%

Dow Jones UBS Commodity Index
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-2.20%
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1 Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Dow Jones, National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts, Hedge Fund Research,
Bloomberg, The Wall Street Journal, The International Monetary Fund.
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Economic Update
European Union leaders reached an agreement early Thursday that
involved leveraging up the European Financial Stability Facility (EFSF) to
€1 trillion and getting banks to agree to a 50% haircut on Greek bonds.
Klaus Regling, the head of the EFSF, is confident China will be a
contributor to the fund. There are still some details that need to be
hammered out, but for the moment it seems this plan could be sufficiently
adequate to stem contagion and get Greece’s debt situation under
control. Getting Greece out of the headlines and removing this large
uncertainty should bode well for the markets.
Fears of a double-dip recession eased this week as a report was released
showing economic growth nearly doubled in the third quarter. GDP
growth improved to a 2.5% annualized rate from a sluggish 1.3% rate in
the second quarter, according to the Commerce Department. This
marked the first time the overall inflation-adjusted level of economic
output topped the fourth quarter 2007 figure, the last reading before the
Great Recession began.

Economic Indicators, Quarterly Change
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Consumer confidence fell sharply in October dropping 6.6 points to 39.8
as concerns over business conditions, the labor market and income
prospects increased. Lynn Franco, Director of The Conference Board
Consumer Research Center said "Consumer confidence is now back to
levels last seen during the 2008-2009 recession." Despite the lack of
confidence, it does not appear to be having a negative impact on
consumer spending which increased 0.6% in September.
The housing market is still stuck in the doldrums. Sales of new homes
are improving while prices are contracting, according to a report from the
Commerce Department. New home sales were up 5.7% in September
bringing the current supply down to a year-and-a-half low of 6.2 months.
Median prices softened for the third straight month, however, falling 3.1%
to $204,400. The market for existing homes looked weaker with pending
sales down 4.6%, according to the National Association of Realtors.
Meanwhile, the Case Shiller 20-city index was flat for the month of August
after edging down 0.1% each of the previous three months.
Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. Department of
Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of Realtors, the National
Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.
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Bond Market Update
Despite a considerable rally on Friday, U.S. Treasuries finished lower for
the fifth straight week, the longest losing streak in more than two years.
The safety these securities offer seems to have lost its appeal, with
government debt auctions drawing little interest to recent similar sales.
Adding to the selling pressure are recent signs the U.S. economy has
stabilized along with rumors the Federal Reserve may initiate another
round of quantitative easing, helping riskier asset classes at the expense
of safe-haven Treasuries. The Fed’s preferred inflation measure, the core
personal consumption expenditure (PCE) deflator, remains low at just
1.6%, according to a government report released on Friday. Strategists
suggest the central bank will likely take the view that inflation is under
control and may take fresh measures to aid the economy.
Meanwhile, municipal bond yields topped those of similar maturity
Treasuries for the eighth straight week, the longest stretch since 2009.
Strategists are suggesting the higher muni-to-Treasury ratio could
continue through the November 2012 presidential election because the
Federal Reserve has said it will hold its benchmark interest rate at zero
until mid-2013, and investors will likely wait to see if federal income tax
breaks expire at the end of 2012. Because of an improving fiscal
environment and attractive valuations, investors should continue to
purchase intermediate-term, high-quality bonds.
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Stock Market Update

The stock market hovered between gains and losses on Friday as the
market seemed to take a breather after a two-day rally. Thursday was
particularly strong as investors awoke to the news of progress being
made in combating the European debt crisis. The Dow Jones Industrial
Average closed at 12,231.11, up 422 points for the week, or up 3.58%.
The broader S&P 500 Index ended the week up 3.78% to close at
1,285.08, while the NASDAQ Composite finished higher by 100 points, or
up 3.78% to close the week out at 2,737.15.

Weekly Change
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Shares of European companies rallied on the news that progress is being
made after 21 months of discussions and fourteen different meetings with
country leaders. The MSCI EAFE Index rose 6.27% for the week with a
broadly-based rally across all countries and sectors. In particular, the
foreign bank stocks rallied on the news a relief plan is beginning to take
shape.
Shares of Netflix (NFLX) were hit hardest this week after the company
reported quarterly earnings below the lofty expectations placed on the
company by Wall Street analysts. The company had taken a hit earlier in
the year as investors reacted negatively to the significant price hike and
access to both DVDs and online video streaming. The company
maintains a significant cash position, but Monday it was announced they
lost 800,000 subscribers in the third quarter, causing concerns with
regards to the company’s ambitious, international growth plans. Shares
of Netflix are down over 50% year-to-date after the earnings
announcement on Monday.
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Coinstar (CSTR), the parent company of Redbox offering DVDs through
rental kiosks, is now facing a similar situation as Netflix. On Thursday,
the company announced they will be boosting prices by 20% from $1.00
to $1.20, citing a need to maintain a higher profit margin and overcome
high costs. The market viewed this announcement much the same as the
price hike by Netflix, and Coinstar’s shares fell 9% on Friday.
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Gold ended the week up 6.35%, or $104, settling at $1,744.50 an ounce,
after the dollar dropped this week following the eurozone agreement to
boost the region’s bailout fund and slash Greece’s debt. Crude oil closed
at $93.47 a barrel, up 6.65% from the previous week, thanks also to a
deal being reached, as well as news of the U.S. economy expanding in
Q3. Although both finished with weekly gains, gold and oil slipped on
Friday over concerns regarding the actual details of the eurozone deal.
Although 2011 returns have not been what real estate investment trust
(REITs) investors had hoped, REITs continue to outperform the major
markets and remain well-positioned during times of economic
uncertainty. In a report this week from REIT.com, experts believe REITs
as a whole are in relatively good shape, thanks to improving underlying
property fundamentals, favorable market dynamics and access to capital.
In terms of growth potential, REITs today are heavily dependent on
mergers and acquisitions, as well as driving increases in rents, mainly
due to a lack of new construction activity. For the week, the
FTSE/NAREIT All REIT index was up 9.38% to close at 139.24.
The U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) approved a ruling
this week requiring hedge funds to disclose a vast amount of information
to the regulator. The SEC unanimously approved the new informationgathering measure after easing its stringency slightly. The original
proposal, which was issued in January, forced all hedge fund and private
equity firms with at least $1 billion in assets to make the confidential
disclosures quarterly; the new ruling, however, imposes that requirement
on hedge fund managers with $1.5 billion in assets or more and private
equity firms with $2 billion or more. According to FinAlternatives, all
hedge and private equity fund firms with at least $150 million in assets
will be required to make some disclosures to the SEC, but only the
biggest, roughly 230 hedge funds and 155 private equity firms, will be
subject to the severest requirements, including information on assets,
leverage, positions, valuation and trading.
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Economic Update
Just when we thought a deal had been struck and the Greek financial
crisis would finally be removed from the front page, they find a way to
stay in the headlines. Early in the week Greek Prime Minister George
Papandreou made the surprising announcement the bailout issue would
be decided by a vote of the people. The lack of popularity of the austerity
measures included in the package sparked fears the Greek people would
vote no on the referendum, default on their debt and leave the eurozone.
Papandreou then called an emergency cabinet meeting where he backed
off those plans under mounting pressure from other European leaders
and members of his own government.
There were no surprises out of the FOMC meeting this week, with the
Committee retaining its language that rates will remain exceptionally low
through mid-2013. Meanwhile,ECB decided to cut interest rates by a
quarter of a percentage point, its first rate cut in two years. "What we are
observing now is slow growth heading towards a mild recession by year
end," said Mario Draghi, the new president of the ECB.

Economic Indicators, Quarterly Change
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Manufacturing expanded for the 27th consecutive month, according to the
Institute for Supply Management. The PMI registered 50.8% in October,
down 0.8 points from September's reading of 51.6%, but the underlying
data was more positive than the headline number indicated. With prices
paid falling 15 points, inventories contracting and new orders improving,
the manufacturing sector looks poised to expand at an accelerated rate in
coming months.
The headline number for October payrolls was below expectations, but
upward revisions to previous months indicate the labor market is stronger
than originally thought. Payrolls were up 80,000 for the month, while
numbers for September were revised up to 158,000 (from 103,000) and
August were increased to 104,000 (from 57,000), according to the Labor
Department. The trend of strength in the private sector and weakness in
the public sector continued, with private nonfarm payrolls up 104,000 and
government payrolls declining 24,000. The household survey showed a
277,000 increase in household employment, which moved the
unemployment rate down to 9.0% from 9.1%.
Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. Department of
Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of Realtors, the National
Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.
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Bond Market Update
U.S. Treasuries rallied for their biggest weekly gain since August as
investor confidence in global policy makers’ ability to stem the eurozone’s
sovereign debt crisis waned, sparking a move out of equities and into
safe-haven securities. The continued rise in government bond yields in
Italy suggests market participants remain wary of the contagion risks
associated with Greece. Reflecting this risk, the yield on the 10-year
Italian bond rose to over 6.3%, near the highest level since the launch of
the euro in 1999. Some strategists feel yields above such levels would
hinder the country’s ability to balance its budget, leading to another
eurozone bailout. At the same time, expectations that cash-rich countries
like China would provide funding to the bailout have failed to materialize,
sparking additional demand for Treasuries. However, given the sharp
gains year-to-date in this sector, we recommend investors keep a small
position in Treasuries and focus on other areas of the bond market.
Because corporate bonds offer both attractive yields relative to Treasuries
and meaningful supply, strategists feel excess demand conditions will
return to this area, driving spreads considerably tighter. From a sector
perspective, U.S. Banks and Financials are likely to outperform going
forward after underperforming in August and September. Although
revenue growth remains challenging in this sector, except for regional
banks, some signs of growth in credit cards and auto loans have been
encouraging.
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Stock Market Update

After the best October in decades, stocks took a breather this week on
doubts the EU deal to restructure Greek debt would succeed. Early in the
week the Greek prime minister announced a referendum for a popular
vote on the European bail-out plan. Days later it was reported he had
decided against a referendum due to pressure from other European
leaders and members of his own political party. Continued positive
corporate earnings reports, an unexpected lowering of interest rates by
the European Central Bank, and a slightly better than expected jobs
report on Friday were not enough to offset continued uncertainty in
Greece. For the week, the Dow Jones Industrial Average declined 2.0%
to close at 11983.24. The broader S&P 500 Index closed at 1253.23,
down 2.5% from the prior week. The NASDAQ Composite Index fell 1.9%
for the week to close at 2686.15.
International markets were also under pressure this week. Japan’s
government intervened in its currency markets for the third time this year
in an effort to weaken the yen to make its exports more competitive.
Sony, one of Japan’s largest exporters of consumer electronics, reported
a quarterly loss of $346 million on Wednesday and now projects a $1.2
billion loss for fiscal year 2012 due to the strong yen and lower flat panel
TV sales. The company experienced production disruptions from
widespread flooding in Thailand as well as supply problems experienced
earlier this year as a result of the earthquake and tsunami disaster.
After talks to sell itself to Interactive Brokers failed last weekend, MF
Global Holdings, a New York based broker-dealer, filed for bankruptcy
protection on Monday. This represents the eighth largest bankruptcy in
U.S. history and was mainly a result of large losses from recent bets on
European sovereign debt. Retailers tracked by Thomson Reuters posted
an average same store sales increase of 3.4%, missing consensus
expectations of 4.5%. Kohl’s and TJX reported better than expected
comps while JC Penney and Nordstrom missed analysts’ estimates.
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Despite taking a tumble on Friday as investors showed concern
regarding the Greek government and renewed fear the country may in
fact default, gold ended the week up 0.68%, settling at $1,756.30 an
ounce. Gold hit a six-week high on Thursday as investors placed bets on
monetary policy moves supporting prices of the metal heading into the
end of the year. Analysts predict the precious metal may be poised for
even further strength with it being viewed as an alternative asset due to
the “easy-money” policies held by central banks.
Although Q3 returns from commercial real estate investment properties
remained positive, they were down from the previous three-month period,
according to data released by the National Council of Real Estate
Investment Fiduciaries (NCREIF). In a report this week from REIT.com,
the NCREIF Property Index’s (NPI) total return for Q3 was 3.3%,
including an income return of 1.46% and a 1.83% return on capital. This
reflected a total return 64 basis points lower than Q2. Calvin Schnure,
NAREIT’s vice president of research and industry information, noted this
data illustrates the divergence between near-term and long-term
fundamentals in commercial real estate. While commercial property
prices have stopped falling and actually edged up slightly, Schnure
claims they are still well below the highs witnessed in 2007 before the
financial crisis hit.
After a rough August and September, hedge funds bounced back last
month posting positive returns, but still have a ways to go to avoid ending
the year in the red. According to the Dow Jones Credit Suisse Core
Hedge Fund Index, the average fund rose 1.85% in October, but remains
down 6.13% on the year after falling more than 4% in September.
Long/short equity hedge funds performed the best last month, rising
5.27% to cut their average year-to-date loss at 4.37%. Managed futures
funds, which were the best performing strategy in September, were the
worst performers in October, falling 5.07%, as trends reversed against
many short equities, short commodities and long fixed-income positions,
according to FinAlternatives.
1
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1 Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Dow Jones, National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts, Hedge Fund Research,
Bloomberg, The Wall Street Journal, The International Monetary Fund.
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Economic Update
Political theater in the eurozone continued this week, with the Prime
Ministers of both Greece and Italy agreeing to step down. George
Papandreou submitted his resignation on Thursday after forming a
coalition government with the support of the majority of the opposing
party. Former European Central Bank vice president Lucas Papademos
has been named the interim prime minister of Greece. Italian Prime
Minister Silvio Berlusconi also announced he would step down once
austerity measures demanded by the EU were adopted by both houses of
parliament. The Italian Senate passed the measures on Friday, 156
votes in favor to 12 against, with opposition lawmakers not in attendance.
The lower house is expected to vote on Saturday. Italy, with €1.9 trillion
in debt – roughly 120% of their GDP – is a much larger problem than
Greece.

Economic Indicators, Quarterly Change
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The U.S. trade gap unexpectedly narrowed in September, according to
the Commerce Department. The trade deficit shrank $1.8 billion to $43.1
billion as exports increased by 1.4% while imports only increased 0.3%.
One of the key drivers to the improvement came from a $1.55 billion
increase in nonmonetary gold exports that may have been a reflection of
the flight-to-quality seen in the markets that month. Still, even excluding
this, exports were fairly strong which is encouraging.
Inflation pressure is easing in both imports and exports, according to a
report from the Commerce Department. Import prices fell 0.6% in
October as the cost of petroleum dropped 1.0%. Meanwhile, export
prices dropped a sharp 2.1% as agricultural prices fell 6.5%. Year-overyear, import prices are still up 11.0% and exports are up 6.3%, but the
report shows the threat of higher inflation may be waning.
The steady, downward trend in initial jobless claims continued last week,
according to the Labor Department. The number of U.S. workers filing for
first-time unemployment benefits fell to 390,000 for the week ended
November 5 from a revised 400,000 the previous week. The four-week
average fell 5,250 to 400,000 and now looks poised to break through that
key psychological level.
Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. Department of
Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of Realtors, the National
Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.
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Bond Market Update
After a volatile week, U.S. Treasuries finished mostly unchanged with
Italy moving to the center of the crisis on increased fears the country will
need emergency aid. Other events that drove volatility included an
erroneous report that Standard & Poor’s downgraded France along with
weaker than anticipated bidding on the week’s Treasuries auctions.
Investors drove Italy’s 10-year bond yield to a new high after LCH
Clearnet, a clearing house, increased the deposit it demands for trading in
these securities. The country also sold one-year bills at a yield of 6.09%,
the highest level in 14 years.
Meanwhile, Standard & Poor’s rating agency said a message was
erroneously sent to some subscribers suggesting France’s AAA rating
had been lowered. The error sparked a cutting response from the
European Union. “This is a very serious incident. This shows that we are
in an extremely volatile situation, that markets are extremely tense, and
therefore that players on these markets must be extremely rigorous and
exercise a duty of responsibility,” EU Internal Market Commissioner
Michel Barnier said in a statement. In a sign of heightened market
anxiety, this incident sparked the worst day for Frances’ government
bonds since before the euro was launched in 1999. Market strategists feel
that although S&P marked the alert as accidental, it suggests the ratings
agency is likely deep in review of the country, feeding concerns that
Europe’s debt problems may engulf the region’s second largest economy.
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Stock Market Update

The stock market rose four out of five days and finished the week in
positive territory as plans are beginning to take motion with the bailout
efforts of Greece and Italy. The Dow Jones Industrial Average closed at
12,153.68, up 170 points for the week, or up 1.42%. The broader S&P
500 Index ended the week up 0.85% to close at 1,263.85, while the
NASDAQ Composite finished down 0.28%, closing the week at 2,678.75.

Weekly Change
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Shares of European companies rallied on the news that efforts are in
place and a plan is being implemented for the bailout of European
sovereign debt. Part of the plan was for the Greece Prime Minister,
George Papandreou, to step down, which he did on Thursday. Friday
morning Greece swore in a new PM, Lucas Papademos, a former banker
and European Central Bank Vice President, who will now form a new
national, unified government. Italy followed suit and passed several
measures that will allow for the resignation of Prime Minister Silvio
Berlusconi over the weekend.
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Shares of Cisco Systems (CSCO), the world’s largest maker of
networking equipment, rose over 5% after the company hosted its
quarterly conference call this week. John Chambers, CEO, has
discussed a turnaround plan in prior calls with an emphasis on boosting
profits. The plan that has taken shape involves scaling back operational
expenses, revamping the management structure and refocusing on the
core products of the business.
Shares of Green Mountain Coffee Roasters (GMCR), one of the best
growth stories over the past couple of years, dropped over 30% after
announcing fourth quarter earnings this week. A stock that was once a
high flyer and trading around $110 in September is trading under $50 to
end the week. The results were lackluster, and many feel the growth
story has been overhyped.
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Gold ended the week up 1.91%, or $33.60, to settle at $1,789.90 an
ounce. The precious metal suffered declines early in the week, which
subsequently enticed buyers back, enabling the metal to end the week
up. Signs of the dollar weakening provided additional support for the
metal’s weekly gain. Crude oil also posted gains this week, up 4.89%,
closing at $98.97 a barrel.
Real estate investment trusts (REITs) are currently in a better position to
withstand another recession than they were in 2008. In a report from
Moody’s Analytics, REITs are now in a more favorable position to cover
their debt maturities over the next 18 months compared to where they
were prior to the recession three years ago. Analysts also claim REITs
having large asset pools provides investors an avenue to raise cash
during a potential crisis. Furthermore, many believe the majority of
property sectors have either reached or are approaching troughs in their
rental rates, which essentially allows REITs to have more cushion should
the country slip into another recession. Last month, Moody’s Analytics
projected the probability of a recession within the next six months to be
45%, up from its June 2011 estimate of 26%, and do not expect an
improvement anytime soon.
According to a report from FinAlternatives, hedge fund managers should
expect “a large influx of capital” from institutional sources over the next
12 months. Industry data provider Preqin noted assets could reach the
pre-financial crisis mark of $2.6 trillion this time next year. Their
predictions were based on a poll of 64 hedge fund investors, which
revealed 80% are considering investing with new managers over the next
12 months and the remaining 20% stating they would focus on their
relationships with existing managers. Also, 38% of investors plan to
increase their allocations to hedge funds over the next year, while only
9% intend to cut back. The poll found that 20% of investors had more
confidence in hedge funds now than they did in 2010, while 66% said
they felt the same level of confidence. In terms of strategy-specific funds,
the most popular was long/short equity, which 38% of investors said they
were seeking.
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Economic Update
Things in Europe are not getting any better, as yields on bonds in
troubled eurozone countries have been climbing. The situation was
exacerbated when a report issued by Eurostat this week showed the
region was flirting with recession. GDP growth for the 17 nations was an
anemic 0.2% in the third quarter. A shrinking economy in Europe would
also put downward pressure on growth here in the U.S.

Economic Indicators, Quarterly Change
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We are finally seeing some relief on the inflation front, which had been
running high over the past few months. The consumer price index edged
down 0.1% in October after rising 0.3% the previous month, according to
the Labor Department. The decline was largely driven by lower energy
prices which fell 2.0%. Excluding food and energy, the core CPI rose a
mild 0.1%. Year-over-year headline inflation softened to 3.6% from 3.9%
in September, while the core rate climbed to 2.1% from 2.0%.
Meanwhile, prices at the producer level also fell on weaker energy prices,
down 0.3% following a 0.8% jump in September. The inflation relief will
likely be short-lived, however, as energy prices have been rebounding
strongly so far in November.
Retail sales continued to gain in October, up 0.5% for the month
according to the Commerce Department. While it was not as strong of a
showing as the 1.1% jump in September, it was still above consensus
estimates and shows the consumer is willing to spend more despite low
levels of confidence. Sales at electronics & appliance stores showed the
greatest strength surging 3.7%, while clothing & accessory stores were
the weakest with a 0.7% decline in sales. Retail sales gains on a yearover-year basis softened to 7.2% from 7.9% in September.
The number of Americans filing for first-time unemployment benefits fell
yet again, according to the Labor Department. Initial jobless claims were
388,000 for the week ended November 12, a decline of 5,000 from the
previous week. The four-week moving average dropped to 396,750,
falling below the key 400,000 mark for the first time in seven months.
While the declines have been slow, this downward trend appears to be
gaining some traction. This coupled with the stronger retail sales should
bode well for economic growth in the quarter.
Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. Department of
Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of Realtors, the National
Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.
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Bond Market Update
Events relating to Europe’s debt crisis are now the primary driver of
demand in the domestic fixed income markets. During the early part of
the week, amplified fears concerning contagion affects on the euro zone’s
banking system sent investors into the safe-haven U.S. Treasury market.
Although the sovereign debt crisis has plagued the markets for months,
growing signs the region’s banks are finding it more difficult and
expensive to obtain funding have spurred the recent spike in anxieties.

Yield Curves
4.0%

3.0%

Adding to the confusion, France and Germany clashed over whether the
ECB should intervene more forcefully to help arrest the spiraling debt
crisis. Germany remains adamantly opposed to using the European
Central Bank as a lender of last resort, suggesting large purchases of
crisis-area bonds would ultimately lead to a rapid spike in inflation. At the
same time, French leaders reiterated their view that the only way to
prevent contagion is for the European Financial Stability Facility (EFSF)
to have a banking license, allowing it to borrow from the ECB. Ultimately,
most strategists feel the ECB must be willing to buy Italian debt in a large
enough quantity to stem the spiral in interest rates, or else risk a serious
banking crisis in Europe. On Friday, U.S. Treasuries fell after a decline in
Italian and Spanish yields as the European Central Bank intervened in the
markets in an attempt to stem spiraling debt costs in these nations.
According to a Dow Jones report, the ECB may also start lending to the
International Monetary Fund for additional bailouts in the region.
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Source: Bloomberg, FTN Financial, The Wall Street Journal, U.S. Department of Treasury.
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Stock Market Update

Volatility continued in major equity markets this week as uncertainty about
the European economy outweighed mostly positive US economic data.
Yields on Spanish and Italian bonds reached elevated levels not seen
since the euro was first introduced. In an effort to calm the European
markets, the ECB reportedly purchased large amounts of Italian and
Spanish debt throughout the week. For the week the Dow Jones
Industrial Average declined 2.9% to close at 11796.16. The broader S&P
500 Index closed at 1215.65, down 3.8% from the prior week, its worst
performance in two months. The NASDAQ Composite Index fell 4.0% for
the week to close at 2572.50. Financials and materials stocks both
declined 6%.
Big box retailers Wal-Mart and Lowe’s reported earnings this week. WalMart posted positive quarterly same-store sales growth for the first time in
nine quarters. Inventories grew less than sales for the first time since Q1
2010. Wal-Mart’s chief executive believes the low income consumer will
continue to struggle until the economy improves. Lowe’s reported same
store sales growth of 1%, ahead of expectations, helped by higher sales
in states affected by Hurricane Irene. Profits declined year over year on a
charge taken by the company to close 20 under-performing stores in 15
states. Both stocks were flat for the week.
In a sign of increased difficulty navigating these volatile markets, another
well-known investment guru called it quits this week. Bill Miller, the
legendary portfolio manager for the Legg Mason Value Trust, will hand
over management of the fund next April. The portfolio out-performed the
S&P 500 for fifteen straight years through 2005. Over the past five years,
the fund has fallen at an average annual rate of 9.6% ranking in the 99th
percentile.
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The Dow Jones Commodity Index fell 2.71% this week as commodities
experienced high volume price movements. In the gold market, rises in
the dollar have decreased the draw towards the precious metal in recent
weeks. November began with a gold rally which peaked at $1,804.40 an
ounce on Nov. 8th, but since then demand has slowed. For the week, the
metal fell 3.68%, settling at $1,724 an ounce. The price of gold has been
very volatile, as with the rest of the markets, because of investor
perceptions concerning the ongoing European situation. Until the crisis
stabilizes, the price of gold will continue to significantly fluctuate.
Furthermore, analysts expect strong movement in the short term based
on the outcome of the much anticipated report from the “super
committee,” which is expected to present on deficit cuts next week.
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Light crude oil settled at $97.80 a barrel with analysts again citing
European concerns as the primary cause. Oil surged above $100 a barrel
earlier in the week with positive news from the Keystone Pipeline project,
but was short-lived, as Thursday saw a sharp drop in prices. Heating oil,
gasoline, and natural gas fell as well - all attributable to concerns about
reduced future demand in Europe. Finally, corn fell nearly a percent
Friday as sluggish export demand continues to hamper the market,
leading to a selloff that has caused commodity futures to fall for the
week, specifically most of the agricultural commodity market.
New-York based hedge fund Paulson & Co., which has been the most
active investor in gold this year, sold off one-third of its holdings in the
precious metal, reported a regulatory filing this week. The report noted
the fund sold 20.3 million shares of its 31.5 million of the SPDR Gold
Trust exchange-traded fund (ETF), reducing its holdings in the metal by
nearly $2 billion. According to FinAlternatives, the sale may be linked to
redemptions, as investors filed withdrawal requests totaling roughly $2.4
billion. For the week, the HFRX Equal Weighted Strategy index lost
0.2%, ending at 1,108.28 Diving deeper into strategy specific, the HFRX
Merger Arbitrage posted gains, settling at 1,490.61, up 0.49%.
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Economic Update
The so-called “Super Committee” proved to be anything but, failing on
Monday to agree on a $1.2 trillion debt reduction package. The
committee’s squabbling over taxes and entitlements is just one more
example of how far the ideological divide has grown between
Republicans and Democrats, and why congressional approval ratings are
polling as low as 9% right now. The failure to reach a deal will result in
$1.2 trillion in automatic cuts in defense and non-defense spending, but
those cuts will not take effect until 2013 and are not nearly enough to
slow the growth of our nation’s debt relative to GDP.
Sales of existing homes rose 1.4% in October to a 4.97 million annual
rate, according to the National Association of Realtors. Buyers were
likely drawn in by lower prices which fell 2.0% during the month to a
median of $162,500. The expiration of higher conforming loan limits on
October 1 was likely a contributing factor to the drop in prices.
Economic growth got a slight downgrade in the Commerce Department’s
second estimate for the third quarter. GDP growth was revised down to
2.0% from the initial 2.5% estimate released last month. The negative
revision was largely due to a downward adjustment to inventory
investment which does little to damage the economy’s forward
momentum.
Personal income and spending continued to post gains in October,
according to a report from the Commerce Department. Personal income
rose 0.4% and the wages & salaries component came in at an even
stronger 0.5%, indicating that despite high unemployment the situation for
those with jobs is improving. Consumer spending on durables jumped
0.8%, likely aided by a drop in gasoline prices.
Durable goods orders softened as a result of a drop in the volatile civilian
aircraft orders component. The headline number fell 0.7%, but excluding
transportation durable orders were up 0.7%. Boeing recently announced
a record order for new jets valued at nearly $22 billion which will add
strength to next month’s numbers.
Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. Department of
Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of Realtors, the National
Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.
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Bond Market Update
Investors fled to U.S. Treasuries during a volatile trading week dominated
by headlines. Domestically, the Congressional super committee’s failure
to reach a deficit cutting agreement increases the chances that economic
stimulus measures will expire and not be renewed in 2012. The
increased probability of slower economic growth ahead for the U.S.
pushed investors to accept lower yields and diminished the attractiveness
of bonds with risk.

Yield Curves
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Internationally, the eurozone debt crisis continued to smolder. A change
in political leadership in Spain did little to boost confidence in Spanish
sovereign debt as 3 and 6 month bills traded at over 5% yields following
elections. Additional concerns arose over a warning by Moody’s that the
increased spread between French and German bonds threatens the
current AAA credit rating of French debt. France’s AAA rating is viewed
as essential for the European debt rescue fund to be viable.
Most troubling, however, was an anemic German bond auction where
only €3.6 billion of the offered €6 billion 10-year bonds sold at increased
yields. With other sovereign bonds trading at a spread to German bonds,
the increased German yields pushed up already elevated borrowing costs
across the EU. Rather than indicate German bonds have become riskier,
analysts viewed the poor auction as an indication investors have
increased doubt the EU will make it through the debt crisis intact.
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Stock Market Update

The stock market finished Friday where it had been the whole week, in
negative territory, leaving investors with nothing to be thankful for over the
past week. The markets continued to remain volatile as the European
debt fears continued to take stocks lower earlier in the week. The Dow
Jones Industrial Average closed at 11,233.68, down 563 points for the
week, or down 4.77%. The broader S&P 500 Index ended the week down
4.67% to close at 1,158.91, while the NASDAQ Composite finished lower
by 130 points, or down 5.09% to close the week out at 2,441.58.
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The European markets finished the week with several consecutive days
of the market ending in negative territory. The markets were looking for
leadership this week as the meeting between French president Sarkozy
and German Chancellor Angela Merkel failed to calm investor fears.
Merkel has openly criticized the issuance of euro bonds stating the
common interest rate would send the wrong signal. The Italian
government sold 8 billion euros ($10.7 billion) of six-month Treasury bills
with an average yield of 6.50%, significantly higher than the sale on
October 26th when the average yield was 3.50%. The higher interest rate
reinforces concerns that as the debt crisis spreads Italy will have a
difficult time meeting its funding needs.
All three indexes in the U.S. were lower by over 4% for the entire week.
The markets seemed to get some relief on Friday as investors returned
from Thanksgiving Day and the shortened trading week. Investors
seemed to flock back into the market at the open Friday only to
turnaround and finish another day this week in negative territory on little
volume. Enticed by huge discounts, early Black Friday openings
attracted shoppers to major retailers such as Macy’s (M), Best Buy (BBY),
and Walmart (WMT). Analysts are expecting record crowds with the
number of shoppers expected to rise 10% from last year’s number of 152
million.
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Crude oil fell 1.80% this week, settling at $96.04 a barrel, as equity
markets were hit hard, especially in Asia and Europe, on worries
pertaining to the ongoing financial turmoil in the eurozone, along with
strength in the U.S. dollar. Analysts believe prices may jump in the near
future though, amid France’s call for an embargo on crude exports from
Iran. This week, the French government reached out to its European
counterparts to find an agreement to sanction exports from Iran following
reports that allege the country is producing nuclear weapons. In other oil
news, the narrowing price gap between the two main benchmarks for
crude oil, WTI and Brent, could bring relief for U.S. airlines. The premium
of Brent to WTI stood at around $11.40 a barrel earlier in the week, down
from as much as $27.88 in October. Crude prices affect the cost of jet
fuel, which along with labor, are airlines' biggest costs. Airlines use fuel
hedge contracts to protect against price swings, so with the gap closing
between the two, it gives better protection than was offered when WTI
was trading at a discount.
According to Morningstar, hedge funds posted positive gains in October,
despite the funds failing to fully participate in the equity market’s huge
rebound. The Morningstar MSCI Composite Hedge Fund Index, an assetweighted composite of nearly 1,000 hedge funds, rose 1.1% last month.
Despite this rise, however, the index significantly trailed the MSCI World
NR Stock Index, which increased 10.3%. According to analysts at
Morningstar the lagging performance of hedge funds is attributed to the
“abruptness of the market’s reversal, coupled with lingering bearish
sentiment, which likely caught some defensively positioned managers off
guard.” To no surprise, stock-picking hedge fund strategies significantly
lagged the equity markets, as the Morningstar MSCI North America and
the Morningstar MSCI Europe Hedge Fund Indexes rose only 5% and
3.4%, respectively. Emerging markets hedge fund strategies,
represented by the Morningstar MSCI Emerging Markets Hedge Fund
Index, increased only 4.1% last month, even though emerging markets
stocks outperformed developed markets in October.
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Economic Update
The November employment situation report from the Labor Department
showed 120,000 jobs were added during the month, topping an upwardly
revised 100,000 gain the previous month. The private sector once again
added more to the payrolls than the overall figure, contributing 140,000
as government jobs declined by 20,000. The unemployment rate fell to
8.6% from 9.0% in October, but not in the most positive fashion. The
labor pool, or denominator of the equation, shrank by 315,000 as more
Americans gave up on the job search. Overall, the report is positive
though and shows the employment picture continues to improve.
The consumers’ improved outlook on the jobs market and their income
prospects helped confidence surge to levels not seen since this summer.
The Conference Board’s confidence index rose a sharp 15 points to 56.0
in November, which bodes well for the holiday shopping season.
Manufacturing expanded for the 28th consecutive month, according to
the Institute for Supply Management. The PMI registered 52.7 in
November, up 1.9 points from October's reading of 50.8, the highest
reading since June. The best news is new orders were up a very strong
4.3 points to 56.7. In an interesting twist, China's official PMI slid to 49
during the month from 50.4 in October, meaning manufacturing is
declining in China while it is growing here in the U.S.
Sales of new homes improved yet again while prices continue to contract,
according to a report from the Commerce Department. New home sales
were up 1.3% in October bringing the current supply to 6.3 months at the
current rate. Median prices softened for the fourth straight month,
however, falling 0.5% to $212,300. The market for existing homes is
showing signs of life with pending sales up 10.4%, according to the
National Association of Realtors. Meanwhile, the Case Shiller 20-city
index showed a significant 0.6% decline for the month of October after
four months of being relatively flat. Tight credit conditions and a large
number of foreclosures will continue to limit the housing recovery for the
foreseeable future.

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. Department of
Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of Realtors, the National
Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.
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Bond Market Update
Despite a small rally on Friday, U.S. Treasuries finished the week lower
after six major central banks agreed Wednesday to keep their dollar
funding facility open for an extra six months and lower the costs for using
this short-term funding. Market strategists feel this development
suggests global policy makers intend to provide as much stimulus as
needed to keep the international banking systems solvent. This along
with a European proposal to channel an additional 200 billion Euros
through the International Monetary Fund to help fight the debt crisis
created a positive investor sentiment tone, with market participants
trading out of the safety of U.S. government bonds. Reflecting this
change in sentiment, the U.S. two-year swap spread, a key gauge of
credit risk, posted its biggest one-day contraction since December
2008. Still, Treasuries remain one of the best performing sectors of the
bond market this year, with securities due in 10 years or more returning
18% in the past six months, the most among 144 bond indices compiled
by Bloomberg after accounting for currency changes. Meanwhile,
Standard and Poor’s cut its ratings on 14 banks including Bank of
America, Goldman Sachs, JP Morgan and Wells Fargo. S&P has
changed its ratings methodology after faulty grades on Lehman Brothers
and Bear Stearns contributed to the credit market collapse in
2008. However, this change in methodology resulted in relatively minor
revisions as financial sector stocks rallied sharply for the week.
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Stock Market Update

Most major stock markets were very strong this week, starting with
investors cheering strong Black Friday and holiday weekend sales. On
Wednesday central banks worldwide launched a coordinated effort to
reduce the cost of dollar liquidity through swap arrangements, thus
making it easier for European Banks to access U.S. dollars. This led to a
490 point rally in the Dow Jones Industrial Average. For the week the
DJIA increased 7% to close at 12019.42. The broader S&P 500 Index
closed at 1244.28, up 7.4% from the prior week. The NASDAQ
Composite Index rose 7.6% to 2626.93. Energy and Financials stocks
led the charge, each up over 10%, while consumer staples and utilities
trailed the markets, increasing less than 5%.
International markets were also very strong this week. European shares
had their biggest weekly gain since late 2008 as France’s CAC 40 index
and Germany’s DAX index both rose over 10%. The FTSE 100 index in
the UK ended 7% higher. Japan’s Nikkei Index closed up 6%, while the
Shanghai composite was flat. Mixed economic news out of China held
Chinese stocks flat for the week. China’s manufacturing contracted for
the first time since 2009, leading the central bank to announce a cut in
the reserve requirement ratio and signaling a shift toward growth and
away from inflation.
Another airline was forced to resort to filing for bankruptcy protection in
order to cut costs, restructure its debt and remain competitive. American
Airlines, the third largest U.S airline, has lost more than $10 billion since
2001. AMR shares are down nearly 97% year-to-date. In other stock
news this week, Facebook is expecting its IPO next spring, valuing the
company at close to $100 billion.
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Commodities hit a two-week high on Wednesday, due in part to the
European Central Bank (ECB) cutting borrowing costs in the region, but
gently fell as the week progressed from low trading volumes. Equity and
commodity markets rallied on the news out of Europe, signaling positive
development on both fronts, at least in the short-term. Solid gains for
industrial and precious metals led the charge in general commodity
indices. Crude oil prices also gained significantly this week, matching a
two-week high, as trouble in Pakistan and Iran triggered speculation that
future oil supply from the Middle East may be at risk. Increased tensions
in the region have lead speculators to predict a continuation of this trend.
Additionally, possible sanctions on Iran could lead to further shortages in
world oil supply, which would cause prices to climb. With prices currently
hovering around $100 a barrel, the airlines and other oil-dependent
transportation industries struggle to maintain their costs; however, as
spreads continue to close between WTI and Brent Crude there is greater
potential for hedging efficiency.
Gold rallied early in the week, but lightly dropped towards the end as
riskier assets saw sharp gains. Analysts note gold is showing "higher
lows and higher highs", indicating a long-term uptrend may continue as
European and American leaders struggle with the task of stabilizing
national economies. Gold rose 2% in the month of November, marking
the 7th monthly gain in the last 11 months, but still sits almost 10% below
the all-time price high in September.
As for hedge funds, we continue to see a decline amid continued market
volatility and global economic woes, with the HFRX Global Hedge Fund
Index down 10% on the year. The decline was due in part to reduced
equity exposure across hedge funds. According to CNBC, many hedge
funds slashed their long and short positions in stocks, falling to their
lowest levels since 2008. This strategy proved to be a major downfall
with the equity rallies in October as the S&P 500 climbed back into the
black for 2011 (although it has dropped slightly into the red again as of
the end of November). Specifically, hedge funds maintained large short
positions in global equities, a reflection of large-scale economic
concerns; the October rally hurt those positions significantly.
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Economic Update
The European Union met this week for a summit to address the sovereign
debt crisis and avoid a collapse of the euro. The 17 members of the
eurozone, which use the embattled currency, reached a deal for a new
intergovernmental treaty that would deepen the integration of national
budgets. Six other EU nations that are not part of the eurozone
supported the deal, but four member nations including Britain refused to
back the treaty change. "What is on offer isn't in Britain's interests, so I
didn't agree to it," British Prime Minister, David Cameron, said at a
briefing. The lack of unanimous support for the new treaty may raise
concerns of the EU turning into a divided system, with some countries
integrating more than others. The new measures announced Friday by
EU leaders included handing over the management of the union's bailout
funds to the European Central Bank. EU leaders have also agreed to add
€200 billion to the International Monetary Fund to continue to assist
struggling European countries.
The U.S. trade gap unexpectedly narrowed in October with imports falling
more than exports, according to the Commerce Department. The trade
deficit shrank $0.7 billion to $43.5 billion from an upwardly revised
September number. One of the key drivers to the improvement came
from a $2.2 billion decrease in the petroleum gap. A reversal of the
increase in nonmonetary gold exports from the previous month led to a
widening of the nonpetroleum goods trade gap. Excluding oil and gold,
the underlying trend of export and import growth continues.
Initial jobless claims fell to their lowest levels since February, according to
the Labor Department. The number of Americans filing for initial jobless
claims fell a sizeable 23,000 to 381,000 for the week ended December 3.
On an unadjusted basis it was the largest single-week drop for the year,
but the holiday season often clouds the weekly claims data. The fourweek moving average fell 3,000 to 393,250 and is a better indicator that
the improving trend in the labor market is gaining more traction.

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. Department of
Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of Realtors, the National
Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.
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Bond Market Update
Despite a sharp sell-off on Friday, U.S. Treasuries finished the week
mostly unchanged after a rally earlier in the week. On Monday, Standard
& Poor’s warned it may cut the ratings on 17 eurozone countries and
several of the region’s large banks if EU leaders fail to agree on a nearterm solution for the sovereign debt crisis. “Our view will focus on the
financial ability of euro-zone member states to support the EU’s debt
service should the institution face a period of financial distress,” S&P said
in its report. Although the move drew strong criticism from some
governments, many market participants welcomed the warning, saying
that by signaling more clearly their possible actions, the rating agency is
reducing market volatility.
On Friday, European leaders announced an agreement to tighten budget
rules and speed the start of a rescue fund. Although a step in the right
direction, many strategists felt the accord lacked the depth and clarity
needed to ally market anxieties. S&P said it is examining the outcome of
the summit and its impact on the growing systemic stresses before
deciding whether to cut credit ratings in the region. Meanwhile, according
to a survey of primary dealers, the yield on the 10-year U.S. Treasury will
rise to 2.39% in 2012, still well below the 3.30% level reached at the end
of 2010.
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Stock Market Update

Following last week’s 7% rally, most major domestic stock markets were
positive again this week, although stocks were volatile leading up to a key
meeting of European leaders in Brussels. After all night talks Thursday,
eurozone leaders agreed to an inter-governmental accord on tougher
fiscal rules. U.S. investors cheered this news along with reports that
consumer confidence levels had improved to the highest level since June.
For the week the DJIA increased 1.4% to close at 12184.26. The broader
S&P 500 Index closed at 1255.19, up 0.9% from the prior week. The
NASDAQ Composite Index rose 0.8% to 2646.85.

Weekly Change
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International markets were mixed this past week. The FTSE 100 index in
the UK closed 0.4% lower than last Friday, while the DAX Index was
down 1.5% and the CAC 40 was flat. Goldman Sachs lifted its
recommendation on European banks to neutral from underweight,
expecting the coordinated central bank effort to reduce the cost of dollar
liquidity announced last week will have a positive impact on margins,
deposit pricing and loan availability.
In corporate news this week, Citigroup announced it will take a $1 billion
charge in the fourth quarter to lay off 4,500 employees. Texas
Instruments, DuPont and Altera reduced guidance for the current quarter
and fiscal year. Texas Instruments cited “broadly lower demand across a
wide range of markets, customers and products,” with the exception of
wireless application processors. DuPont saw slower growth driven by
global economic uncertainty. General Electric raised its quarterly dividend
for the fourth time in two years. John Corzine, former head of nowbankrupt MF Global Holdings testified before a congressional committee,
saying he was unsure of the location of an estimated $1.2 billion in
missing customer funds.
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Oil fell 1.1% this week, closing at $99.82 a barrel, but ended the week on
a high note after the Thomson Reuters/University of Michigan preliminary
index of consumer sentiment rose to 67.7 in December from 64.1 at the
end of last month. Analysts have historically associated the consumer
confidence number with a positive signal regarding the direction of the
U.S. economy. Also aiding the surge in crude was a market reassurance
taken away from the European summit where it was announced steps to
ease the regions two-year debt crisis without forging an accord among all
European Union members would be implemented.
After a much needed breather in October, hedge funds suffered another
bump in the road last month. The ongoing crisis in Europe continues to
hurt the industry, adding to the woes of hedge fund managers already
struggling with market volatility along with an increased correlation
among asset classes. This was evident in November, with the Dow
Jones Credit Suisse Core Hedge Fund Index losing 0.95% for the month,
down 7.03% on the year. All but one of the seven strategies tracked were
in the red last month, with convertible arbitrage posting the largest
negative returns, down 2.35% for the month of November and 8.84%
year-to-date. Managed futures funds, one of the few bright spots, gained
0.52% in November, but these strategy specific funds remain down
4.69% on the year thanks in large part to a 5.07% drop in October. The
HFRI Equity Hedge Index closed the week at 1,005.78, down 0.32%.
The FTSE/NARIET All REIT index was down 3.53% last month, bringing
it to 2.61% year-to-date. Every property sector and subsector within the
index struggled in November, with some of the worst performing sectors
being industrial/office and residential, down 5.07% and 5.62%,
respectively. The manufactured homes subsector of residential posted
losses of 6.42%, but still look to close out the year on a positive note, up
12.39% year-to-date. Shopping centers were also hit hard in November
dropping 5.71%, down 4.37% on the year. However, there is hope this
sector could escape from the red with a strong December thanks to the
holiday season. For the week, the FTSE NARIET All REIT index finished
at 133.94, up 2.10%.
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Economic Update
Economic data for the week was mixed as GDP growth for the third
quarter was revised down while the employment situation continued to
improve. The Commerce Department revised GDP down to 1.8% in its
third estimate, slightly lower than the prior 2.0% estimate. On the positive
side, initial jobless claims fell for a third straight week down 4,000 to
364,000 in the week ended December 17, according to the Labor
Department. This is good news for the labor market, which should
ultimately be good news for the economy.
A strong 25.3% jump in the multifamily component helped new housing
construction rebound 9.3% in November after slipping 2.9% the previous
month, according to the Commerce Department. A 5.7% increase in
housing permits was also led by the multifamily component. While the
improvement is welcome, the trend towards the multifamily sector is likely
driven by the inability of many to purchase homes due to unemployment
or tight lending standards. New home sales were reported up 1.6% for
November, but it came at the expense of softening median prices which
fell 3.8% to $214,000. Meanwhile, the severity of the housing crash was
revealed to be much worse than initially thought after the National
Association of Realtors issued a sweeping downward revision of the past
five years of data. Sales from 2007 to 2010 were actually 14.3% less
than originally reported. Data for November was positive, though, with
sales up 4.0%, supply down to 7.0 months and the median price up 2.1%
to $164,200.
The European Central Bank issued a record amount of three-year loans
to 523 European banks this week. The loans, totaling €489 billion, will be
charged the average benchmark rate over their term – currently 1.0%.
The funds come at a time when the sovereign debt crisis has made
banks reluctant to lend to each other, driving the cost of credit up. While
this does nothing to solve the region’s long-term problems, it will help
European banks deal with funding constraints and might help the troubled
nations of Europe in the near term if banks use some of the loaned
money to buy up their sovereign debt.

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. Department of
Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of Realtors, the National
Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.
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Bond Market Update
Investors rotated out of safe-haven Treasuries into stocks, as reports
showing the U.S. economy is strengthening offset continued concerns
that Europe is struggling to contain its sovereign debt crisis. However,
recent declines have done little to blemish this year’s incredible bull run in
U.S. government debt, with the 10-year note returning 16% and the 30year bond increasing 33%, according to Barclays. Looking ahead, some
analysts feel the bond market could face more downside during the last
trading week of the year, as investors lock-in profits while banks try to
preserve balance sheet strength. The Federal Reserve will also pause
from its bond-buying program, removing a source of demand until early
January. Separately, volatility in the Treasury market fell with Merrill
Lynch’s MOVE index, a measure of price swings in government securities
based on over-the-counter options, dropping to its lowest level since
August.
In an encouraging sign, Spain’s Treasury sold 5.6 billion euros of shortterm debt at sharply lower borrowing costs, as the European Central
Bank began rolling out a new lending program encouraging banks to buy
eurozone government bonds. Spanish three-month bills sold at a yield of
1.74%, down considerably from the 5.11% rate for similar maturities
issued in November. Six-month yields averaged 2.44%, compared with
5.23% one month ago.
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Following last week’s nearly 3% decline domestic stock markets turned
positive again this week. Concerns the European banking sector is worse
off than most feared were offset by positive economic data in the U.S as
well as the extension of the payroll tax cut. For the week the DJIA
increased 3.6% to close at 12293.85. The broader S&P 500 Index closed
at 1265.33, up 3.74% from the prior week. The NASDAQ Composite
Index rose only 2.48% to 2618.64 due to several weak earnings reports
from technology companies.
International markets were mixed this past week. Most European
markets were higher while Asia was weak. The FTSE 100 index in the
UK closed 2.3% higher than last Friday, while the DAX Index was up
3.0% and the CAC 40 rallied 4%. South Korea’s Kospi stock market
plunged 5% on Monday following the news of Kim Jung Il’s death, before
recovering to close down 3.4% for the day and up 2% for the week. The
Shanghai Composite rebounded Friday after four down sessions.
Resource and financial stocks were particularly strong on positive
economic news out of the U.S.
In the last week for earnings reports this year, Oracle missed estimates
as customer delayed purchases in the core software business and
revenue in the hardware division declined more than predicted. General
Mills reported strong sales growth with the recent acquisition of Yoplait’s
international assets. Gross margins fell from 40.2% to 34.5% due mainly
to higher input costs and increased advertising expenses. Paychex Inc.'s
fiscal second-quarter earnings rose 4.9% as the payment-processing
company generated more revenue per check. While growth in checks per
client slowed, the faster growing human resources and benefits services
solutions business saw its client base increase by 12%.
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After U.S. oil supplies fell the most in a decade last week, crude had a
bounce back week, closing at $107.96 a barrel, up 0.06%. The rebound
is mostly attributed to signs of economic growth after the number of
applications for unemployment benefits in the U.S. unexpectedly
decreased to a three-year low and the index of U.S. leading indicators
climbed more than forecasted in November. This was good end-of-year
news for oil because U.S. crude stockpiles fell 10.6 million barrels last
week, the largest decrease since February 2001, reported the Energy
Department. Gold had a volatile week as the dollar rose against the euro
over concerns the ongoing eurozone crisis would put further pressure on
the currency. Months ago the precious metal was viewed as a safe
haven, but is now moving more in line with assets believed to be of
higher risk, such as stocks and the euro, which tend to rise at the dollar’s
expense.
Hedge funds needed a strong December to avoid ending the year in the
red, but so far this month, the industry is getting anything but help. As
things stood at the end of November, the industry needed a major rally in
the final month to avoid a losing year. According to Hedge Fund
Research though, hedge funds have not received any such rally, and
instead are losing even further ground in the first half of December. The
HFRX Global Hedge Fund Index lost 0.59% through last week and is
down just over 9% on the year, with only two weeks left. Industry losses
were fairly widespread, except among macro and relative value
strategies. FinAlternatives notes systematic diversified commodity
trading advisors gained 1.67% during the first half of December, while
convertible arbitrage funds added 0.27%. Multi-strategy relative value
funds added 0.18% and are up 0.39% year-to-date, remaining the only
HFRX strategy in the black for 2011. Unfortunately the bad outweighs the
good, though, as fundamental growth funds have dropped an average of
2.57% through December and are down 15.01% year-to-date. Equity
hedge funds have slipped 1.61% through the first half of the month and
are down 19.69% on the year.
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Economic Update
Consumer confidence ended the year on a high note, according to the
Conference Board’s index. The index rose 9.3 points to 64.5 in
December, following a 15.1 point jump the previous month. Lynn Franco,
Director of The Conference Board Consumer Research Center said "After
two months of considerable gains, the Consumer Confidence Index is
now back to levels seen last spring (April 2011, 66.0). Consumers’
assessment of current business and labor market conditions improved
again. Looking ahead, consumers are more optimistic that business
conditions, employment prospects, and their financial situations will
continue to get better.” It is too soon to tell whether this upbeat mood will
lead to a sustainable improvement in confidence in 2012.
Home prices continued to slide in October, with the Case-Shiller 20 city
index edging down 1.2% for the month on an unadjusted basis. On a
year-over-year basis, home prices have now fallen 3.4%. “Some of the
other housing statistics posted relatively healthy figures for November,
but it seems that most of the good news was confined to the multi-family
sector,” says David M. Blitzer, Chairman of the Index Committee at S&P
Indices. This marks the third straight month of declines, and reinforces
the notion that recent gains in the number of homes sold are coming at
the expense of lower prices. A report released later in the week by the
National Association of Realtors showed the pending home sales index
was up a strong 7.3% in November, following a 10.4% increase the
previous month.
Initial jobless claims rose by 15,000 to 381,000 in the week ended
December 24, according to the Labor Department. Despite the rise, the
number is still comfortably below the key 400,000 level and the four-week
average continued its downward trend falling 5,750 to 375,000. This is
the best level yet during the recovery and indicates the improving labor
market is starting to find its footing. It should be noted that the figures
lack some clarity as estimates were needed for seven states, which is not
unusual for a holiday week.

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. Department of
Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of Realtors, the National
Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.
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Bond Market Update
Trading on light volume, U.S. Treasuries advanced for the week, as
Spain’s new government moved to increase taxes and reduce spending
to curb its large budget deficit. In a year marked by a global flight from
the eurozone’s sovereign debt crisis into safe-haven securities, U.S.
government debt returned almost 10%, as measured by Barclay’s U.S.
Treasury index, the largest yearly return since 2008. The biggest gainer
was the 30-year bond, with a return of 35%, far outpacing gold, another
favorite safe-haven asset class. Treasury Inflation-Protected Securities
(TIPS) gained almost 14%, the most since 2002. Spreads, or the
difference in yields, between 10-year Treasury notes and similar maturity
TIPS, a gauge of trader expectations for consumer prices over the life of
the securities, closed the year at 1.95%, indicating below average
expectations for inflation. Looking ahead, analysts are split on how the
market will perform next year, reflecting continued uncertainty regarding
global economic growth. With fears of a U.S. recession waning, the bond
bears argue bond yields will rise as demand for safety
moderates. Conversely, the bond bulls suggest global economic risks
and political concerns will provide the catalyst for continued gains in the
bond markets. Meanwhile, the yield on new 10-year Italian bonds issued
this week came in at slightly below the market sensitive level of 7%, lower
than November’s auction of 7.56%, but not at a rate that would calm
market anxieties over the country’s ability to raise funds next year.
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Stocks were little changed over the last week of the trading year for 2011
on little volume. Thursday, stocks ended higher putting the S&P 500
back into positive territory for the year in what has otherwise been a
volatile year for investors. The Dow Jones Industrial Average closed at
12,228.42, or down 0.53%. The broader S&P 500 Index ended the week
down 0.50% to close at 1,258.99, while the NASDAQ Composite finished
lower to close the week out at 2,607.69, or down 0.42% .

Weekly Change
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Shares of AMR Corp., the parent company of American Airlines, fell 35%
on Friday. Late in November the company filed for bankruptcy protection,
and, after 70 years of being listed on the NYSE, the company will be
delisted based on the exchanges minimum requirements. AMR Corp.
avoided bankruptcy earlier in the decade when US Airways, United and
Delta all filed for protection during the years of 2002 and 2005. Through
the restructuring, AMR is looking to alleviate some of the burdensome
labor costs and pension obligations.

-0.5%

Sears Holdings (SHLD) was another company ending the year on a
negative note. The company announced poor holiday sales and
subsequently announced that it will be closing 120 Sears and Kmart
stores. The company announced that holiday sales had a 5.2% decline
over the prior year and that earnings over the fourth quarter could be half
of what they were in 2010. The company has lost 30% of its value this
week and over 60% of its value since it traded in the low $80s in late
October and early November.
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Along with the rest of the market, real estate stocks fluctuated in Q4, but
are expected to end the year at approximately fair value, similar to levels
three months prior. Within the real estate sector, a flight to safety toward
cyclically defensive property sectors has been evident as investors
remain fearful of a slowdown in the macro-economy. However, according
to a recent report from Morningstar detailing the outlook for real estate
stocks, some sectors, especially those that renew leases on a near-term
basis, such as lodging and apartments, could see a reversal in operating
performance where the fundamental improvements seen through most of
2011 should hold in the near-term; this bodes well for investors. The
report went on to note how, relative to private investors and the public
non-traded real estate investment trust (REIT) space, publicly traded
REITs remain well-positioned. REITs are currently yielding around 4%,
and dividend payout as a percentage of funds from operation, in
aggregate, is approximately 70%, according to the National Association
of Real Estate Investment Trusts. Experts believe the commercial real
estate cycle is in the early stages of improvement, and though there may
be payout concerns on a granular company-by-company basis, the
industry as a whole likely will not suffer rolling dividend cuts across the
board in the near future.
Crude oil futures closed lower this week with the market wary of the
unclear outlook for global oil demand. However, prices finished the year
with more than an 8% increase, reflecting the incredible Q4 performance
for oil as prices gained approximately 25% quarter-to-date. Volatility in
this space is expected to ensue as developments in Europe continue to
muddle along. Similarly, gold closed higher this week, rebounding from
recent losses, to close the year with a 10% gain. Analysts expect the
debt issues facing many economies coupled with record low interest
rates will advance the surge behind the bullish run on gold in 2012.
However, experts recommend investors closely watch interest rates and
volatility that may stem from the potential deregulation of gold in China.
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